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DEARTH OF SUBSTANTIAL NEWS

CONTINUES.
CONFLICTING

spending

a

Washington county railroad,

were

Rev. \V. II. Hunt is in Boston tliis week
attending the May meetings.

few friends at

a
at

t he

laid for

a

The dinner

NAVAL
PUBLIC

WASHINGTON, May 25 President McKinley lias called fur 75,000 more troops.
Secretary Alger says that the national

enter-

guards will not necessarily be called upon
to furnish the quota, but that men will

Covers
was

OF

THE

LATE WAR BULLETINS

seven-course

Cherryfield house.
eight.

KEEP

GUESSING—DEWEY REINFORCED.

Last Thursday evening, K. C. Hunt, of
tained
dinner

REPORTS

MOVEMENTS

this year.

the

t lie
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WAR RUMORS.

private courts. The tournament lust
year proved very successful, and tennis
players ar-.- looking forward to another
pleasant scries of games this season.
Tiie tournament is for the Haiman cup,
at present held by E. E. Parker.
The
games will probably be played in July

l’ope Mfg Co—Columbia birvrlos.

Sufi///.

collateral.
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ME.
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ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WJCKK.

Henry Boynton—Notice of assignee* of his appointment.

visitors have been at the Nicolin club,
where they are catching trout and bass.
Both these gentlemen express themselves
aH highly pleased with Ellsworth and its
vicinity as a section for good sport.
Another tennis tournament will be
played this season on I. L. ilalman's

be enlisted without regard to their mili-

pre-

pared under the supervision of Mrs. (}. H. tary organizations.
The navy department says that AdCunningham, of the American house at
Joseph W. Wood, of Salisbury Cove, Ellsworth, she being in charge at Cherry- miral Cervera and his
Spanish squadron
was in the city IhsI week, the guest of S.
Hold during the temporary absence of tier
are Denned un in the harbor of Want intro.
K. Whiting.
Miss
sister,
MeOouldrick.
This report is confirmed by an assoIt is announced that The Bluffs, at
Mrs. Eugene Hale arrived in Ellsworth
Mt. Desert Ferry, will be opened to the last Wednesday from Washington, and is ciated press report from Hayti. Schley
public June 5.
TWO DROWNED.
occupying her beautiful summer home, is reported to he outside with his fleet.
The senator is still in
Mrs. C. C. Adams, of Ncwburyport, “The Pines.”
Jupiter, Florida, May 25 -The Oregon FATAL ACCIDENT AT CONTENMass., is visiting her brother, II. W. Washington. Chandler Hale and his wifewill this
summer
occupy “Firlands”, arrived here at 10.30 last night.
She lias
Dunn, of t his city.
TION COVE SATCRPAY.
JL. A. Emery’s charming home. since
Max Abram, who has been occupying Judge
sailed; destination unknown.
are expected in Ellsworth
They
shortly.
the Emerson house on Church street, has
DANIEL SPA ELDING AND ALVAH BONThe Emerys will go to their summer cotThe past week has been the quietest as
moved to Bluehill.
SEY, OF ELLSWORTH FALLS, THE
tage at Hancock Point some time in June. to actual happenings, since the
beginning j
H. C. Crann and wife, of East Franklin,
VICTIMS— STORY OF THE
the recejit army nominations of the war, though the knowledge that j
Among
spent Sunday with Mrs. Crann’s brother,
ACCIDENT.
is that of Eugene Griffin, of New York, the Spanish fleet had reached Cuban
JI. W. Dunn, in this city.
to be colonel of the first regiment volun- waters, and that the American vessels
The Senator Hale hose company Iihs
Daniel Spaulding, aged seventy-nine,
teer engineers. Col. Griffin is an Ells- were striving their utmost to force the
and Alvah Bonsey, aged twenty-seven,
accepted an invitation to parade with the worth boy and a graduate of West Point. Spaniards to battle, have
the public
kept
Grand Army post on Memorial Day.
both of Ellsworth Falls, lost t.h
lives
home years ago he resigned from the army on the tip-toe of excitement, awaiting
at Contention Cove, East Surry,
last
M. Y. MeGown and his fiancee, Miss and entered the
news
of
the
of
the
General
hoped-for
meeting.
employ
Annie Brown, were the guests last Sun- Electric
The government has succeeded admir- Saturday afternoon, by the capsizi n' of a
Go., of New York, of which pow11 ifimi
in
11
n»\> \U'lf * I.
g
day of Mrs. J. B. Williams, at Prospect erful corporation he became first vice- ably in its censorship of news of naval
Daniel Spaulding, his two sons, FredHarbor.
president. The nomination was confirmed and army movements, and absolutely no
reliable information of the present where- erick and Putnam, Alvah Bonsey and
E. B. Mears, who has been studying yesterday.
Charles Leslie, all of Ellsworth Falls,
law in tilt* office of Hale & Hamlin for the
Next Sunday Rev. I). L. Yale, of the abouts of t he American or Spanish fleets
started down the river Saturday morning
past six months, has returned to Bar Congregational church, will round out exists. In the absence of official news,
for a fishing trip.
They went in « (>»r»«ll
Harbor.
six years of his pastorate in this city. inventive newspaper correspondents have
in which a sail had been iitted.
yawl,
resorted
to guess work, and hence the
The l'nion river drives are expected His sermon Sunday morning will be in
In the afternoon near Flood *
ledge,
abundance of conflicting reports.
Add
in this week. The East branch should be the nature of an anniversary address. The
Contention Cove, the boat was capsized.
will be “The Past and the Fu- to this the variety of “official” reports
in by Friday and the West branch by subject
ture”. Mr. Yale has been an indefatiga- from Madrid, which are even more un- Leslie, one of the survivors, says the acSaturday.
ble worker in the church and Sunday
cident was due to the fact that the sheet
reliable than tlie newspaper inventions,
j was
Salmon and togue are rising well at school, and his pastorate here has been
tied, and in coming about quickly .o
unless negatively considered, and the
marked by increased 'membership and
Tunk, they say. Fred H. McFarland, of interest in both.
get a hat which had bten lost over bous'd
reason for so much uncertainty and unthe American house, got back Monday
the boat was capsized.
A working team from Nokomis Kebekah easiness among the reading public is
with a handsome string.
The five men remained clinging to the
lodge went to Bluehill last evening to apparent.
overturned boat for some time. ’.'he b; at
I. I.. Ha!man left for New York to-day
The reports have ranged all the way
assist in the institution of a Kebekah
was gradually drifting toward the steamto meet bis brother, Samuel L. Holman,
lodge there. Members of the grand lodge from the destruction of tlie Spanish fleet boat
wharf, but Leslie and Bonsey, dewho will arrive from Europe Friday on
to the departure of the same fleet for Mawere present, and expressed themselves
of help from the shore,started lo
the “Fuerst
Bismarck" for a
visit in as much pleased with the work done by nila by way of Cadiz.
One report says spairing
the HIS worth Rebekahs.
America.
Indeed, No- the Spanish fleet is bottled up in Santi- swim ashore. Bonsey sank, but Leslie
komis lodge is fast winning a reputation
as
ju*t succeeded in reaching sh ;re
W. H. Dries' r ♦ xyects to move his marago; another that it left Santiago the day
as one of t he best-working lodges in the
out almost unconscious.
State.
he new
ket t
tic new Main street store .11 aboui
Bluehill lodge starts after its arrival and is bound for Mar- pulled
Assistance was then rendered
raidtv. g w
ks
H. W. Carr, who sold out to iiuspiei- ",|y with over seventy-five chartinique for coal.
ter me hers.
U will be know'n as Mouning and his two sons, who re- mod
What is certain is
()«.£!’(><)d ,V I>r♦ -»‘r. will again go into the I tain
that the Spanish
bulge.
to the boat.
! t m
re
fleet arrived at Santiago last Thursday. clinging
ne-s in liis Water street si .re.
mar get be
s«- o
The pat riot ie entertainment given at the*
•,Per
brought ashore.
g
At that time a large part, at least, of both
The school
board
Monday morning Free Baptist church last Wednesday even- j
shore the old man
ip
1, an 1 in a
and Schley’s squadrons were
Sampson’s
orib in >! ; Suit hereafter diplomas issued by
All the parts j
few minutes was dead. D
t h
ing was a great success.
to
in the vicinity of Key West.
It is probtbi bign m bool must state t lie course purwv '‘Well render'd.
The children who
exhau-ticM and exp-.
i o
able t hat at t hat time the fleets wee resu* (!
by the graduate. Other routine look purl aro particularly deserving of
much foi one of his advan -1 yeaformed, and it is nut now known what
The audience was imbued w
h
busim-swas transacted at the meeting. piaGe.
The b<)dy of B
t tc -patriot ie spirit of the songs and iteiships
compose Admiral Sampson's squadIn vitat ions have been issucil by Chief tat
unt il Monday rn->rn r,
sand I..
entuusiasi ie.
By re- ron.
Justice and Mrs. Joint A. Pet«Ts, of Ban- quest t he ent ertaiument w ill bt
Dan i(l Span Id :ng him <s
v.:,
repeated j
c
It is presumed that on the receipt of
ui’-day evo’i'iig. The entertainment is.
sons and four daughter-.
i; ;.sty
me
gor, to tin- marriage of their daughter.
under t he auspices of t he aid so-iety, for news of Cevera’s arrival at Santiago, the soil of James
lions*
v.
u
11c
;
>t
Annie ( liarlottc. to Biascolt Hale Yose the la netit u f
the church.
American ships started for that point,
married.
1
on 1 Hai sibi., even ;ng, June L\ at 5 o'ciock.
l-'u -I* ml serv:«*es wer
i
n
Alaiut fifty Italian laborers w ho have i one squadron going around the eastern
ehureti >r ! it!*w<>rl!
ills
Congregational
S. (!. Steven^, who has been in New
be**n emplo\< d on the Washington coun- j and the other around the western end of
K* v. ii. !.. Hu..
tiifternoon,
.Monday
York for the past two weeks, perfecting
ty railroad swarmed tie- streets ‘•'•vend Cuba for the purpose of intercepting the ciating.
the organ v n on of t he sardine syndicate,
tlays this uteii. The Italians had born Spanish fleet if it should attempt to reach
returned to FUsworl h Sunday.
He unpaid up to Apr.! 20, but tiny wanted to either Havana or Cienfuegos.
3tUfrt:snnnus.
i«"ivu h v >rk ami demandeil their pay |
accompanied by Col. II. E. Hamlin.
Both these fleets have had time to reach
Their excuse for leaving
up to date.
Miss Mary A. Tower, of Ellsworth, and
and
if
the
was
iiat th- v ii'd not want to go furl In r
Santiago,
Spanish fleet reUEO. A. PAltCHEl
east to worb hr tin
railroad .-ontraeti-rs i mained there it is now most
Edward A. belaud, of Trenton,
were
effectually
bcli'we the !t
n
padrone, or boss, -aw a I bottled up.
married lust Wednesday at the home of
chance to make a fi w dollars by moving
t lie bride.
The ceremony w as performed
Santiago is not strongly fortilied, but
t be men to
ot her work.
Tin me;,
f !!. m have 1 the harbor is surrounded by high l.;d«
by lb v. .1. B. S'mmitnn. of the M ♦-11»•
finally ;
i, and most
ii
Itiiu ill._
left for Boston.
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A CORDIAL INVITATION
is extended to all men, youths and boys
in Hancock county to call and inspect
the best lines of

1

>

CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
that

be found.

can

PRICES in accordance with the times.
OWBX
_.r>

H Ylv‘X.

St.._-_-_-_Ellsworth.

Water

Mr.

wffm BS4TT?

dist church.

11

'■

lb v. D. L. Yale, of the Congregat ional
ehureh, last Sunday exchanged pulpits
with

Kev.

I

a UK

Mr. Penman delivered

HKAD^r.-un

j:ks

The

line

in

Hancock

county to bo found at my store.
A large cotton Hammock,
7.5 cents.
Other
!

j

styles from

|

$1 to $«.

wl-ddn;r a
shoe iu a moderate price
should *<-e our "Juvintu
Loir Sh<"
in tan and
Mark. They have noequal
under -.V. iu advance ot
the price we sell them
at, viz.:

An)

woman

F. A. COOMBS,

sermon.

As

the

next

meeting

Daughters

will be the last

ing for the

season

of

AV A LSH'.S,
Main

DEWEY

Ellsworth,

CHOCOLATES.
Your

our

of

King's

the

regular

1897-98, and

ns

meet-

there

many important matters to be considered, it is earnestly hoped that there

show-

money's worth

of chocolates with a fine portrait of the great admiral
thrown in.

LORD

St.,
Maine.

be put on the
beginning Sunday,
A Sunday train w ill leave Ban-

Harbor

.June 5.

branch

gor at B. a. m.., and return from Bar Harbor at 3.15 p. m. The train now arriving
in Bangor at 3.25 p. m., will run through
to Bar Harbor without waiting in Bangor, arriving at Bar Harbor at 0 20. n|..<
train arriving m Bangor at G.20
p. m. will
run
through to Bar Harbor, arriving
thereat 0.15 p. m.
In addition to the
trains now running
from Bar Harbor,
there w ill be one at 7.30 p. m., connectwith
train
ing
leaving Bangor at 11.25 p.
to.
The regular summer schedule will
not go into effect until later.

Ellsworth

The

high school base-lull

nine went to

Cherrytield Saturday to piny
academy team. They got hack Sun-

are

the

will be

morning. Tm: American reporter
tried to interview one of the boys about
the game.
“How did the game come

a

large

attendance.

Mr. and Mrs. S. K.

Notice the display in

Bangor.

able and inter-

Mrs. E. B. Bowen, of Newton Centre,
Mass., spent last week with her parents,

41 Main St.

window.

ing

an

Kev. W. K. Hunt, of the Unitarian
church, will deliver the address to the
graduating class of the Ellsworth high
school. This year's class will be a patriotic one. The class colors will be red.
white and blue.

FOR

finest

est

of the Central

Congregational church,

street
WK

J. S. Pen man,

Additional trains will
Bat*

Mrs.

ISowen

came

Whiting,
down

to

in this
attend

city.
the

wedding of her friend Miss Collin, of
Bangor, to Dr. Francis I*. Mason of Pittsburg, Pa.
']’! worth boy has imbibed the
-V* t1
W. M. Hartshorn, of Yale
martial spirit
college, son of F. E. Hartshorn, formerly
of the firm of Hartshorn A* Ellis, of Ellsworth fft'ls. Young Hartshorn, who is
in the senior class at Yale, is major of the
Yale battalion, which is made up of three

day

out?"
he asked.
“Oh! we had a fine
time!”
was the reply.
“Have a good
game?” was the next question. “Yes,
they gave us a tirst-rate time."
“Well,
what about the game?”
“They had a
dance in the evening, and we were ‘right
in it.’”
“Yes, but teH me about the
game.” “Hey! Dunnie!” yelled the ballplayer to a companion across the street,
ami he hailed oil, leaving me reporter
guessing, it was reported from Cherrytield that the score was 20 to 5 in favor of
the academy.
In the absence of official
returns this must be accepted.
in I'niou River.
Carleton, chairman of

Fishways
Leroy

T.

the

companies of students.
State ii.sh ami game commission, lias inAt the Congregational vestry Thursday formed the Ellsworth board of
trade
Has an excellent stock of
MILK SHAKE,
evening, there will be an entertainment committee on fishways that the State
drink.
the great
FINE
under
CARRIAGES.
the
of
the
gc.
young people's commissioners
have jurisdiction
auspices
over
of the church.
The programme Lilian river, providing it is
frequented
He giv'cs good bargains.
Call society
will consist of music, recitations and
by salmon.
STRAWBERRIES
and see if he can’t suit you. A lot stereopticon exhibition of Green LakeOn petition of citizens of Ellsworth the
Fresh every day.
f
e
views.
will
c mmissioners not ify dam-owners ami set
Twenty-eight views
of second hand to hire or sell.
shown, and will include views and des- ft day for a hearing to decide whether the
FRUIT.
criptions yf the flsh hatchery.
river is frequented by salmon. If it is so
NEW WAREHOUSE.
Oranges, Lemons, Pineapples,
Hon. \V. E. Skillings, of Clark, Skildecided, the dam-owners are furnished
Cherries.
lings A Co., of Boston and Glasgow, Scot- plan- and ordered to build fishways. The
S. L. LORD,
H. Lange, of hearing, and the building of the lishways,
South street,
Ellsworth. land, accompanied by Harry
.T. A. CUNNINGHAM.
Boston, came to Ellsworth Thursday, and, Fire without expense to the petitioners.
reinforced by C. W. Pierce, of this city,
Chairman Drummcy, of the board of
FOR MEM(>RIAL DAY. started Friday
morning fof Spring river, trade committee will draw up a petition
SPEAKIISTG
under the guidance of Dr. G.
Phillii
a! once to he signed and forwarded to the
.1 ..the. IW
OF
STOCKS, NARCISSUS,
The party camped out Friday night ami State commissioners.
CARNATIONS
Uuu jjay.0'0™'
returned Saturday afternoon,
after a
In view of the fact that nearly 2,000,000
M1Ivirvi; lv'V ,
Order* filled at any time, Cut mi-tomera are nv-t succe- fu!
tr;p. They brought back salmon have been planted in Cnion river
WE HAVE THE LATEST
tend
as
to
early
puttlhle.
urged
over 100 trout, few of which weighed less
by the government, there is little doubt
Since Monday the wh.it the result of the hearing will be.
Tlio THTTON 7:7f!-:Kyi!OlTSES. than half a pound.
CALL & CONNICK
»
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from

through
our

a

narrow

lu bottle

which

would

Spanish fleet

the

up

fleet from entering the
Spanish fleet, if,
therefore, the Spanish fleet is bottled up
would

prevent

our

harbor to attack

the

in Santiago, it may be
still to starve them into
The

DKUGGIST.

chan-

battleships or monithe Spanish fleet.

could bottle up
same conditions
us

pr.ri mm

an

impracticable.

But llie
enable

fleet

a

a

waiting

light.
country hack of Santiago

Physicians’ Strmlie,
1 i

*

ami

game

a

is

in

Mail < H*

e!‘S

the

insurgents, and with provisions cut off from sea, the Spanish adiniral would soon find himself in a sorry

control of the

It is

plight.

probable,

too, that he would

communication witli
with Havana, as the United

be cut off from

soon

Spain

or

States has

already

taken

KLLSW OIM II,

steps to cut the

C())l I N< i

MAS

b \ KM’S.

cable.
a growing belief that the
Spanfleet is very hard pressed for coal, and

There is
ish

» ucie

‘i--*

be safe from

attack,

is

more

a

ii

uupt-s li>
matter of

necessity than of strategy.
Keports were received that when the
Sp:-n: !•. fleet approached Suntiago two
American warships which had been engaged in bombarding the forts, saw them
and escaped.
A Spanish official report
says that on the same day two of our ship s
bombarded Guantanamo, a port near

Thursilay, May J><t ( .-ngre.
vestrv
Entertainment under m.Admiyoung people’s society.
cents.
1 hursday evening. May
tintchurch
Patriotic ri :
mission, 10 cents.
—

:

120, at Free iiap:n

Ad-

:i:

&&tocrtisrmrnts.

Santiago.

reports doubtless refer to the
of
tlie auxiliary cruiser “St.
Louis” and the tug “Wampatuck” to cut
the cables at those places.
[See news
column.]
These

attempt

INVASION

OK

CUBA.

the invasion of Cuba
are still held in abeyance for a decisive
naval battle.
Army experts are almost
unanimous in the opinion that it would
be bad tactics to send an invading force
into Cuba until tlie Spanish fleet had
been disposed of or had left West Indian

Army plans

for

waters.
This is

eration

others, and let
garments shout for
themselves. Fay us a visit,
and examine our.
we

leave to

our

Men's. Youths' and
and Summer

Boys' Sj ■!.3

Clothing, Hats, CaHs,

Furnishing Goods. Mackintoshes.
THEY ABE

BARGAINSin the ordinary
nsc
the word, but considering the make, fit, style and

not
now a

more

important

consid-

climatic conditions. The
rainy season has already set in in Cuba,
but it is believed that with the much betthan

food ai d modern sanitary precautions
which would be provided for the American a’•mv, the danger from disease would
be much less than is generally supposed.
ter
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CHRISTIAN

THE PRIVATE

ENDEAVOR.

t'oplc For th«* Week Re^inninf? May 29.
Comment by Rev. S. II. I>oyle.
Ps. xcii, 7-15;
Topic.—Christian growth.
ISph. iv, 11-10.

Heroes

Modest

Wliom the
Indebted.

to

Ul

SOLDIER.
Is

Nation

Forever

—

May

Christian growth be like the palm and
cedar, beautiful, constant, producing a
fruitfulness that will redonud to the
honor and glory of God.
The Christians growth is to be toward perfect manhood in Christ Jesns,
Eph. iv, 6-11. This is the high ideal
that Paul sets before us. Christ, he says,
•‘gave some apostles, aud some prophets,
and some evangelists, and some pastors
and teachers, for the perfecting of the
saints * * * till we all come in the
unity of the faith und of the knowledge
of the Son of God, unto a perfect man,
onto the measure of the stature of the
Perfection iu Christ
fullness of Christ.
is the ideal that is set before ns, and
how well we know that this cannot be
attained in a day or at a single bound,
bnt by the steady, gradual growth of
months and of years, as steadily aud
gradually the cedar attains to its stately
height aud spreading beauty. Let us
take this as our ideal and strive each
day to come one step nearer to it.
Bible Readings.—Ps. i, 1-6; Jer. xii,
2; Hos. xiv, 1-7; Mai. iv, 1, 2; John
sv, 16; I Cor. iii, 6-9; II Cor. ix, 8-15;
Gal. vi, 9; Eph. ii, 1S-22; Pbil. iii,
7-15; Col. i, 9-17; II Thess. i, 1-8; I
Pet. ii, 2; II Pet. iii, 18.
Sabbath Catechism.

Hero is a catechism cm the Sabbath,
fortified with Bible references. It is the
work

junior
Cal.

of Miss Catherine Copley, the
superintendent of Riverside,

:

When did God make the Sabbath ? Gen. ii, 2.
What did God do it for? Gen. ii, 3.
For whom did He make it? Mark ii, 27.
What does He command us to do? Ex. xx, 8.
When does He say we may work? Ex. xx, 9.
Whose day is it? Exodus xx, IU; Mark ii, 28.
May we work on the Sabbath? Ex. xx, 10.
May your son or daughter? Ex. xx, 1U.
Or hired man or cook? Ex. xx, 10.
Or horses or your visitors? May any one?
Ex. xx, 10.
What else are we forbidden to do on the Sabbath? Isa. lviii, 13.
When ought we to prepare for Sunday ? Ex.
xvi, 23.
When God prepared food for the children of
Israel, did He prepare any on Sunday ? Ex.
xvi, 27.
What resolve did the Jews of Nehemiah’s
day make? Neh. x, 81.
What effect did it have? Neh. xiii. 15-21.
The breaking uf the Fourth Commandment
had had what effect ? Jer. xvii, 27; Meh. xiii, 18.
What about the man who keeps the Sabbath?
Isa. lvi, 2; Iviii, 13, 14.
Is it possible to keep it right as we think
and still displease God ? Isa. i. 13.
How shall we keep it? Luke vi, 7-10; Ps.
XCV, O’, Heb. x, 2a.

—Christian Endeavor World.
Going Without Religion.
The worst kind of religion is no religion at all, and these men living in
ease and
luxury, indulging themselves
in the amusement of going without religion, may be thankful that they live
in lands where the gospel they neglect
has tamed the beastliness and ferocity
of the men who, but for Christianity,
might long ago have eaten their carcasses like the South Sea islanders, or
cut off their heads and tanned their
hides like the monsters of the French
revolution.—James Russell Lowell.
Will Power

Necessary.
Will power should he behind onr asking. Sentiment is all right if it has resolution and execution to give it body
and activity. Emotional supplication
must be animated with the practical
spirit. Many plead earnestly and do
very little toward making their prayers
a reality.
The grace supplicated mnst
come into tho heart and go out into the
life. —Presbyterian.
The Second

Coming: of Christ.

signs appear to point to the near
approach of the blessed day of Christ’s
second coming. The world, with all its
sorrows and unrest, anticipates a change
The

of some kind, and soon we who look for
Him shall see the coming glory and
share in the bliss of His everlasting
kingdom.—Episcopal Recorder.
To Them That L.ove Him.

All things work together for good to
them that love God, because love Is always the gainer by being tested.—Epis-

copal

Recorder.

Ultocrtisnurnts.

iolnmii.

[The editor invites secretaries of local unions
of the W. C. T U. in llancoek county, and
white rlbboners generally, to contribute to this
column reports of meetings or items that will be
of interest to workers in other parts of the
We would like this to be a live column,
count)
but It needs some effort on the part of W. c. T.
lT women to make it so. It is a column of their
making, not ours, and will be what they make
It.
Items and communications should lie short,
and are, of course, subject to approval of the

If the language of panegyric may bo appropriately u»ed when referring to tho
leaders in statesmanship and war whose
genius directed the movements of tho citizen soldiery who gave their lives, if need
be, that the nation might be saved, what
language oan be used, rich as is our vocab- editor.]
ulary, that shall give due praise to the ]
humble heroes who slum tier in forgotten
Perhaps no funeral was ever ho marked
find neglected graves, whose, ashes are
by the absence of the trappings of woe as
mingled with the southern soil “to mix
It
ami also tbooo was that of our dear Miss Willard.
forever wUh the elements,
has been an object lesson and an educawho happily survived the mighty conflict'
As wo look upon their wan faces, their tion, not only to white-ribboners, but to
empty sleeves, their bent forms, their gray the general public. 1 n spite of the heavy
locks and their unsteady steps we cannot burdens so suddenly rolled upon Mrs.
forget what they suffered and endured, Stevens and Miss Gordon and their infior possibly compute the debt of the nanite pains in discharging them, their
tion's gratitude toward them. What rhaptirst thought continued to be devoted to
sody of words could bo employed that
the things pertaining to St. Frances till
would do full justice to these modest hethere was nothing more that
hunnwi
roes, who did not receive the ric h rewards
who
ones
and emoluments of tho fortunate
hands could do.
Upon Mrs. Stevens fell
shone conspicuous in military trapj ings the carrying out of details. The arching
and “the pride, pomp and circumstance of of the
lovely palms over the casket at
glorious war':"
Gracelnnd, the bower of bloom into
Theirs net to reason why;
w hich the chapel was converted, the enThere’s but to do and die.
Would that tho government had the twining of the white bier with smilax,
gold of Midas and could fairly distribute t lie stately palms of victory guarding the
it aiming these battle scarred veterans iron doors of the receptacle, and a thous-

The true Christian must grow. lie
cannot stand still, for that is impossible.
JHe must not turn to the right hand or j
Jeft hand, for that is dangerous. He
hdare not turn back, for that is treason
(to Christ. Christ emphatically declares
t|hat one who puts his hand to the plow
Und looks back is not worthy of Him.
God intended that we should grow and
develop. He has placed the elements of
growth within and without us. He has
[placed high ideals before us and calls
mpon us to strive to attain to them.
Christ’s intention and purpose toward
“Ye have
ms is that we should grow.
Hot chosen Me,” lie says, “but I have
ch* sen you and ordained you that you
6b< uld go and bring forth fruit and that
your fruit should remain.” “Grow in
grace,” says the apostle Peter. Grow in
the graces that adorn and beautify
Christ and Christianity.
Christian growth is compared to that
of the palm tree and the cedar of Leb“The righteous
anon (Ps. xlii, 7-15.)
tihall llourish like the palm tree; he
shall grow like a cedar in Lebanon.” j who are many of them steeped to the very
The leading characteristics of the date
lips in poverty, prematurely old and gray,
palm and the cedar are their stately waiting, only waiting, for the call of the
of death! As we look at our banner
angel
loveliness,
fruitfulness,
undecaying
as we give the handvigor and perpetuity. Nothing in all of beauty and glory,
shake to our comrades and bereaved ones
the world of nature is more stately tliau
who never saw their beloved soldier boys
the cedar. Tilt1 palm is evergreen, "in
come back, we tire almost overwhelmed
the winter's cold as in the summer's
with tho memories that cluster about this
heat. Not by years, but by centuries, is
day—proud memories of many fields, sweet
"The wicked
the cedar's age reckoned.
memories alike of valor and friendship;
epring as the grass,” which soon with- sad memories of fraternal strife, tender
memories of fallen brothers and sons,
ers and dies, but the righteous are evey
whose dying eyes looked last upon the nagreen and fruitful. "They that are
tion's tliig. grand memories of heroic virplanted in the house of the Lord shall tues sublime
by grief, exultant memories
flourish in the courts of our God. They
of the great ami final victories of our counshall still briug forth fruit iu their old
our
and the righteous cause,
Union
try,
thankful memories uf the deliverance
age; they shall be fat aud flourishing.”
The fruitfulness of the date palm in old
wrought out by human nature itself unexampled by any former achievements of
age is remarkable. It has been said that
arms; immortal memories, with immortal
when it reaches its maturity it produces
honors blended, cluster about these men.
800 or 400 pouuds weight of food and
make this day commemorative of their
even as much as 600
onr

pounds.

iL. (I. U

achievements ami weave themselves along
the warp and woof of our glorious banner
Oh. soluiers, to your honest rest,
Your truth and valor bearing!
Tile bravest are tne tenuereat.
The luving are the daring.

—Chicago Inter
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DEER ISLE.

W.C. T.F. held its anniversary meeting Wednesday with Mrs.
Annie Stinson. The session was a very

enjoyable

The

one.

of

work

the

past

year was discussed and some plans laid
for future work. Kind messages were received from our former president, Mrs.

Releher, and a letter from State President
Mrs. Stevens was read announcing her
hope to attend the convention at Ston-

ington.

Rev.

Mr.

Garland

was

were

the union

unbroken

that

its

one

honorary member since the last

that

and the

we

had

consensus

had

good

opinion
time

was

and all

wished for many returns of the day.
Can we not hear from the anniversary

meetings of other unions in this column?
Ego.
_

Visions

My mind
thoughts that

Heroes.

of

to overflowing with
come unbidden of the men
who wore the blue and often stained it
purple. 1 see them in the bloody day at
Shiloh, in the phenomenal campaign about
1 see Thomas, standing like
Vicksburg
a rock at Cbickamauga, sustained by men
who could not be driven back while their
bauds could hold the cold steel, and there
is Black Jack ixjgnn riding along the lines
at Atlanta, and hark to the tramp of Sherman s
men, marching over tho hills and
through the valleys down to the seal The
sea—aye, its voices sing to me of ships and
men, of Winslow in the Kiarsarge, Cush
ing and the Albemarle, Worden and tho
Monitor, Porter and Fort Fisher and that
buld sailor, tho brave old admiral, lashed
to the rigging of the Hartford, who said
in the bu\ light: “Damn the torpedoes!
Go ahead 1”—Archbishop Brady.
fills

Not Forgotten.

The navy’s dead will not be forgotten
Memorial day. In tho numerous ports
all over the world where officers and men
have found their final resting places memorial services will bo observed by the com
panics of any United States luan-of-war
that may bo in the harbors.
If they are
unfortunately distant from points where
the graves of the navy’s dead ure located,
then the diplomatic and consular repre-

Mass.
The following letter from Miss M vrif
F. Johnson, Centralia. Pa show s w hat
neglect will do, ami tells how Mrs.
Pinkham helped her:
“Mv health became so poor that I

Lynn,

1

>' as ui

.in

mu

time, and had dreadful pains in my

tide and hack. 1 was also troubled
with irregularity of menses. 1 was
that
very weak, ami lost so much flesh
friends became alarmed.
My
my
mother, who is a firm believer in your
remedies from experience, thought perhaps they might benefit me, and wrote
you for advice. I followed the advice
you gave, and used Lydia K. l'inkham’s
Pills as
Vegetable Compound ami L.
you directed, and am now as well as I
ever was. I have gained flesh and have
a good color. 1 am completely cured of
A

boon

to

lb-shy people

to

relieve

It soo-hes and heals all irrigation, and i* railed n
healing \vond«*r." It. K. Alunn, «>f Flon-nee,
Mas*.. s»iv» he is verv Im-hvv, wears a truss, ami
gi ts great comfort out of it. LJ ami 6o c* nts.
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Spanish Armada, by Capt.
June Century will contain
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army under Garcia, and an article
“The Confederate Torpedo Service’’
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DIRECTORS:
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Hancock County Savings Bank,
ELLSW ORTH, ME.
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Deposits In this hank

are

taxation.
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May

IH73.

1,

by law exempt from

COOLIDUE, President.

JOHN F.

WHITCOMB. Vice-President.

CHARLES C.

Itl'RElLL, Treasurer

iutu-ur.

Deposits draw Interest trom the first day of
Manh, June, September and December.

deep cheat, strong

HOARD OF DIRECTORS:
A. F. Burnham,
John F. Whitcomb,
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F. ( A K roll Birkill,
Charles c. Bi krill.
Bank hours

tlally, from y

12
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6%

of.

will

instantly.

life in Manila; and other timely articles.
There will be a great many pictures relat-

ing

to

Ellsworth Loan and Building Ass’n.

means.

McClure's Magazine for June will be a
special war number, with articles by General Miles and General Fitzhugh Lee; an
account of the first cruise of the blockading fleet off Cuba, written by Stephen
Bonsai, who was on the flagship, “New
York”; a description of the marching of
the volunteers, by William Allen White;
some “Songs of the Ships of Steel”, by
James

*17,500.
m.

That brave officer, General Philip KearIs what your money will earn If
luvested lu shares ofjhe
ny, rode a handsome and spirited white
called
horse named Moscow, but generally
by the soldiers W hi toy. Kearny lost an
arm in tho Mexican war, and when wishing to draw his sword would take the
A NEW SERIES
The general also
reins between his teeth.
rode a light bay called Decatur, which was is now open, Shares, $1 each;
monthly
shot through the neck at the battle of Fair
payments, * / per share.
Oaks, ami a brown, known as Bayard, j
which the daring soldier was riding at the
WHY PAY RENT?
battle of Chantilly, when he came suddenwhen you can borrow on vour
ly upon a Confederate regiment, and, turnshares, give a first mortgage and
ing to escape, wus struck by a bullet at
reduce It every month. Monthly
the base of tho spine, killing him almost
payments and interest together

electrician w ho laid the mine which
blew up the first gun-boat ever destroyed

the

by

*50,000.

SURPLUS,
Hanking hours from u a.
Saturdays from tlto IJ.

brood forehead, a clear
a
eye, and is an animal of great Intelligence.
I rodo him constantly from 1808 to the
close of the war, in all the actions and in
all the raids, as well bs campaigns, in
which 1 took part, lie was never ill, and
At preshis staying powers were superb.
ent he Is a little rheumatic, fat and lazy,
and so long as I live bo will be well taken

Newspaper Notea.

KLLSWOKTIi.

CAPITAL STOCK.

shoulders, has

Magazine,

amount to

but

little

more

than you Jtre now paying lor
Spot, an Arabian, and Beppo, a
rent, and In about 10 years you
will
chestnut and a superb jumper, were the
of
two famous war horses
General Jud.-on OWN YOUR
OWN HOME.
trie
At
the
battle
of
Aldie
Kilpatrick.
general rodo lJcppo, and there the noble
For particular* Inquire of
animal fell dead, shot through the heart.
llENHV W. (
human, Sec'v.
h Irri Nat’i Bank Bldg.
Spot was captured from a Confederate
A. W. King, President.
colonel during the second year of tin- war. i
Sheridan oii'v referred t<> him as "KilpatOld

war.

Beuetit For Them.

“Are you interested in this‘don't worry’
movement?”
“Yes; I wish I could get all my creditors
into it.*'—Chicago Record.

1

Professional Carfis.

rick's cell ! rated calico horse."
General Custer wus one of the most no- j
H. W.
complished riders of all the generals of the
army, and in his four years' service in the
civil war ho had seven horses killed under
him, which it is believed is a larger numW~Saadolor for the Paint©.. Extra©*
her than was lost by any other leader of |
tlon of Teeth.
northern troops engaged in the war. Dur
.-.OFFICE OVER E. J. WAl.911’8 STOKE..-.
ing the war Custer rode a great many
horses. Among them was a thoroughbred
stallion of great speed and spirit named
M.
Don Juan.
Jack lluekor was a beautiful
bay. which the general acquired while in
command of thy Michigan brigade, and he
rode him in a large number of battles.
BLl'EHILL,
.MAINE.
Custer rode Jack Rucker at the battle of
Five Forks and was on him when he demanded of General Longstreut the surren- j
TELEPHONE CUNNECT ION.
der of the southern army. Dandy, a horse !
nurchased in Kansas, was a special favorB.
ite with Custer and ridden
by him on
most of his Indian campaigns.
The last
horse which Custer rude, when ut the head
of part of tiie Seventh United States cavalry in the horrible massacre of the Little
OFFICE IN PETERS' BLOCK,
Big Horn, June 25, 187d, was a chestnut
ELLSWORTH,
MAINE.
named
I
from
Vic,
thoroughbred

It’s folly to suffer from that horrible plague
of the night, itching piles. Loan’s ointment
cures quickly and permanently.
At any drug
store, .V) cents.—Adrt.

JJU.

HAYNES,

DEN T 1ST.

j

(). LITTLEFIELD,

D.,

PHYSICIAN,

BKNJ

Women are more cunning than men In concealing gray hair and baldness, and wiser in se
looting antidotes. Hall’s Hair Renewer is a fa

to

MUST

j

fomfortpowder

great

Banking.

sissippi

chafing is

a

Established 1887.

!
When Sheridan took his famous ride in
I the valley of tho Shenandoah, immortalin verse by T. Buchanan Head, ho
ized
j
rode a Mack horse, with small star, 5 years
old, named liicnzl, which had boon pur;
chased in Michigan by an officer of tho
1
Second Michigan cavalry and was presented to Sheridan when he la-camo colonel of
that regiment in lSflil. After the famous
ride and the battle of Winchester the name
of the horse was changed to Winchester.
During the war ho was in WO battles and
several times slightly wounded.
Writing of him in 1878, Sheridan said:

irregularity.**

is

worr e«

She

dle eakes.

bed sent for the general, then on a visit to
that city after the successful siege of Vicksburg, and gave him the horse on condition
that ho should always be treated kindly.
Grant accepted tho horse, naming him
It is claimed that ho was a
Cincinnati.
sou of the thoroughbred and groat four
mile runner, I/cxington, that ho had run
in several races, had a fast record, and
that the general was subsequently offered
This was the bay horse
$10,000 fur him
that Grant rode almost constantly during
tho campaign of the Wilderness.
Bonn after the close of tho war Cincinnati was retired to a farm in Maryland,
where tho general frequently saw him and
where ho died in September, 1874.
During tho war Grant also rode a thoroughbred from southern Illinois named
Egypt, and ono called Jeff Davis, which
was captured on Davis’ plantation in Mis-

charge.

who

woman

dreams something awful
every night, and she relates it at the
breakfast tahle next morning, as she
pours out t he coffee and serves the grid-

General Janies Grant Wlleon, In his
itorv of “Famous American War Horses,”
has rescued from loss many Interesting
farts and preserved for tho futnro much
the
concerning
information
valuable
horses rode by the generals of the civil
war.
Cincinnati, the famous battle steed
of General Grant, was presented to him by
a citizen of Cincinnati, who on his death-

and young women are so taught.
There is a little truth and a great deal
If a young
of exaggeration in this.
suffers severely sin* needs
woman
treatment and her mother should see
that she gets it.
Many mothers hesitate to take their
daughters to a physician f >r examination; but no mother need hesitate to
write freely about her daughter or
herself to Mrs. Piukham and secure
without
the most efficient advice
Mrs. Pinkham's address is

nnu to leave senooi.

The

dreamer.

sentatives of this government will probably place flowers on the tombs to show
that the government of the United States
remembers its servants.—Selected.

burst

KEARNY'S MOS-

COW HORSE.

What suffering frequently results
from a mother’s ignorance; or more
frequently from a mother's neglect to
properly instruct her daughter!
Tradition says “woman must suffer,”

pity
being

husband, though lie generally gets so
used to it that all her forebodings roll off
him like water off a duck's back.
her

BATTLE STEEDS OF GRANT AND SHER-

on

reputation is
in

a

of

the

IDAN—PHIL.

Mahan,
was

most every community, and Heaven
man who has the sorrow of

GREAT GENERALS.

Daughters Should bo Carefully
Guided in Early Womanhood.

num-

for that time, and

servedjat the close
of the meeting to which r 1! |did ample

justice,

FAMOUS CHARGERS RIDDEN BY

-—

Besides the article

anniversary.
A picnic supper
Departure

gets.thesurerjit

THE DUTY OF MOTHERS.

present

part of tlie afternoon.
The secretary gave a condensed report
of work done during the year past, and

started.

t

tlie

Such

SOUTH

\l<

of the bubble*

been

Ariadne K.Webb

home.”—New York Sun.

The worst

pains.
carefully

tender

thoughtful love is rare;
such manifestations of it is rarer still.

with fireworks flying everywhere, and
with crowds on the sidewalk cheering, to
the town hall, where there was a banquet
and a speech from the mayor, and so on.
When this was nearly over, my father and
my brother, who had come to meet me,
went to tell my mother I was coming.
“Home was half a mile or more away.
A bunch of us. men of the regiment, started from the hull together.
They fell off
one after another until finally 1 went on
alone along the familiar street.
It was
bright moonlight Far ahead at the corner of the street down which I must turn
for home, I suw her. She was waiting.
“When 1 had come to her, she lifted up
her hands and pronounced my name.
That was all. And then her arms were
about my neck and my old blue overcoat
was wet with her falling tears.
Her sou

bud

beyond

durance.

“It was nightfall when we foil in for
the last time in the company streets of our
first camp and marched out and forints!
on the color line. There was a great crowd
there, relatives and friends and sightseers
come to see the regiment off.
In front of
my own company 1 could see my father
and mother, come to see the last of theii
boy before he went to war. I was the apple
of my mother a eye, 1 knew that, and 1
had expected to see her break down completely when the regiment marohed away,
but she stood as firm as a rocK.
“When the regiment came home, wo
marched up through the same street that
we had marched down years before—night
again it was, too—with a band of music,

*

have

Ocean.

last

we

words

not too small

were

and

during these sorrowful weeks that
they might not jar harshly upon the one
heart w hich above all others was pressed

bers

Soldier Telia of Hla
and His Return Home.

after that

iier

congratulated

recollection of tb© camp in
which we were mustered in,” said the old
soldier, “was of my mother. We had been
in camp for days, fur weeks, in fact, filling up the regiment ami drilling and getting equipped and getting ready generally.
Finally wo were mustered in, and the next

‘‘My

particulars
loving care

chosen

and

GOING TO THK

|

her

Don’t Worry.
Do you know the woman who is wearing out her life with looking continually
ahead after trouble? She resides lu al-

HORSES OF THE WAR.

WHITCOMB,

ATTOK N J: V-AT- L AAV.

vorite with them.—,4dt*f.

fBrtiral.

Kentucky.

A Young Girl
Saved!
So remarkable

substantiated;

so

are

the

facts;

suffering,

that there is

under the

disguise of news

no

Few

men in Detroit Real Estate Circles
better known than Frank B. Trout.
None place a higher value on their reputation.
Mr. Trout has resson to believe in the
of Dr. Williams' Pink Pills, and
e does not hesitate to say so.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills saved the life
of his daughter.
Saved her when eminent physicians
failed) when the pharmacopoeia was e thaustedj when science acknowledg.d
arc

Eotency

defeat.
The gratitude of the father overbalances

the natural conservatism of the man, and
he tells the world his story that others
may be benefited.
“At the age of fourteen” said Mr.
Trout, “we had to take our daughter
from school owing to her health. She
began to fall away and became pale and
languid. She was so weak she would
fall down every time she tried to walk

unsupported.

“when 6he was fifteen she weighed
only ninety pounds.
“She was actually fading away.
“Several physicians sain she might out

grow it, but that it would no doubt terminate in consumption.
She was growing weaker every day >
we concluded we must lose our child.
“The medical profession had exhausted
thefr skill, we had tried all the well known
remedies. Finally I bought a box of Dr.
Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People and

so

strongly

are

Wash
they

other false colors.

took them home to her. Before she had
taken all of the first box we noticed a
for the better.
change
"
She gained
strength daily.
"Every one noticed the change? I
two
more boxes. When she had
bought
taken them she was strong enough to
leave her bed, and in less than six months
was something like herself.
"To-day sne is entirely cured, and is a
big, strong, healthy girl, weighing J30
pounds, and has never had a sick day
since.
"
I know Dr. Williams' Pink Pills saved
my daughter's life and I am glad to recommend them to the world."
To further verify this statement Mr.
Trout made affidavit to its truthfulness
before Robert E. Hull, Tr., Notary Public*
The last decade of the nineteenth century has been marked by some of the
most important discoveries in the history
of the world. None have done more to
benefit mankind than Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills for Pale People. Some of the cures
effected by this wonderful remedy almost
equal the miracles of old. Diseases long
supposed incurable have succumbed to
their
potency. The paralyzed have
walked; the weak and ailing have
stepped from their beds well ana strong.
The evidence is irrefutable. The fact
stands supreme that Dr. Williams' Pink

Pills

are tne greatest blessing ever bestowed
suffering humanity.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills are sold by
druggists throughout the land.

on

a

time

in the stable with
6ou had ridden

horses his bruve

Day

are

or

at

one

of

during

the
the

war.

they to all who are
necessity of publishing them

tmportant

After the lamentable death of the flaxen
haired soldier General Custer's futher, at
his homo in Michigan, would spend hours

General Robert R. Lee had one favorwar horse, Traveler, which he
rode
throughout the entire war, having purchased him in 18t51. and he rodo him on
the day of the surrender at Appomattox.
Sheridan, who saw Traveler that day, deite

T roubles

scribed him

to an end the day you
vapor stove. You can
boil your clothes, heat your
irons and cook the dinner
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You can do anything and
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everything on a vapor stove,
from broiling a steak to
roasting a turkey. The dirt
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horse,"
OFFICES AT
ltt hands high, a littlo abovo hulf
bred, of great courage and kindness, not BAR HARBOR AND BLUEHILL, ME.
and
his
head
possessing 6poed
carrying
par tiaroor offices: 7 and 8 Mt. DesertBlock.
well up. For five years after the war,
Bluehlll office open Saturdays.
while Gonoral Lee was president of Washington and Lee university at Lexington,
H- greely,
Traveler was ridden almost daily by the
Illustrious soldier of the Confederacy.
General J. R. U. Stuart’s chief war
horse was tho thoroughbred mare VirGraduate of the Philadelphia Dental
College,
ginia, which ho rodo during tho battle of class of '75
Gettysburg. In tho general’s last battle,
«“Office in Giles' Block. Ellsworth.
where ho was mortally wounded, ho rode
a gray horse
Another he had was a handCARROLL BURRILL,
some bay called Bullet.
General Wade Hampton had several
ATTORNEY
horses killed under him during the war.
AND
Described as one of the finest horses in the
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
southern army was Beauregard, a magnifiNotary Public and Justice of the Peace.
cent animal of great boldness and spirit.
Uf him tho general
lb,Va bands high.
Office over Burrill National Bank,
writes: '•lie was wounded at Gettysburg,
State Street,
Ellsworth. Me.
mortally, at the same timo that I was.
When I was taken to tho hospital, Beauregard, after being unsaddled and unbridled,
followed me there, lay down outside and
of the Ontario Veterinary
College.
died.*'
One of tho best known horses of the
Veterinary Surgeons and Dentists.
southern army was the beautiful dapple
Cream or Milk tested by the Babcock Lactom
gray mare with white tail and mane,
eter and Gravimetric methods.
named Nellie Gray, the favorite war horse
Office, School Street. Telephone. 38-2.
General Fitz-llugh I^‘c. She was killed
in the battlo of Winchester.
General Wilson, in his entertaining article, is silent regarding Sherman’s famous
undersigned hereby irives notice tnat he
has contracted with the
borso Tecumseh, that hu rodo from AtlanCity of Ellsworth.for
trie support of the
poor,during the ensuing year,
ta to tho tea, and which is iiuw ia the
ample provision for their support.
iin<
.^us
forbids all jiersona from furnishing
University of \\ isconsin at Madison.—Bos- He therefore
supplies to any pauper on his account, as without
ton Herald.
his written
order, he will pay for no goods 6C
furnished.
Harris. Jones.
gray

come

General Wilson as a "chunky
yet he is said to have been

to

^

flrs. CALDWELL & POLLAED,

to

household comfort.
There
is no fuel equal to stove
gasoline in point of efficiency, economy, and cleanliness.
Over a.O'> ),ooo women are
using it to-day.

THE

If your dealer does not sell Vapor
Stoves and Stov$ Gasoline, write to
the Standard Oil Company, New
York City.

I

Pauper Notice.

live and move in a glorious era of united
feeling which those sleeping eyes would
l have flashed joyously to see. It is we who
are benefited by these exercises.

Country's Heroes.

Oar

Beneath the (lug of freedom we
In pence repose Unlay,
And raid (he folds of glory’s flag
The gentle sunbeams play.
A loving north and loyal south.
United, mourn our dead
And gase with patriotic pride
At stars and stripes o'erhead.
—Buffalo F!spread

j

PKESKNT-DAY THOUGHTS,
“NEMO”.

BY

[Copyrighted by I»a\ve & Tabor. |
Come now, what particular reason have
for decorating the graves of the dead?
Let not our reason be that we are followThat partakes of the uners of custom!
retlectiveness of the savage who merely
imitates when he adds another stone to the
cairn that he passes.
It is ours rather to
realize that this season of decoration has
meaning; that its chief actors arc people
M ho think and M ho use floM-ers and ceremonies merely as surface indications of-a
we

ours

even

like the growth of
progress
the printing press from the slow' simplicity of the lever and screw up to the complicated mastodons that thunder out human thought more swiftly than the eye
can follow.
The machine is made up of
infinitely small improvements by an infinite numlior of mechanics, each one adding something to the work of construction
that had already been effected.
Thus it is with our national life.
Our
revolutionary heroes died to make a nation.
Time passed and showed that
strength was in union. Our heroes of the
late war died to keep that nation inseparable forever and forever.
Again the years
Human

interest the

Who can tell?
But one Mould
think that if, in conscious life beyond the
sighing of earth, they are able to estimate
deeds at their right valuation, the greatest
and the bravest of them are regretful that
dead?

they

Mere

dred-fold

not able to
than

more

Animals look on the dead—even those of
their own kind —and soon forget or
scarcely notice. Rut we sentient beings
return after the silent glidings of many
years, of centuries even, to look on the
places of the dead and to honor them,
Why? Because the death of the doer of
deeds among men stops his doing but does
not stop the effect of the deeds he did.
The truth of this is apparent in a moment,
if we reflect as we glance downward to the
turf-covered mounds at our feet, that bebeliefs and lived
cause these men had
them out we are able to stand around them
united in one great national whole.
The
bodies lying there have rest from their labors, but the labor remains, and greater
things than they did shall we do, because
human labor is cumulative and because we
live to carry on what dying hands have

accomplish a hunthey did either in

Your
or in dying for their idea.
little token of appreciation may perchance
please them, hut it cannot do for them a

living

rolled

period of expansion
history of the world.

on over a

ampled

in the

unex-

it ho

of

what

he whnw i nir of

t

that

Now

Beans.

nothing more
kidneys.

I’eas:

price
will

wants

supply

anticipate

PURCHASE

and

neces-

sufficient for

their

NOW

a

time at least.

a

JoHNSfc

lias

come

to

be

a

necessity

1

Another

edly

where Pe-ru-na undoubtsaved the life of a man whose kidwero

that tells the story: “Gentlemen, four years
ago I had a severo attack of Bright’s disease, which brought me so low my
doctors said nothing moro could he done for me.
I then began to take Pe-ru-na.
In three mouths I w.as a well man, ami I have continued well ever since. Yours
gratefully, J. Brake.”
Pe-ru-na for kidney troubles acts in a manner that, is marvelous. The benefit derived from its use is quickly felt. The good that it accomplishes soon
becomes manifest and is found to be permanent. Even in cases of chronic
Bright’s disease there is no need for the patient to give up hope. Buy Pe-ru-na
of druggists, or if you would liko to have advice in
regard to your personal condition, write to I)r. S. B. Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio, who will advise a special
course of individual treatment, where it is
necessary, without charge.

I-
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THE

COLUMBIA
CHAINLESS

the

of

con-

are mere

sumption
stares
man

a

in

j

servants of the self

within,

Sleep on,

dear dead!

God

sleeps

Tho

made of

Hr»v*

J
*

J

tin'

to grow on the

woodwork^^^fl^'V*

Best

MILK and PUDDING PANS.

loose, per ton. 9 glO
Baled...12 <04
Loose.7 §8
Baled.10$12
Vegetables.
.60 Carrots, bu
.03 Turnips, bu
.05 Parsnips,

Beets, per bu
Jahlmge,
)nlons,
Bermuda onions,
.06
Radish,
1.35 Asparagus,
Potatoes, bu
Cucumbers,
.053 08
.20 n .25
ipinuch, pk
.08
Lettuce,

the art.
better

will put it in

we

can

were

beef,
pork,

be

lb
lt»

Grand

lb

Bacon,

00

§ 600

Coal —per

GOLD CLARION RANGES
-AIN U-

HOT WATER

HEATING

|

APPARATUS,

*

ELDRIDGE’S.

tias been

In

great variety.

indefatigable

worker

home,

in

the

and

his

luties have required much
wearying
ravel and close application to the general business of the institution.
The state henneries at the University of
Maine were burned Wednesday. The

juildings

consisted

vhieh contained the

of

one

16x150

laying hens;

a

feet

cook

25 feet square and a smaller house
feet which was devoted to brooding
purposes. In the brooder house were
100 chickens which were burned, and
ibout /25 hens suffered in the smoke and
lames in the larger house. The hennerlouse

Broken,
Stove,
Egg,
Nut,

Russell Young.

were

10

new, having
The loss is about f 1,500;

practically

fall.
insurance.

erected last

At the annual meeting of the

been

Men

are

judged by what they do. So is Hood's
and its great cures have given it a
everywhere. It Is the One True

Sarsaparilla,
good

name

Blood Purifier and Great Nerve Tonic.
Hood’s Pills are easy to take, easy to operate.
Cure indigestion, biliousness. 25c.—Advt.

Advertisers in THE

grand

capturing the trade.

I

AMERICAN

.054*
.05**

Don’t go out of the city to buy goods
vhen you can save money buying at
Patronize home industries and
lome.
jelp yourself while you help others; then
i’ou will always be happy.

I>.

IBOU,

T

F.

No. 2 Franklin St.,
Ellsworth.
(3 doors from Main street.)

NDAPO

THE GREAT

.05

Rough,
Tried,

PRODUCES THE ABOVE
Results in HO da;/*. Cures
ill Nervous Diseases. Faiiinc Memory
•uresis. Sleeplessness. Nightly Emislions etc., caused by past abuses, gives
rigor and size to shrunken organs, and quickly but
■ureiy restores Lost Manhood in old or young.
.OO a package.
Easily carried in vest pocket. Price
Six for $o.oo n it.'i a written guarantee to cure or
money refunded. Don't BUY AN IMITATION, but
If your druggist has not
nnist on having INDAPO.
will send it prepaid.
lot it,
tl.MlUO KKnKHl CO.. Proprs, Chicago, III. or«nr Ag*at»
—

>-*

’’iir.li tiaJ
v
*. « t;m I.

-Ti
.*

U

Is:

Ld

St.,

yurc Cure or
DG. VAN
rT

TAiiLfLTS
..1

"ns.

S<XU-

il u.l ilihcum-s of the
.1
...
*n> a *1 trlvu.i.1l..
V. ti> u yua'iiu ec to cure
r.
v;
} pipack|o.-r«-tu ul tie- iru > v. Price. $l.oo permail
in
?u
or >.\ pa »ages f..r $.*».W).
By
Send two
:• ....-ure from observe ion.
I pia’i. .--a .ip.
A.'P>r
Kastcrn
circular.
Ici-iii stump
iiry, Xew Life
I rI”i: lrl«-t
tiand, M«».,
a

[mu,

|

..^PA). U',X|^1||*J|—fr[_—M

yj

Them
the BEST

Who Hav® Usee

Recommend

as

DR. KINO’S
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain.
Used for yean by leading specialists.

k

__

llanar,___
moniala A trial will convince you o (their intrinsic v»li_
in case ol suppression. Send ten cent* for sample and
book. All Druggists or by mail $1 JO box.

KINS MEDICINE CO., B.» 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

M. E. MALONEY’S
.01 )*

IDEA

j

|

OF THE

.10§.20

Whose FaiiU

.12
.13
.10

.08§.12
.06

.10

is

It?

Occurrence that Interests
Many Readers in Ellsworth.

dorsemeut:
Mr. Warren G. Jordan,
travelling salesman for

lean against the back of the seat
my kidneys were so sore. I brought it on by
heavy lifting when delivering instruments
and 1 have had it for a number
of years
often so severe that I could not
stoop over
or lift anything.
I had no bother after
using Doans Kidney Pills* and 1 did as
much driving and
lifting as ever I did.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale
by all

UUlcr.

!.
V,

D

.•

.95
l.oo

.25 §.75
.40 §.50

A Local

are

I>. \V IG<. 1N, A pothecary, Main
Ellsworth, Me.

A

§1.10

fflrtucal.

dealers, price

S.

,03>*

.123.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08§.15 Apples, string
.10 3.14 Apples, sliced

Prunes,

_

REMEDY

HINDOO

25
25
25
25
600

skins, green

taut, uu

line of

SHOES

6
6
6
6

J. 1. C rippen, Piano,
Organ and
Sewing Machine dealer, says: “In the
fall of ’90, while
making my regular trip
sweeping to tho wars. They will pass in through Hancock county, I brought up in
review before tho shades of their mighty Mariaville, with a miserable, aching back.
A lady living there
suggested that I take
captains as they did in tho old days. What
Doan s Kidney Pills,
saying, ‘thev will
they did is our own. Their achievements
I took her advice,
certainly
help
you.'
are our heritage.
Their valor is our pride.
when I got back to Ellsworth, and
proTheir example is a legacy beyond that of cured them at
Wiggin’s drug store. I bad
ransoms or principalities. Tho one tribute
taken other medicines before for the
same
w’o can pay them is in the veneration with
complaint, but the pains and aches in my
back always returned, sometimes
which we approach their graves.
And
much
from this veneration let us likewise take worse than others. At this time, I had it
about as bad as I ever bad. The
and cherish that noblest lesson of patriotjarring
of the buggy hurt me, and I could
not
ism for which they gave their lives.—John

1x60

es

Crockery

an

nterest of the Good Will

With them, for us ul least, there is no
death, no departure, no separation. These
honored dead are with us as when wo
cheered the resolute column which went

large

ranging in price from 65c. to $1.25.

ton—

Seeds.
2 00 Clover—per lb—
.18
Red,
.18
Alslke,
Dried Fruit.

chancellor, Waldo

a

.123.16

—

Rev. G. W. Hinckley, the founder of
jood Will Farm, will leave this week for
European trip of a month or two.
For the past twelve years Mr. Hinckley

We have just added

_

If, when a fog horn warns the mariner
Pettengill, Rumford Falls; grand viceSamuel L. Chadbourn, aged seventy, a
chancellor, George Naylor,
Lewiston; to sheer off the coast, he still hugs the
wealthy farmer of Sanford, committed grand prelate, Augustus P>. Brown, Port- shore and wrecks upon it, whose fault is
suicide Sunday by shooting.
land; grand keeper of records and seals, it? If the red switch-light is up and the
Wesley (). Smith, Old Orchard; grand engineer deliberately pulls ahead and
The Woodbine house at South Robbins:on, a popular hostelry conducted by Mrs. master-at-arms, Henry F. Libby, Pitts- switches into another train, blame the
field; grand inner guard, Fred C. Dun- driver. If a careless workman will in
J. S. Kerr, was burned Sunday.
lap, Skowhegan; grand outer guard, spite of warning try to find out how many
Patents have been granted to Maine inFulton J. Greene, Madison.
teeth a buzz saw has, and the saw tries to
ventors as follows:
J. D.
Campbell,
find out how many fingers the workman
I’aris, device for operating railway-gates;
has, blame the workman, not the saw.
Uev^reuce For Valor.
If a siek man knows that a certain mediF. H. Hat horn, Brewer, die for rolling
Let this be our anniversary of reverence cine is
doing him good and he carelessly
forgings.
—reverence for fortitude, patriotism, libneglects to use it, blame the man, not the
Samuel B. Gilman, an old citizen of
erty, union, for tho supremo surrender of medicine. If Kllsworth people who have
complaint and backache, will not
tiaugor, and formerly a prominent lum- home, happiness, life and love which those kidney
who died in those wars endured.
They last-ixiHii h nniiiey i-ius when they are
ber dealer, died Sunday, aged eignty-one
indorsed
by scores of citizens, blame the
had faith. They died for their faith.
No
years. He retired from business sixteen
higher tribute can full upon their graves. people, not the indorsers. Head this inyears ago.

DIRIGO COOKING UTENSILS.
We have sold over 1,000 of them in the
past three weeks, mid everybody is deWe have a few
lighted with them.
Clothespins left at 1 o. per <lo/.en.

Iniapo
Made a.well

Herdflgrass, bu
Redtop, per tb
Lawn seed, per tb

Pythias, in Portland
the following officers

our

.08
Tripe, per lb
Honeycomb tripe,lb .in
.11.s3.l6 Ham, per lb
123.14
.15 3.25 Shoulder,
.05)3.10
.08 3.16
.os.j.li
.063.es
.15

lb

Pelts,
Lambskins,

of

see

.153.25
.11 3.12

Ox,
Cow,
Bull,
Calf

to call and

new

Blacksmith’s
Flour, Grain and Feed.
bb—
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per
7 50 §8 00 Mixed feed, hag
Straights,
St. Louis roller,
Middlings,bag 1.00
7 50 §8 00
Patents—
Winter wheat,
6 25
8 50
Spring wheat,
Jorn meal, per bag .5)5
Jorn, full weight per
1 00
bag
Juts, Western, per
bu
.43 §.45
Hides and Tallow.
Hides—per lb—
Tallow—per lb—

ME.

elected:

everybody

We want

prices.

bottom

1 25
.75
1 25
1 25
(*rovisions.

100 3125

F. A. COOMBS, Columbia Dealer,

News,

at

and Building Materials.

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,

Week’s Winnowing* of
Novelty and Nonsense.

.10
.15

Lumber—per M—
Clapboards—per M—
Extra spruce,
24 §26
Hemlock,
09§ll
Hemlock boards,09 3II
17«18
Spruce, No. 1,
1*2316 Clear pine,
Spruce,
35§60
15 320
Extra pine,
Spruce floor,
35361)
Pine,
J23I5 Laths—per M—
15 318
Matched pine,
2.00
Spruce,
Nails, per lb
Shingles—per M—
.043.06
2 75 Cement, per cask loo
Cedar, extra
2 00 Lime, per cask
.85
clear,
2d clear,
175 Brick, per M
7 311
extra one,
1 50 White lead, pr lb .05 3.08
No. 1,
scoots,

WARE

AGATE

.01

Groceries.

2 00 38 50
Dry soft,
Roundings per load

TO ANY ADDRESS FOR ONE TWO CENT STAMP.

lodge, Knights
last Wednesday

1.00
.50

Fuel.

If

found

Sizes 1 to 6 quarts, going
at 25 cts. per set.
Also a
large line of

Joffee—per lb
Rice, per tb
.06§.08
.15 §.20 Pickles, per gal .40 3.60
Rio,
.35 Olives, per qt
.35 §.75
Mocha,
243 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure cider,
.20
rea—per H—
.06
Japan,
.40§.60 Cracked wheat,
.06
Oolong,
.25§.60 Oatmeal, per lb
Sugar— per lb—
Quaker rolled oats, .06
.06
.06 >£ Buckwheat,
Granulated,
Coffee—A & B,
.06 Graham,
.05
.05Rve meal,
.05
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
Oil—per gal—
.35 Linseed,
.60 §.65
Havana,
Porto Rico,
.45 Kerosene, per gal
.13
.60
Astral oil,
.15
Syrup,
Maple syrup, qt .25 §.30

Wood—per cord
3
Dry hard,

material

RUGS

■Straw.

laid, per doz.10

Cooked ham, lb
.16
Boneless ham,
.14
Fish.
Salt—
Fresh—
.05
.07 §.10
Cod,
Dry cod,
.u.>
Haddock,
Pollock,
.043.05
.30
.10 §.12
Flounders,doz
Mackerel,
.15
Halibut tins, .10§.12
Lobsters,
.12
Halibut heads,
.05
Pickerel,
.20
Boneless cod, .O83.lt)
Clams, qt
Tongues and
.40§.75
Oysters, qt
.30
.08 §.10
sounds,
Scallops, qt
.12 Smoked—
Halibut,
.12
.12
Bluelish,
Haliltut,
.25 3.35
.25
Sbatl,
Herring, box,
.20
Finnan huddle,
.10
Trout,
.30
Alewlves, doz
.25
Mackerel, each

ART CATALOGUE OF COLUMBIA BICYCLES BY MAIL

Due

Sr about the house. They come easily and
they stick, too—unless you get rid of them with

to

REVERSIBLE

Mutton, per lb .063.10
Poultry—per lb.16
Fowl,
tongue,
t hickens,
Salt pork, per lb
.In
.18
.10 3.12 Bologna,
.In
laird, per lb
.It) Sausage,
.10
Bigs feet, per !b

POPE MFG 0. HARTFORD, CONN.

KITTERY TO CARIBOU.

We know we will not be called on to
ight, so, of course, we say, give it to those
Spaniards. Drive them into the sea and
Don’t worry about
ceep them there.
var, take things as they come and you
vill be happy.
By the way, if you want
o be happy don’t fail to secure one of
hose

Bay.

Roa-ts,
Beef, Cornell,

o0o

anything

ELLSWORTH,

We are not selling goods for less than
iost, but our prices are down to hard
limes’figure. War cuts no ice with us.

that we have sold so many of
in the past. A new lot just in
at
prices that will astonish
you. A few more sets of those

Eggs.
Fresh

Veal, per

SIANDARD OF THE WORLD

CSSaafjing ^Jointur.

AND DON’T YOU FORGET IT.

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.123.16
Best dairy (new).15
Hutch (imported).90
Neufchatel.05

Lamb, lb
spring lamb,

are

DECK,

18 STILL ON

Creamery per lb.25
Hairy .20 3.22

Steak,
Fresh

Columbia*.

Color Itoaror.

TR1B0U

Butter.

"

Tubing—

strongest

known

giant

they forced the Confederates back.—Exchange.

£ Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute, f
L-.—~.i

famous

Nickel Steel

not and

color bearer, with a voice like n
bull, saved the day at the battle of the
Weldon railroad.
The fighting had been
of the hottest, and In spite of themselves
the Union soldiers steadily had been driven
hack. The officers had striven desperately
to rally them, with no success.
Suddenly
the big color sergeant waved the flag above
his head and began to sing, “Rally Round
the Flag, Boys!" The men caught the inspiration. One after another they caught
up the refrain until all wero 6inging.
They fought like bunds us they sang, and

Columbia*

All

is on those whose feet tread the
ground above you. Out of their waywardness He sifts the good, and out of their
nobility comes the righteousness that exalteth a nation in His eyes.

MRAHCKRfl.

Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.2.50
Pea, hand picked,.per bu.2.25

Spruce,
Hemlock,

PRICE

|

and

His eye

A

($<jU> Dust

credit is

ment that would be positively bewildering
were it not so truly human.
We all are
day by day releasing forces of influence
whose might we cannot measure, and we
ofttimes share in great forward works
without any conscious interest in them.
It will be well with us if our legend of
praise, like those we honor, shall be that
we wrought often in darkness and doubt,
as if in a mine, but Time has brought the
full value of our work to light.

of

by druggists.

no

hand could under
other
partakers of evil?
No! And furthermore who among us
can dure to sit in judgment on motives. A
look within and a fair analysis of our most
holy acts will reveal a mixture of good and
evil intention, selfishness and self-efface-

^
HOREHOUND
and
face who neglects a cold.
TAR
I

them,

an

both eye and
circumstances be

HALES
HONEY

It's so simple to get rid of a cough or
throat trouble by .dale's Honey of Horehound and Tar. Acts like magic. Sold

unconscious

because

heavy stamp
imperative.

n.

are

errand of mercy.
Shall we belittle the eye that guides the
band to a righteous act, just because both

of life in

terror

running

due them for

& CO., Boston, Mass.

ghastly

the

not say, because the feet
! of where the will directs

by your Druggist, from whom you
ought to purchase a dozen now. If you can t
get it near home we will send you by express,
charpea prepaid. ONE DOZEN BOTTLES
for THREE DOLLARS, cash with the order.

JOHNSON

MAKES
HILL
CLIMBING
EASY

a
word for those cavillers
credit all sorts of small motives

WRIGHTS ANI>

Country Produce.

(.timber

>peechless dead.
({ranting the
i truth of every i>ettines* that can be
pointed out, yet we arc nevertheless in a
“lie
position to say of each of them:
‘wrought better than he knew." We do
to

Sold

I. S.

case

affected and who, had he disregarded his trouble, would soon have
been beyond the hope of help, comes to
us from Ontario, Canada.
Here is the letter
neys

RKGARPIKG

Improved, per bu (seed).2.50

Gilbert Hofer, of Grays, Ky., says: “I
suffered with catarrh and was afflicted with
Bright’s disease for two years. Took
Pe-ru-na. Four bottles of it made mo a
well man.”

only

have

who would

very many families for the common
ills liable to occur in every household.
Every Mothor should at once purchase a good supply of it, and avoid
the advance which the
tux is liable to make

less than catarrh of the

is the

annre-

Therefore, every pru-

family

dent

of all the

nor

I.AW

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The stand ami weight of a bushel of potatoes,
in good orderand lit for shipping, is 60 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
stood order and lit for shipping, is 62 pounds.
i)f wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips ami peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions, 52
of carrots, English turnips, rve and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley an«f buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
measure as by agreement.

above statement is often far from being so.
Many cases of so-called Bright’s Disease are

War Taxes

will raise the
sities of life.

**AINK

RIGHT’S DISEASE killed him. How many times
have you heard that about some friend. If
you did but know the truth, however, the

time when we inheritors of the labors of these motionless bones at our feet
ciation can do for us.
go one step further, and declare that a
Herein is tbe true value of our tender l nation born in noble strife, baptized later
! in its own
precious blood, has risen to the j
regard for the dead, of the volleys we fire,
I
of the flowers we strew, of the flags we j stature of a man and preaches to a great
i selfish world a new evangel—that a nation
we
utter.
consecrated
words
of
the
wave,
1
1
The value and the gain are t<> us-ward who great in its own development, great in its
triumph over trials, great in its prosperity, j
is not too great to be deaf to a wail of woe
JHrtiral.
from its weak neighbor, and is not too
! proud to east its own offering on the altar
I of another's liberty, though that offering!
cost dear in the money of its men and the
I sons of its mot hers.
t

Wednesday, May 25, 1898.

Catarrhal Troubles of the Kidneys Always Yield to Fe-ru-na.
Gilbert Hofer’s Case Is One Froof.

is

Sltibrrtiermcntn.

ELLSWORTH markets.

BRIGHT’S DISEASE CURED!

dropj>ed.

deep heart-feeling.
I)o these acts of

'aDbmtBemcntB.

j

ago an army vast
Went forth to do and die.
Their deeds are graved on history's page.
While low their bodies lie.
Their country asked them for their lives.
They did not answer nuy,
But Irotu their homes and friends and kin
They liravely marched away.

Long years

50 cents

uer

bov

«pnf

in-

CARRIAGE
Ellsworth, Me., March 7, 1898.
After a careful canvass of the different
and cities in every county of the State,
I have come to the conclusion that there never was a
better time than the present to engage in the carriage business, that is, for one
who has a thorough knowledge of the business ami who is willing to take off his coat
and put his whole energy into the work.
Sixteen years ago you could not sell a good
vehicle for what it cost to produce it. That
was because some were deluded by the cheap
western imitations nf our work which could
be bought for a much less sum, but which were
worth practically nothing. To be sure they
looked very spick and span at lirst, but one
season, if they held together as long as that,
proved to the owner t he foolhardiness of the
policy of purchasing the cheapest without regard to the saving to be made in the long run
by buying of a local dealer and getting your
The unscrupulous dealer
money’s w-rth.
reaped a ha. vest off these carriagt s. Some he
bought as cheap as $‘.*5 ami palmed them off
on some unsuspecting customer for $100 or
towns

more.

However, everyone who purchased one of
those carriages is to-day a walking advertisechance
ment for good work ami doesn’t lose
to recommend you to buy a good wagou, proI am personally acquainted with people all
over Maine—from
my home in Ellsworth to
John Mailmen's hotel in Eubec, to Smith’s
hotel in Caribou, to the Whitney house in
Presque Isle, to Patten by way of Ox Beau, to
Moosehead Lake and across the country to
Rockland and back home.
In all my travels I have failed to find one
man who has given the western carriages a
trial that will again use one or recommend
others to do so. When asked what he knows
about western carriages he shakes his head
ami says he knows enough about them to let
them alone.
To show you that I am sincere in my remarks, let me tell you what I have been doing
I have built eighty new carthis winter.
riages that I am in hopes to sell. I warrant
each and every one of these carriages to he
FIRST-CLASS in MATERIAL and WORKMANSHIP.
Should any part prove otherwise, at anv time, I will make it good regardless of the length of time it has been in use.
To this end I will furnish reference second to
none in the State.
one
But to those who are still willing to
of those western carriages I would sav that I
have the agency for this county for one of the
best made—the C'ortlandt wagon. I t is made
by the Cortlandt Wagon Co., of New York.
I am offering these wagons at a very low
price. Anyone residing in Hancock, Washington or Penobscot counties, who is in need
of a carriage of anv kind and who will write
me stating his needs, I will call upon with
the carriage he wants.
T
MY PLAN OF WORK is as follows:
will call upon you in person and explain to
you any points you are in doubt about. I can
If it be an
then tin a out your exact needs.
express you want, I can suit you with a light,
lu top buggies I carry
medium or heavy,
four different styles, in fact, anything in the
carriage line you can find at my shop. Don’t
buy until you see my work and the low rates
I am offering.

try

M. E. MALONE V.

$l)e*£ll0u)ortl) American.

AT GREEN LAKE.

RUMORS.

WAR

Continued from page 7.
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A Republican Stare Convention
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of
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ISDN
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of

FISH

Charleston” left San

are

State, who perhaps familiar
with the name of Green lake, are ignorant
out

Fran-

afford

can

lighting efficiency

of

which has no uniform
rate for advertising space, and is satisfied to take what it can get for it, is a
cneap advertising medium, and the ad-

Harbor is

Bar

accustomed

“big guns”,
expect nothing hut cheap stir was created by the
this week.
Lawroneeburg (Ind.l Press.
of

Spanish

Thankfulness.
st refreshing phase of the war

V Cause lor

A

;..

situation is

the

oa

have

ara

four

Of course the suspense is painful,
but it is infinitely preferable to the

safe from

absurd bulletins that kept the people
of the country in a frenzy during tin
first
weeks of the war.

Mrs. Abigail Cousins, who died of old
flge in East brook last week, in all her
long life used medicine for the first time

fake bulletins

Th.
eve.,

no

Spanish

invasion.

t hree

\ ears

She lived to

beninety-

old.

e

the

ven

loafer

is

to leave his sunny
obiigget the latest “news".

more

|

corner to

j

no

reduced rates, and find few takers.
One New York concern offered The
AiiEF.it an the “only reliable service”
for S5 a week including telegraph
tolls.
The

censorship

has been established
none too soon, and as no one doubts
that when events take place the government will tell the truth, the peo-

ple are possessing their
tience, with profound

souls in pain the

faith

competency of the government, and
sublime confidence in the ultimate
triumph of the American arms.
William

A

ten-pound togue from Tunk, measuring thirty-one inches in length—that’s

last week.
But it took
fishermen from two towns
to take him—Joseph H. West, of Franklen, and Rufus A. Young, of Hancock.
one

catch made

two veteran

The take bulletin factories of the
large cities are offeriug their service
to the country newspapers at greatlv

E.

ened

by

laugh

at

the

steam

someone

dredger

may

now

else.

Signal Station at linker’s Island.
Baker’s Island, May 21 (special).—A
naval officer came
here to-day in the
steamer “Lilac”.
He is visiting the places
on

the coast of Maine where
is

ment

about to erect

the governstations.

signal

Island soon,
and lay
a
submarine cable to
Seal Harbor or
Southwest Harbor.
There will be five
He

will

build

a

return

dwelling,

to

Baker’s

erect

a

flag-staff

The station at

Baker’s Island will be a
established

signal system
interesting to the student of
by the navy department. The iiRvy deas
a
as
political history
romance,
partment itself established thirty stathrilling as a tale of adventure. It is tions on the coast, manned by naval mia history of England for the sixty-two litiamen. Then it called
into service 1,060
years beginning 1832 and ending 1894. light-house employees and 1,000 life-savThe picture of this “Grand Old Man” ing men, making a total force of over
never was more fitting sobriquet 3,000 men who are keeping watch along
applied—after a stormy public career, the great shore line from Bar Harbor to
retired to the quiet of private life, Galveston, night and day and in all
for the approach of an enemy or
with his life-long companion by his weathers,
for a signal
from any passing United
side, surrounded by his children and States
warship.
his clvldren’s children, is one pleasAll these watchers can communicate in
ant to contemplate.
Gladstone has me course oi a lew minutes with a teletoo,

as

part of the coast

—

telephone line, and all lines cenCapt. Bartlett in the
navy department, who is thus prepared
to give the war board instant notice of
any significant ship movements on the
graph

him credit, out it is the picture of the
last few \ ears of his life which will
make the most lasting impression on
the hi arts of men.

or

tre in the office of

coast.

Growing accustomed to war
bilities, which are mostly far

possifrom

Nominated 1>> the Governor.

Among

nominations

Gov. Powers

recently
following

made

by

are the
in Hanprobabilities of evil, and Hading the
nation moving along steadily in its cock county:
Justices of the peace and quorum—E.
Indus ; xs, people are grasping the
M. Hamor, West Eden; Hadley 1*. Buridea that it is throwing away some
rill, Dedham; Fernando F. Morse, Swan’s
months of active and profitable life to
Island.
wait until war clouds have passed,

says L n's Rcrirw. Western prosperity h..s so greatly overbalanced timid-

ity of

eastern capital that actual busidone increases.
Several large
contiacts kept back for some weeks
because of hostilities have now been
ness

and instead of works

placed,
closing
or reducing force, returns show the
of
some
works
idle
and
starting
long

of force or of hours at others.
Government work occupies many establishments, out it counts for'little
compared with other demands.
increase

in me absence of anything like reliaole information of navy and army
movements, absolutely in the dark

concerning the present situation and

plans

of toe

administration,

there are

many who do not hesitate to criticise
the government from the President
down ;o the commander of a warship,
for not doing something else. Sueli
men

a>e

not

only ridiculous; they

are

the stuif of which traitors are made.

the restful solitude

vestibuled Pullman

a

boats

railroad, eighteen
eight miles from

Central

Bangor

miles

and

There is

station at the lake, ami
near at band.
The

a

be obtained

can

lake abounds in salmon and trout.
the

At

j

lake

grown up.
number is
are

a

colony of cottages lins

mostly of Bangor men, and the
increasing year by year. There

several steamboats

accommodation

of

on

the lake for the

pleasure

or

fishing

part ies.
is

Ellsworth to the foot of the lake
beautiful drive, and at t lie lake a

a

visit to Green lake is not

complete

Mother—What did your father say
when he saw his broken pipe?
Innocent
—Shall I leave out the wicked words,
mamma? Mother—Certainly.
Innocent
—Then I don't believe there is
anything
to tell you, mamma.
A business man is not the most patient creature in the world.
He cannot wait to hear any
long-drawn-out story of the cause of his ailment.
He doesn’t care two straws about a line
spun theory of how he should treat himself.
He may be predisposed to scrofula, or consumption. "That,” lie will tell you “lias nothing to do with the case.” He wants to be well.
If he can be cured, write out a prescription and
send in your bill. So, hero’s the first
part of
the proposition.
Dr. Fierce’s Golden Medical Discovery is a
microbe hunter and killer. Many persons of
scrofulous blood, encourage the breaking out
jf unsightly sores, to prevent the disease
going
to the lungs.
There is no need of this state of
lread ana discomfort.
Purify the blood. It
be d< I1'-. “Golden M lien Disco very” will
•ure :»8 per rent, of all
consumptive cases, also
>f all other lingering bronchial, throat and
lung
I Leases.

pay

r,

*

in the last three years from 700,000 to 4,1)00.000 by the addition of iroughs inside

j

imii.uic

j

fish.

This is a big number of fish to feed, and
necessitates additional provision for feeding them. These fish will consume about
4.500 pounds of beef liver a month. This
has to be ground very tine, and in order
to handle so large an amount it has been
found necessary to improve the liver
bouse. A two-horse-power water-motor
is to be added, ample power being obtained by tapping the spring on the
mountain near the hatchery.
Another improvement this year is a
large forty-trough nursery in front of the
rearing ponds back of the hatchery. The
buildings are to be newly painted. The
government recently bought the steamer
‘‘Senator” for the hatchery.
The grounds also are being improved,
an orchard of 100 fruit trees having been
set out between
the
superintendent’s
house and the hatchery.
the
During
past few weeks many fry
from the government fish hatchery at
Green lake have been planted in the ponds
and streams in this vicinity. As nearly
as can be ascertained the number of fry
planted in the different streams is as follows:
In Union river and its tributaries, 925,000 Pacific salmon. These were placed in
Branch
pond stream, Patten’s pond
stream and Union river above Brimmer’s

bridge.
In Green lake, 20.000 yearling Atlantic
salmon.
There were distributed in the following
ponds 325,000 trout fry:
Branch, Hol-

Best all-wool Carpets.(JiV. yd.
Tapestry Rugs, l1 yds. long, nicely
fringed..... A1
Test

the

from

me

start

finest.

to

WATCH OUR WINDOW
THIS MACHINE.

OF

FOR

the active demand for a
Rioycle at a
moderate
price, we have been M-arehing llie
market for one that would come tip to
our ideas, and we have til last selected

B.

HOLMES.

wT THOMAS,

The frame of this triumph of modern mechanical skill is of the best sen in le*- tubing, tin- same
that used by the Ames A. Front Co. in their
more expensive grades of wheel*
It has a nickel plated 'US arch fork crown, barrel pattern, crank hanger, two piece crank (no
cotter pins), large detachable -proeket, barrel
hubs, turned from solid bar -teeI; cup* and
cones of tool steel, tempered and ground; no
pressed cups being used. All bearing- have
ball retainers, which act as dust shields, ami
have positive «»ll feed.
The wheels have Boston wood rim.
The
chain has B. blocks and hardened centres ami

BANGOR, ME.,

will make
t

professional \iwit

a

Ellsworth,

»

i Every other Tuesday.
*

and

to

other

Every

Wednesday

until further notice.

j

|
j

cheap

market.

fully

machine is

guaran-

teed, and we offer it with
special recommendation.

MORRISON,

JOY &

CLOSINQ-OUT SALE

our

CO.,

OF

ELLSWORTH.

Spectacles, by e-Glasses,

Co ILrl.

AT COST.

I.amoine Beach, all furnished,
also
for market and groceries;
rooms for housekeeping on the same
pren
ises.
Apply to \V. K. DksIsle. Lamoine
Beach, Me., or to Mr- N H. Means, Ellsworth, Maine.

(COTTAGE

Beach.
PICKED

up

As I shall have to vacate my store In
to sell my stock at cost.

Persons

are

or work of
any
requested to call for same.

E. K.
Main

District ok Maine,
t
Portland, April, 189S.
TIUKSl'ANT to the rules of ‘('i reui t
Court .<1 the
JL
nited .-::ites for the District of Maine, noti- e i- hereby given, that
E. 8. C lark, of Bar Harbor, in said District,
has applied for admission as an attorney and
counsellor of said Circuit Court.
A. H. Davis,
Clerk U. S. f’ircuit Court, Maine District.

hereby given that I, the undergiven my son, Harry I..
during his minority. I

have
time

nor

Dated

|A
X
•j.
X

.TOY,

Street, cor. State,

•j«
t

Moulton.

3!

;!•J.

is

what

store

have

one

needs

CLAMS, OYSTERS, LOBSTERS.
Attorney

and

Counsellor

Special attention given

to

at

Law.

Collections and all

!

for

X

a

journey. At my new *j*
(Jordan building) I V
tine assortment of
not to mention

a

gripsacks,

4*
X

Harnesses, Trunks, Whips, £
other things usually
found In a shop of my kind. T

and

.J.
i

_

JAMES A.

McGOWN.

■j-Store formerly occupied by

Dry

even

Woodward^ Pros.^

VESSELS WANTED
FOR THE

Commercial business.

MONEY

LET

TO

LOAN.

SECURITY TAKEN ON REAL ESTATE

BLOCK,

GRANITE BUSINESS

OR PERSONAL PROPERTY.
BY

corner rooms

ALL

BUSINESS

Offices

Ellsworth,

STRICTLY

over

Burrlll

CONFIDENTIAL.

National Bank,

....

Maine.

GEO. II.

GRANT.

IFF

*

d.

189*.

E.
OF

Hooper, Sheriff.

I

.,

...

-•

j

1

a.

OKEFl.OM | |
\s
j*.
f
1 ▼
Mount Desi rt Ham
k
in:
M dm.
by hi- mortgage, died
\
n»
25.
1896, and recorded in tie
Registry of Dcds
for said Hancock
county, in book 3u7. page
253. conveyed to me. the undersigned, et rtain
real
tat•
i: n.i t d n -aid Mount l >» -ert. and
described us bn lows, in*/.: Beginning on the
town road leading from Soim-svilli to Trn.olit, at the
nth. a-l
.r
.1
»
!.
of <ir..rg»- W. Haynes; them,,
southerly following said road to the northern
line of the lot of land now or formerly of
Timothy Lunt: theme westerly fthe
hunt line to the waters of the ba\; tiu-nce
northerly following the water to th.; s.mthei u
line of the lot of land of Dr. J. D.
phi'ipsthem e easterly following the southern
line of
the Philips lot to tiu- said Havnes h
«t its
northwest corner; thence southerly
following
the Haynes west line to his
southwestern
corner; thence easterly following the southern line of the
Haynes lot to the point of beginning; containing fifty-four and one-half
acres, more or less; and whirea.s the
condition of said mortgage has hern broken.
now
therefor,
by reason or the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said
mortgage.
Eden, Maine, May 21. 183*.
Joseph W. Wood.
J. A. Peters, jr.,
attorney.

\\rni:iu:

KUsworth.

GOOD GRIP
short

May 21,

MM

I*-1-*Ttt.,|.,<|.|.|1.

pay’any *

3fi6rrtisnnrnt2.

Prices $25, $35 and $4<) per year,
according to location.

noon.

NOTICE.

Bucksport, Me., May 9,

with hardwood floors
and four large windows.

out 30

having Watches,

FISH.

•'ine, light,

from Catherine D. Roberts et als to John W.
*oim
and Robert E. <\ritidle. dated December
2, a. d. 1895, and recorded in the Reg.stry of
Deeds for Hancock countv, Maine, in book
295. page 406.
The said real estate taken by me upon execution a- aforesaid was attached on the
original writ in the action in which the judgment
upon whieli saiil execution issued was rendered on the twenty-third dav of March, a. d.
1*9*. at three o'clock in the afternoon.
Arid I shall, to satisfy said execution and
incidental charges, sell said real estate taken
upon execution a- aforesaid at public auct'on
at the !*hi riff's office in Ell-worth, Hancock
county, Maine, on Thursday, the thirtieth dav
of June, a. d. 1898. at ten o'clock m the fore-

N. B.—All person* Indebted to me art1
request
l‘d to settle same by May 25; after that date I
-hall leave bill* with attorney for collection.

.Special Xctiers.

dealer In all kinds of

IN
MANNING

The real estate taken by me upon execution
as aforesaid ami hereinbefore
particularly
described, is all and the same real estate described as conveyed in the mortgage deed

days, I offer

kind,

Amos 8.
1»9«.

a.

description.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,

at
store

EDWIN M. MOORE,

TO

*

•

Blnehill Bluehlll House)

The patient* of Dr. Thomas will be glad to
know that he ha* arranged professional visits to
Ellsworth every other Tuesday at the American
House, anti to Bluehlll every other Wednesday at
the Bluehlll House. There Is no physician In the
United States better known than the doctor, ills
cures are so Dumerousand often of such a miraculous nature that many writers have claimed
that many of his cures were miracles.
Dr.
pins.
We are able to offer our customer* an excep- i Thomas’ ability to tell a
patient hi* diseases
broad
on
of
tillwheel
as
tionally
range
options
without asking a question is as well established
to color, adjustable or stationary handle bar, of
as that Dr. Thomas lives.
almost any shape, etc., etc.
These visits of the doctor will afford an ex
This wheel must not be confounded cellent opportunity for many to consult till*
eminent specialist close to their homes.
with other
wheels now on the

Every

April,

j

as

shall claim no more of his wages
of his debts after this date.

—M

due at

the Specialist of Rational Meflicine,

Realizing

Reliable

is

ELLSWORTH,

finish—from

West End Furniture Store.

DR. E.

price

first-class wheel !

a

signed,
NOTICE
Moulton, his

ME.

to

Money gets its

=

NOTICE.

delivery team will be .run daWv, and
family trade of Ellsworth ami vicinity is respectfully solicited.
Campbell & True Bldg., East End Bridge,

«>f Maine, on the se. ond Tuesday
d. 1898. which said Judgment
hear-date the twenty-fifth dav of April, a. d.
1*9*. and wherein Annie It.
button, of 1.11sw-orth. Hancock count). State of Maine, executrix of the w ill of (>« orge I', button, late of
said Ellsworth, deceased, is creditor, ami
t atheriio- • i.
\ ’-l.it
U
E. H. ynedds,
Mary T. Ki !U y and Dai-v E. Hodgkins, all of
M
nut
De-eri. Hancock county, state of
Maine, are debtors, the fo|l..wing-d*'scribed
r> al
» -t.ite
situated in the town of Mount
Desert. Hancock county. State of Maine, to
| wit:
A
First.
and the same real estate particu’arlv d. -crib* d aonveyi <1 in the deed from
Franklin IF Roberts to Horace D. Roberts,
dated August
a.d. I‘"i. and recorded All
gu-t 25. a. d. 1*75. in the Registry of Deeds for
Hancock county. Maine, in book 151, page 260,
tiftv .on-, im.n or less, and decontaining
I
scribed in said deed as follow-, to wit:
a
All right. title and interest in and to
;
the westerly haif of the h"Uv and barn owned
b\ tin
heir- of William Roberts, lute of
M nit I>c-ert. d> ceased.
b
>lie lot of land dr-,
:h« d as follows:
Ilegiiiniiig at a \eiiow birch trei at tin short
w« -t line
f the dower of the widow ..f
n tin
-aid William Robert- and follows -aid line
north to and through the dw. iliug-house to a
j cedar stake at the hr ok: then north cightyolte
(!( grees We-t seventeen and ojie-hulf
rods to a
stak« on the east line of lot
No. tn,; then foi.ow- said line north four
cast
seventeen
and
one-half
degrees
rods to a
stake on the south side *>f the
road leading to Sand Point: then follows
said road northeasterly eight rods to a station the west side of
-aid road at its junction
with the* Long Pond road; then north sixty*
seven degrees west
thirteen rods to a cedar
tree; then north seventy degrees west forty
rods more or le-s to the east line of lot No. 65;
then follows said line first southerly then
southeasterly to the shore: then follows said
shore northerly and easterly to the first-mentioned bound and contains twenty-five acres,
more or less.
Reserving a right of way as
stipulated in said deed.
Also one other lot described as fo’lows,
(e
viz.: Beginning on the road leading to Somes*
ville at a spruce tree on the west side of said
road and run* north eighty-six degrees west
sixteen rods to a cedar stake on the east line
of lot No. 66; then follows said line north four
degrees east seventy-four rods to a cedar
tree; then north eighty-six degrees west fifty
rods more or less to the east Hue of lot No. 55;
the n follow said line northerly to land owned
by the late Samuel Uilpatrick; then follows
said line easterly fifty rods; then southerly
forty-six rods; then easterly to the road; then
follows said road southerly to the first-mentio.ied bounds ami contains twenty-five acres,
more or less.
Second. The “Dower lots'", so-called, being
a lot of four acres, more or less, and
a lot of
eight acres, more or less, both set off to Deborah Roberts, widow of William Roberts, late
of said Mount Desert, deceased, as her dower,
said lots being particularly described in the
deed from Deborah M. Roberts, guardian of
Josephine M. Roberts and Ralph V. Roberts,
minor heits of Franklin B. Roberts, late of
said Mount Desert, deceased, to Horace I).
Roberts, dated June 27, a d. 1876. and recorded
August 28, a. d. 1*76, in said Registry of Deeds,
book 156, page 80; ami in the deed' from Abbott E. Roberts to said Horace D. Roberts, aclcnowledged April 17. a. d. 1876. and recorded
July 6, a.d. 1876, in said Registrv of Deeds,
hook 15t, page 537; to both of which said deeds
reference is hereby made for more particular
k. S? ate

<d

!

adrift—85 logs off Lamoine
Owner can have same by proving property and paying charge-.' Dvi;u
Young, East Lamoine, Me.

A
the

supreme

enamel and brass work.

1

About 10,000 trout were sent to the State
commissioners.
It is expected that the l'. S. fish commission car will be at Green lake in a
few days to take about 140,000 trout fry
for distribution to various ponds in the
State. The balance of the trout at the
hatchery, about 50,000, will be reared at
the station.
In addition to the plants of trout and
salmon in this vicinity there have been
shipped from the hatchery during the
past winter about 350,000 trout and salmon eggs,one case going to Paris, P rance.

Smoked,

finished

Sbbntisnnrpis.

Phillips’, Rocky.

Fresh, Salt,

Legal Cotters.

Handsome Bent Arm, Cane Seat
Rocker, large size.-Si .“iO

cheapest

MAINE.

Sill.Id M’S SAM..
state of Maine, Hancock ss.
I
I ^ A K K N UPON AN I. X Kt l Tit )N which
’J.”
A issued on a judgment recovered at tin
judicial court holden at
; term of the

fancy

in

styles

mahogany

R.

Think of that as the

(Went end Union river bridge)
KL L8W0HTH,

—

Jaunt).

i_Lv-—

handHome

Advt.

of

M. J. DRUMMEY,

Good Hair Mattress, in two parts,
fancy satin finished tick.$7

Hookers,

gle battleship or the whole flee t. MVht t
last, this offer is open to all.
Address The Poston Hr rat,l, Boston, Mass.-

=

RIGHT PRICES.

with

frames, velour upholstery.£4
Brass Trimmed Metal Bed, best

Colored .Map of Cuba Free.
On receipt of your address and a .-cent stamj
for postage, the Boston Herald offers for f
short time to send a beautiful colored map oi
Cuba free to all.
Every young person slioult
have this map, as It is a great educator,
" ill
this map you can follow the movement* of a

$27 00!

and sell them at the

good-sized mirror.$1.1
Oak Chiffonier, live
large
drawers, fancy brass trimmings.$.1
Hardwood Refrigerator, zinc lined_$11

Four

My

RIGHT GOODS

Solid

Springs.
Feather Pillows, 20-inch, 6 I to.
feathers to the pair.

GLEASON,
.Valary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally ant'
act- directly on the blood and mucous surfaces
of the system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. .1. CHENEY A: < «>., Toledo, <)
Sold by Druggists, 7.V.
Hall's Family Fills art* the best.

stand.

inconstantly
because I
keep

t he

steel wire Bed

A. \V.

brook, Patten’s, Flood's, Alligator lake,

^Ibbrrtisrmnits.

nicely finished,

and

old
is

creasing

Sideboard, bevelled
mirror;. $11
quality opaque Window Shade,
j Good
mounted on spring fixture, silk
ball and cord.2.1c.
j Tapestry CarjH-tH. 10-wire goods. .6oc. yd.
j Straw mattings.1.1c. yd.
I Ash Chamber Set, ten pieces, well
carved

the

trade

Handsome Oak

Tne improvements made in 1S9S, conTHE PROGRESS,
sisting of a new system of piping for
manufactured
by the Ames & Frost
water supply, and the rearing pond hack
of Chicago, as the one combining
of the hatchery, have been most satis- i Co.,
at the lowest possible price the greatfactory.
| est number of desirable features.
There will be about 500,000 salmon and
10,000 steel-head trout raised at the
hatchery this summer, injaddition to the
>0,000 trout, making in all about 600,000

at

some design.i)8c.
Quartered Oak Parlor Table, fancy
shaped top and shelf.$17.1
Oak frame, cobbler seat Rocker_$2.2.1

■

n

GENERAL

sior).
High back Oak Pining Chair, hand-

j

Dnmintcy.

keep

GROCERY STOKK,

taining t hirty-three steel springs,
moss and tow stuffing (no excel-

for each and every case of Catarrh that canno.
Itecured bv the u*e of Hail's » atakkii li re
FRANK J. t HKNEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In mj
presence, this Gth day of December, A. D. ISStJ

( ~"T )
|)
|

Trade with

Pining 'Table, with turned
fancy carved stretchers. .$4.1>H
Spring edge corduroy couch, con-

I

because I prove that

it pays to

Solid Oak
legs and

________

.m »i

you how
patronize the

I

Ohio, city of Toledo, / **
Lucas county,
i
Frank .1. Cheney makes oath that he D tin
senior partner of the Arm of F. .1. CiiKNht A
Co doing business In the City of Toledo, (Y»un
ty ami Suite aforesaid, ami that said Arm wll
mi

done, if you

begin

can,

to show

WEST END FURNITURE STORE,

of

t»> r.

prices

few

are a

this may be

tnt.

a

Steel-Head Trout in Molasses Pond.
About 15,000 steel-head trout fry from
the Green Lake hatchery were planted in
Molasses pond, Franklin, Sunday.

Here

—

with-

visit to t fie hatchery.
Visitors to the hatchery this spring
find it a busy place. Superintendent E.
E. Race is continuing the good
work
which tie began on his arrival at the
hatchery three years ago. The hatching
capacity of the station lias been increased
out

t'

result ot my advice

one

the new year
right
by trading with me; nobody regrets it, nobody

possible now, for a very small amount
of money, to furnish a house complete
from kitchen to parlor.

things,
The dim, the bright; the earthly, the divine.
Spirits in shallow see but one. Oh, would
The days were born of which the slby
sings!
William Herd Huntington, in the Indeprnd

or

is
to

i§

And those below saw clear, as we had done.
God snows enfranchise! spirits, such as thine,
Dear friend, dear brother, who beside nn
stood
That morning on the mount, both sides o

steamboat may be taken for a sail around
the pond and a visit to the fiih hatchery.

For tiie hatchery is one of t be attractions
lake, and at the same time the chief
factor in making Green lake, in fact this
whole region of the State, year by year,
more popular with
the sportsmen.
A

Young people nowadays have opportunities in beginning their married live*
li
that their parents never dreamed of.

J

our advantage; presently the sun,
Nearing the noon mark, gathered ad his might
And smote those vapors till they broke 1
flight;
Not hastily, for panic there was none,
But with slow movement eastward, one by out
The cloud battalions drifted from our sight.
Till everywhere, from verge to verge, \va
light ;*

me sum

LOTS OF

; START IN LIFE. NEW CUSTOMERS

Brief

State

3t)brrtiannfnta.

AGOOD

Ells-

and out.

“Five swift, low-lying craft, supposed
to be Spanish war ships,” reported by
Boothbay Harbor, turned out to be coal
The people
barges in tow of a tug.
along Union river bay who were fright-

Gladstone, England's
“Grand Old Man”, is dead. Seldom men stationed here to
keep watch for susis it given to man to so thoroughly, so picious-looking vessels, and give notice if
gloriously round out a public career. any such appear.
The story of Gladstone’s life reads
like a book that is ended; and a story,

is

the very air of Green lake, and one
almost startled when in the midst of

Sfibrrtisrmrnts.

they.

in

of the

Ex-Sheriff Fen nelly
has again been
journals, no longer distract the attention of people from the arts of peace. I honored. This time the honor comes to
him as Bar Harbor’s representative G. A.
no longer attract the merchant from
j K. man. The newly-organized
home milhis c.'.inter, the lawyer from bis desk,
! itary company has been named the ••Fenthe doctor from his patient.
The ernelly Rifles’’.
rand boy conies and goes as of yore, I

and

a

From

in her last illness.

longer issue
“yellow"

from the offices of the

rest

worth.

to steer

With the Penobscot river mined. Bar
Harbor fortified and Baker’s Island on
the lookout, Hancock county feels fairly

resort.

worthy such

gem. About It rise hills and mountains
clothed with forests. There are health and

Maine

f »i t>

the movements of the army and
navy are concerned.

fishing

busy times, even in our vacations
outings, much depends upon the facility with which we can reach our paradise and rush back again to the city with
new vigor from even a brief visit.
Green lake, formerly known as Reed’s
pond, is on the Mt. Desert branch of the

Island if they don’t want
Uncle Sam or Admiral Sampson to learn
their whereabouts.

as

surpass either of them as a
Green lake is in a setting

from

will

ships

who year after year visit
Maine, but
though this section of the State is not so
well known as|the Kangeley or Moosehead region, it is destined.before long to

and

clear of Baker’s

that has

censorship

ictohlialiarl

war

of

arrival

vertiser need
s.

to the

but nevertheless

of the

one

It is somewhat
gems of Maine's lakes.
out of the beaten roads of the sportsmen

these

his

COUNTY GOSSIP.

rival

its cln

ins

But this very nearness is one of the
chief attractions of Green lake, for in

to

Cheap Newspapers.
The newspaper

as

world.

against him. The “Monterey” alone

will double the

well

train swoops by, with jarring reminder
of the nearness of the busy, bustling

able to withstand the most

Spain

as

undoubtedly

Green lake is

Philippines.

which

the

for the sportsman.

Reinforced by the monitor “Monterey”
and the cruiser “Charleston” Admiral

send

of

its scenic delights

of

Sunday. She will be followed soon
Montby troop ships, and the monitor
erey” which has been ordered to Manila.
Three troop ships are about ready to
sail, and are expected to leave to-day.
They are the “City of Peking” which will
carry fifty-nine officers and 1,041 men;
the “City of Sydney”, twenty-four officers
and 670 men; the “Australia”, thirtyseven officers and 646
total 120
men;
officers and 2,360 men.
These will
be
followed ns soon as possible by others,until a force of about IS,000 is landed in

Dewey will be
powerful fleet

the

government fish hatchery. But there
those in other parts of the State, or

the

cisco

the

WILL BE

THIS YEAR.

people of Ellsworth ami Hancounty the name Green lake is familiar, and with it is always associated
To

week has marked the departure of
first aid to Admiral Dewey at Manila.

The cruiser

--

VICINITY—A

cock

The
the

THIS

IN

REARED

PHILIPPINES.

AT THE

PLANTED

LARGE NUMBER OF FISH

roads

is that the

season

A.

O'CLOCK

<

t:suit

MADE

AT THE HATCHERY.

would

M.,
for tlm i't !>»)-«■ «>t nominating a candidate for
be
at
the
Septenibe,
supported
govern.
election. and tran-ni tii g any other business
that :i
.• roj- come before it.
Tie
i»l Maine, without regard to past
political tifferei e-. who are Hi favor of sustaining President Mrkinley and his admlnistia
tio;. :r. ih roil-1ui*t "f the war with Spain ; who
vorof -u-taining the pr sent wise and
are in
economir.'ti administration of our State affairs,
::11!\ invited to join with the repu’diare
cant* iii choosing delegates to this convention.
The ha :» of representation will be as follows
Each rv, town and plantation will been tith'd
to one d« iegnte, ami tor eaeh seventy-live votes
cast for the republican candidate for governor
in 1- h,, mi additional delegate, and fora f»action "! forty vote- In excess of seventy live
votes, ;i further additional delegate. Yacanoie*
in the delegation ■>! any city, town or plantation cat only be tilled t»y a resident of the
county in wh’ieh the vacaney exis.a.
The Mate committee will" be in session in the
city council rooms of City hall, at 9 o’clock on
the morning of the convention, for the purpose
Dele
of re.,
ng the credential-ot delegates.
gate-, in >rdrr to be eligible to participate in
the convention, must be elected subsequent to
I the call for this convention.
the da,
Per order, Republican state Convention.
J. H. Man ley, Chairman.
Byron Boyd, Secretary.
Augusta, Me., April 25, 1898.
\T

physicians

muddy
rainy
greatly hamper army movements,
not absolutely prevent the movement
heavy artillery and army trains.

the

HALL, AUGUSTA,

June

of

convention

Red Cross society in New York last
week, at which eighteen Cubdh and twelve
American physicians who have spent
in Cuba were present, the
some time
opinion was unanimous that the United
States army would be in less danger from
yellow fever and malaria in Cuba than in
camp at Tampa or Key West.
A serious obstacle to an invasion during

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
1
w. Rollins, Editor and Manager.

I TV

a

the

d

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

<

BEING

IMPROVEMENTS

PUBLISHED

From Green Mountain.
Two seas our eyes beheld—one dark, oue light
And one above the other; for a screen
Of billowy cloud lay, level-poleed, between
Ocean and sky, In undulation white
As snows of Zemblft.
Half way up the heigh
That caps Ml. Desert,spellbound by the scent
We stood and marveled. Had there ever beet
Since Israel's pilgrim march, so weird a sight
Meanwhile the sailors, beating to and fro
On shadowed waters, dreamed not of the stll
Pellucid beauty of that upper day;
Their captive eyes saw only from below.
While we, from our sheer lookout on the fill
Scanned cither level, happier-placet! tha

■

r..

,,

STATE OF MAINE.
Notice of Assignee of Ills
Appointment.
At Ellsworth, in the county of Hancoc k
and
State of Maine, the first
day of March
a. d. 189*.
undersigned hereby gives notice of
-A.
his appointment as assignee of the es1 te of Daniel A.
Morrison, of Winter Harbor. in said county of Hancock, insolvent
lebtor.rwho has been declared an insolvent
upon his own petition bv the court of insolvency for said county of Hancock.
Henry Boynton, assignee.

r|MiE

Subscribe for Ths American

WAK NEWS.
In this column from week to week during the
continuance of the war, Tint American will
print the Important facts and events of each
day of the preceding week. We shall endeavor
to separate the wheat from the chaff—faet from
rumor—to the end that readers of The American will Ihj correctly Informed of the progress
We will give no space here to>unof events.
authentlcated rumors and utioflicla! reports
front Washington, and will relieve the news of
all sensational features and Inaccuracies which
are Inseparable from dally press reports and
Wc will tell the plain, unvarbulletins.
nished tale that the tiles of The American
may afford a fairly correct history of the war.
This, we believe, Is the proper province of the
weekly paper at this time, and in following this
plan The American hopes to be more w idely
■appreciated than though It- attempted a weak
news

,

1

jf

new

will be expended to fit her for her
service.

BAR

HARBOR

f')0,000

MAN

ORDERED TO

HOW

THE

as

“Lancaster” is
Hhe

navy.

is

relic

a

wooden

a

of

POST,

old

the

PARTMENT

be of little account in a battle.
She will probably be stationed at Key
West.
THE “OREGON” SAFE.
would

Something
attaches to

did

not

where

state

than the usual interest

more

Day

Memorial

this year,

as

present war brings more forcibly to
service rendered by the honored
dead to whom one day in the year has
been set aside ns a memorial. So it is
that Memorial
Day in Ellsworth this
be more
year will
than for several years

the

contradict them In a later Issue. < in Wedneswe will print the most reliable
news bulletins received up to the hour of going
to press, but lids w ill be entirely apart from
this column, and a correct summary of the present Wednesday’s happenings will appear next
week.
to

WEDNESDAY, MAY 38.
The auxiliary cruiser

Cutting
Cables at

Louis” and

the

uiileH.
Later—The “Oregon” called at Barbados Thursday’, took on 200 tons of coal,

and sailed

requested,
Army

Friday.

patuek” to-day attempted to at
cut the cables at Santiago
The “Alabama” is a first class battlewhich communicate with Spain and San ship, 11.000 tons displacement. The conJuan, for the purpose of isolating Blanco tract calls for a speed of sixteen knots.
Havana.

at

She

Tin.

I

into

went

ia”

rot

oi.rl

«4

Santiago

the

Wo

b-*

»

channel to cut

the cable.
While they were engaged in
the work they were tired upon by the
shore batteries. The “St. I^ouis” returned
the tire and

about half

lively

a

fuailade ensued

for

The “Wainpatuck”
cable. None of
the Spanish shots reached either boat.
From Santiago the two ships proceeded
to

hour.

an

succeeded in

cutting

Guantanamo,

about

t he

one

“Wainpatuck” going

1(H)

yards from shore to cut the
cable there, the “St. Louis” lying out of
range. The shore batteries again opened
lire, and the “St. Louis” signalled the
tug to come out, which she did without
having cut t he cable.
[Bianco is still in e cninjinication with
Madrid, but t here is little duubt that he
will

soon

be cut

off.]

TillRSlJAY,

be
launched of three sister ships contracted
for in 1896. The other two will be named

fleet

Spanish

TORPEDO-BOATS

torpedo-boat destroyers
previously reported at
Martinique and Curacao,
Santiago de Cuba this morning.

Fleet

at

days

two

and

111 *•

eapit al oft he most west
ern province of Cuba, and is on the south
coast. It is not strongly fortified, and has
no railroad communication with Havana.
Havana by
It is about SOO miles from
water.
Santiago was nut a blockaded
port.

Kl'NDAY, MAY 22.
The cruiser “Charleston”

Off for the
Philippines,

Francisco

to-day for the Philippine
AdInlands to reinforce
Dewey. She carries ammunition

miral
and

from San

sailed

supplies

Dewey’s tleet,

for

She should

troops.

reach

twenty-eight days, allowing

but

no

Manilla

in

stop

a

was

FOR

HOSPITAL

SERVICE.

ered

ship.
She

steamer

by

government

the

She

has

will fly

the

for

a

hospital

been renamed “Relief”.
Red Cross flag. About

illrfjcrtisfmmts.

SPANISH

blockade, that the Spaniards lost 300 men
in the bombardment of Cienfuegos May
In this

11.

bombardment

the

“Marble-

head,” “Nashville” and “Winslow”

engaged.

Two

were

the “Marblehead”

men on

killed.

The Cubans’ report is believed to be exaggerated, though it is
known that terrible execution was done
were

by American guns.
PRIZE

MONEY

DEWEY’S

FOR

the

CALLS

will be allowed for each

man on the supethe enemy, and flOO for each
the smaller cruisers and gun-

ships of
Spaniard on
rior

*275,000.
Admiral Dewey will get one-twentieth
of the prize money, each commander of a
single vessel will get one-tenth of the
amount allotted to his ship, and the rest
boats,

about

or

American squadron will also
prize money for the gun-boat
“Callao”, captured in Manila harbor after
the great battle of May 1.

icle of

the

receive

FOR

THE

Paint,

PENOBSCOT

MINED.

Mines and torpedoes have been placed
in the Penobscot river at Bucksport.
As
the result of a protest from the Bangor
hoard of trade, against interference with
navigation caused by the mines, the government engineer, by request of Senator
Hale and Congressman Boutelle, has or-

Wall

Paper,
Carpets.

dered the removal of certain mines to
a

channel 200

feet

wide which

give

will

be

MILITARY MOVEMENTS.

Straw

Carpets,

Matting,
Floor Oil Cloths,
Wall

We *iell the

TO

Prize-Winning

U. S. Deck Paint fur iloors.
White Lead.

Kaw Oil, A arniMie*
Shellac-.
Colord and Taint llrudhea.

Hoiled

and

This

year

specialty

we

make

change, preferring

orders

is still in camp at
having been received

REINFORCE DEWEY.

The monitor “Monterey”, one of the
most formidable coast-defense vessels in
the United States navy, has been ordered
from San Fram-i.-wo to Manila. She will
be the mod formidable ship in Admiral
Dewey’s squadron. She carries two VItwo
inoh and
10-inch breech-loading
ritles, six 0-pounder ami four 1-pounder
tire
guns, and two gatlings. She
rapid
will sail in a few days.

ALL COLORS.

“Eagle”

the

men are

though everything is in readi-

to move,

World’s Fair

no

an<l

PRIZES

OF

WAR.

The prize court at Key West has condemned as prizes of war and ordered sold
the steamers “Augonauta” and ‘‘Ambrosia Bolivar”, and the schooners
“Mathilde”, “Sofia” and “Candita”.

a

of

THE

UNITED

STATES

ARMY.

The United States army now numbers
about 110,033 men.
Forty thousand of
these are regulars and 106,000 volunteers.

Field and Barden Seeds.

SPANISH

Timothy, Hungarian, Red
Top and Hawn («ra*d deed.
Alnyke and lted Clover,
Harley, Oats and Seed Teas.

LOSS AT

CARDENAS.

It is reported by a Cuban refugee from
Cardenas that in the engagement on May
11, in which the “Winslow” lost five men,
iwo

Spanish gun-boats were
Spaniards killed.

destroyed

and many

J>.

M. FKRUY’S

BIG

DRY GOODS

lines

WHITING

■

St.,

—

of

“n--

BROS.,
Ellsworth.

---

BAR HARBOR.

cannon

which will de-

arrived there Monday
night in the schooner “James A.Webster”.
The guns are of the old-time coastdefense type, and, though they are not
equal to modern ordnance, have a range
of several miles with as much accuracy,
up to their distance, as (i-• their powerful
companions in arms. Two of them are
of six and two of light inches in calibre.
They are from Fort Independent, Boston,
and are in first-class condition.
These guns will be mounted on Egg
Bock, Turtle Head, Schooner Head and
fend

GROCERIES.
37 Main

FOR

Four of the big

GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS.
Our usual

GUNS

■

Bald

Bar

Harbor

Porcupine

Bateman,

island.

the

tubs, first class first, $100;
ond, $50. Second class—first, $100;
ond, $50.
Reel races—first, $75; second, $25.

o’clock.

j
j

I lev.

CHURCH

deliver t lie

daughter.
HUTCHINGS—At Verona, Alay in, to Air and
Mr* Charles Hutching*, a son.
KERR—At Bucksport, May 22, to Rev and Airs
Daniel S Kerr, a daughter.
LEACH —At Orland. Alay 14, to Mr and Mrs
Emery

NO I

of

will

KS.

Following

are

general

the

special

and

Friday,

of

of

Special Orders,
No. 1.
I.

Maine,
Hepurlic.

the

!

)

1*.

»

from national

(5

headquarters concerning the observance
of Memorial Day is hereby promulgated,
and

together with these orders will be

read at the

public

exercises

on

that

day.

p.

m.,

services-

week-day church

—

10.30,

12 tn., Sunday school; 0
p. m., Y.
C. E. prayer meeting.
M ETH ODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening at 7, general prayer
meeting, in charge of the Epworth

league.

Friday evening at 8.30, monthly business meeting.
Sunday morning worship at 10.30 with
sermon by the pastor.
Subject of sermon,
Power from on High.” Sunday school at

Comrades: Our Memorial Day is drawing near; with it come sacred memories 12.45. Junior league at 3.30.
and Had rites but pleasant duties which
j Tuesday evening at 7.30—Class meeting.
! are performed with glad hearts and ready
UNITARIAN.
hands. Garland each grave with beautiRev. I Valter Reid Hunt, pastor.
istence

by

drop.

Tread

has

kissed

into

softly

sleeping
dead.
There rests
heroes;
disturb not their slumbers, they have
earned a long, uninterrupted rest; theirs
was the fight which had upon it the seal
of liberty and the sanction of God.
Comrades, May 30 is our day; no other
day in the year is so sacred to us; see to it
as much as in you lies, that the day is sacredly observed. If need be, in order to
among the
the dust of

prevent innovations and desecrations of
this day, petition city government or
town officials for its protection. As members of the G. A.

It.,

of the State of

Maine,

protest against races or games of any
kind which interfere or interrupt or detract from our solemn services, which

we

are

held

on

May

30.

This day is a national memorial day for
the nation’s dead of the war of ’61. Comrades, let no grave be forgotten. Plant a
Hag on every spot where lies the dust of a
dead comrade, it signals your interest in
them and your love of country.
II. We trust every post will attend divine service, uniformed and in a body, on
III.

All

Memorial

Day, May

post commanders in

29.

the de-

are requested to cordially invite
co-operative services of the Woman’s

partment
the

relief

corps, the Woman’s State relief
Sons of Veterans and the Ladies’

society

as

special participants

in

Regular morning worship

ex-

the touch of sunshine and dew-

the

Sunday service and the decoration service, and provide all necessary arrangements for t he efficient observance of the

by
at

the

11.45.

pastor, at 10.30.

with

Sunday school

MARINE LIST.
--^1——..=

--—

Ellsworth Port.
ARRIVED

Thursday, May 19
Sch Forester. Havey, Rockland
Sell Eastern Queen, Allen, Boston, merchan.
dise
SAILED
Saturday, May 21.
Soli Sarah A Blaisdell, Farrell, Romlout,staves
for Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Monday, May 23
Sch Miuneola, Kane, Bluehlll
Tuesday, May 24
Seh Eastern Queen, Allen
Sch Mary Eliza, Alley, Bar Harbor
Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar May 17. ach Chromo,
Tinker, Bar Harbor
Ar May lfi. sell C 15 Wood, Stanley, Boston
Ar Mav 19, sells Victor,
Dyer, Bueksport;
Harvest Home, Somes, Boston
Ar May 20, sell W F Campbell, Strout, Bath
r. ^Jl-V -1, schs May Queen, Grant, Boston:
M illie I. Maxwell, Gott, >alem
May IT, sch White Foam, with stone from
Crabtree & Havey for Bo.*ton
Sid May lfi, sells C 1J Wood.
Stanley, stone
from Cralitrec & Havey for N 15; G W
Collins,
Lirant, with stone from A Abbott for Boston
fdd Mav 19, seii Lucy Bell, Martin, stone »rom
Dunbar Bros for Boston
Sid May 20, sell Chromo, Tinker, with stone
fr<.in Crabtree »S: Havey lor N B
Sid May 21, seh Harvest Home, Somes,
Hooper, Havey Co, Boston.
Domestic Ports.
Boston—( Id May 21, sell Jos Eaton, Green’s
Landing and New York
Ar
May 20, bark Allanwilde, Fiekeit, Rosario;
-eh Lizzie Lane, Closr*on,
ElizabetIiporr
Ar May 19, sell Anna E
Kranz, Brown, Brunswiek, Ga
Ar May IS, sch M B
Wellington, Crosby, Gut*

tenburg
Ar May 19, bark Rebecca
Crowell, Dow, Turks
the department shall be 1 'land
Ar May 2:5, schs S E
Davis, Mt Desert; White
neglected. Also to extend invitations to f .-.mi. f ranulin
all civic and benevolent societies, schools
Holt, New York
and patriotic citizens to participate in the j
Pangor— Ar May -Jo, schs Carrie A PuckI
observance of Memorial Day, in evidence i.am. New York; Agrieola, Po-ton
\r .May 2.1, -eh Franconia,
Philadelphia
of their appreciation of the sacrifices
Im.i.a w.uii: P.kkakw v ri.ii—>1.1
May 2n, hark
1 ! nind i’hinney, from
made in defence of the flag and for the
Philadelphia lor Portland
of
the
American
perpetuity
republic.
M.w London--Ar
May Hi, sch 'Mary Au
IV. Let all flags hoisted be displayed at gu~ta, Powden, Pangor
Norfolk -Id May 21, sch Lavolta, Whittahalf mast.
ker, lrom Philadelphia for Gardiner
M w York—Ar May 21, ,-eh H G Whildcn,
V. Blanks are enclosed which should
Stonlngton
be filled immediately after Memorial Day Harbour,
sld May 10,-eli-Henrietta Simmons, Orland;
by the adjutants and sent in the enclosed Lt/zie Coehran, Southwest Harbor
\i May 2o, sells Lillian Woodruff,
Perkins,
envelope to J. W. Webster, Newport, Me., Maeoris; John
Francis, Sullivan for Phiiadc!
department chaplain. By command of
phia
Ar May IS, sell Lygonia,Thurston, Perth AmCharles A. Southard,
boy for North Plymouth
Department commander.
Ar May la, sch Helen, Sullivan
Jas. L. Merrick,
sld May 22, sch Alice -J Crabtree, Crabtree,
Assistant adjutant general.
Philadelphia for Poston
Memorial Services.
sld May 22, sch Win Duron, Dover
Ar May 22, sell-Geo II
Mills, Carver’s liarHeadqi arteks Wm. H. H. Rice Post, )
bor; Georgletta, Kennebec
No. 55, Department of Maine, G. a. r.,
J
Ffksandina—Ar
May Id, schs J P Holden
Ellsworth, May 17, IfeOS.
)

Adjutant.

1)1 Kl).

sermon

riuen’ graves in

Order Xn. I.
The officers and comrades of this Post are
hereby required to meet at their hall on Sunday
evening, May *29, at 6.30 o’clock, preparatory to
marching to Hancock hall, to listen to a memorial sermon by Rev. C. K. Woodcock, rnd
such other services as may be connected there
with, at 7 o’clock.
The Woman’s relief corps, Sons of Veterans,
and all honorably ill charged soldiers and sailorare invited to take part with the Post in all observances of Memorial Sunday.
By order of
Geo. F. Haskell,
IIoratio N. Joy,
Post Commander.

and Jerome P Look, New York
Portland—Ar May 21, schs A F Cobh,
l.outhbay lor Po-kon; Albert Pharo, Green’s
Landing for New York
Ar May lo, schs A H Whitmore and Hattie
Allen, Deer Isle for Poston
Ar May 23, sch G W Heed, Candage, Pluehill
for Ho .-ton
1’niLADKLi’iiia—Sld May 10, schs Alice J
Crabtree, for Portsmouth; Mary C Stuart, for
New Pedford
Ar May 22, sch II McG Puck, from
Pigeon
Cove
PoRTSMot Tii —Ar May 20, sell Westerloo,
Mayo, Poston for New York
Salem Ar May 20, sch Franklin Nickerson,
Ha-kell, New 1 urk
I*our Heading—Sld May 10, sell Win Duren,
Langley, Dover
Vineyard Haven—Sld May 20, sch Franconia, Philadelphia for Pangor
Ar May 19, sch Geo H Mills, Carver’s Harbor
for New York
Foreign Ports.
P Ait it A D< vs Sld Apr 30, sch Harry W Haynes,
Goodwin, Autigua for north of Haltcras

;

ANDERSON—At Brooklln, Mav 12. I.eroy An
derson, aged 2 years, 2 months, 27 days.
COUSINS—At Eastbrook, May 1 *>, Mrs Abigail
Cousins, aged 93 years, 2 months, 19 days.
DAY—At Ellsworth, May 20, Mrs Susan S Day,
aged 77 years.
GROSS —At Bucksport, May 18, Philip Gross,
aged 90 years, 9 months, 28 days.
LEACH—At Penobscot, May 1G, Mrs Abby
Leach, aged 65 years.
PETRIK-At Sullivan, May 16, William II Petrie, aged 11 months, 16 days.
STOVER-At Bluehill. May 21, Martin LStover,
aged S3 years, 7 months.
WARDWELL—At Verona, May 19, Henrietta
A, wife of Watson Wardwell, aged 64 years, s
months, 19 days.

J
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How This Has All Been Changed by
Taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
**
I have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a
blood purifier for several years past with

satisfactory

results.

vousness

and could

not

tired, miserable feeling
burden to

I had

me.

always

It

sleep.

and

I

had

a

work

was

a

appetite

no

and

no

strength and I could get no rest. I began
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and occasionally used Hood’s Pills. In a short time
my nerves were very much improved. I
could sleep all night and get up in the
morning feeling rested. I could work all
day, had a good appetite and felt like a
new person.”
Mrs. James Irish, Stow,
Maine.
Be sure to get Hood’s, because

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Is the Best—in fact the One True Blood Purifier,
fl; six for $5. C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell. Mast.

Hnnd’s
Pillc
P r^ilis
1 IUUU

Ills; easy to

c,in*

blver

take,

»-;tsy to

UailroabB anb

operate.

2fic.

Sttambaata.

Maine Central liailroad.
Commencing April 17, 1898,

TRAINS RUN AS FOLLOWS:
BAR

HARBOR TO BANGOR.

!.*.... *10

**3 ?0

BAR HARBOR.
30
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mt. Desert Fe..y. 12 40 11 20
Waukcag, Sul. Fy. 12 50 11 27
12 55 ,lll 30
Hancock.
1 07 11 38
Franklin Road.
1 2" Ml 4fi
Co.
Je.
Washington
1 32 11 52
ELLSWORTH.
1 42 'll 57
Ellsworth Falla.
Nlcolir.
M 57 12 10
2 12 M2 19
Green Lake.
Lake House.
t2 25 f 12 27
>
30.
Egery’s Mill.
2 35 M2 33
Holden.
3 lo 12 52
Brewer Junction.
3 20) 1 00
Bangor, Ex. St.
3 25 1 03
B A N G O R, M. C.

3 45
4 10
4 35
4 42
4 45
4 55
t-3 03
5 10
5 15
5 30
fS 40
f5 48
51
5 55
0 13
6 22
6 25

5 45
Portland.
Boston.
9 25
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
P.

M. A.

a.

M.
40

5 57

M. A.

7 00
11 00

Boston.
Portland.

W.

8 00
11 20

m.

r.

m.

0 45
BANGOR.
4 35
7 45
n 5o
4 40
7 55
Bangor, Ex. St.
0 57
s 05)
4 47
Brewer Junction.
Holden.
8 58 f5 07
f7 17
Egery’s Mill..
17 23 t9 0S| to 13
Lake Ilou-e.
Greei. Lake.
r7 32 9 23j f5 21
5 30
Nicolln
17 41 +9 33
9 55
Ellsworth Falls.
7 54
5 40
5 45
E LLSWi »RT 11.
7 59 10 111
"4 10 L
Washington (’o. Je.
fo 49
s 12 10
5 57
Franklin Road.
8 2" in 45
Hancock.
tR 0i
8 23
11 On! o 08
Waukcag, Sul. Fv.
* :«> 11 10
Mt. Iicsert Ferry.
6 15
s 50.'.
Sullivan.
9 20
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.
9 55 12 35!
7 00

3nj

..

t-Stop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and West
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth.
Passengers

are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Gen’l Manager.
F K. BOOTH BY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.

BOSTON AND

BANCOR

Steamship Company.
SPRING

atmntisniunts.

SCHEDULE.

Regular Fares.

ORDER YOUR

Steamer “Mt. Desert”, Capt. F. L. Wlnterbotham, leaves Bar Harbor, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 1 00 p m, via Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor and
Stouington (Green’s Landing), for Rockland,
connecting with steamer "City of Bangor” for
Boston.

RETURNING.
From

days

Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-

at 5 p

m.

From Rockland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at (about) 5 p m.
E. s. J. Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William II. Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

AND HAVE IT DELIVERED

Saturday Evening:.
•j

o

WAR-—k
IS IN THE AIR.
The

of the

Congress

United Stales is maki ng lot s of
does not

‘1111

VnoI'llWV

that will

ple

all the

please

prices

will buy a new Guaranteed
BICYCLE.
Wo have other

4, ill'

please

war

is

making
of a large

talk
on

I

the

stock of

WATCHES,

one

to con-

into cash.
in want of

will do well

Anya

watch

by calling

on

A.

W.

No. 5 Main St.

grades at higher priees.

Bicycle Supplies. Kepairing of all

which I want
vert

Friday).

am

J14/VI*

all peowho want time.

The

Three Trips l’er Week.
On anil alter May t*. one of the steamers of
this lii e will leave Ellsworth (staire t
Surry) every Monday, Wedne-da> and Frida v at
*5.30 a. in., Surry at 7, or Bluohill, ’South Bluehill, Biooklin, Sedgv.’iek. Deer Isle, Surgentvllle, *l,iitle Door Me, < astine, Dark Harbor,
(Isleshoio', arriving in Rockland in season to
connect with boats for Boston .Monday and
RETURNING
Will leave Rockland on arrival of boats from
Boston for above landings, arriving in Ellsworth early alio. noon.
Through tickets sold on board and baggage
cheeked through.
o. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
G. \\. HIGGINS,
♦Flag landing.
Agent, Ellsworth.
Passenger- will be called for by leaving word
at Stevens & Druminey’s stable.

but—

people:
I

talk that

war

—

Memorial Day.
He a ih^i arters Wm. h. H. Rice Post,
)
No. 55, Department ok Maine, g. a. K.,
1
Ellsworth, May 17, isi»s.
Order .Vo.
1. In accordance with the rules and regulations >>f our order, at d pursuant to general orders No s, headquarters G A R, and special
order- No 1, department headquarter Monday,

Miserable,

Could Get No Rest

A.

—

morning sermorning service will tie patriotic, and national airs and hymns will he
sung.

;

General orders No.

7 30

Sunday
mon.
The

Headquarters

Department
Grand Army

MARRIED.

S. Mc.Learn, pastor.

prayer-meet ing.

orders issued to post and public:

a

DRY ANT— A DA I R At liar Harbor, May 14, by
Rev C II Allen, Mi-- Evelyn Bryant to .James
1) Adair, both of Bar Harbor.
COLBY —MOULTON At Bucksport, May 15,
by Rev 1> S Kerr, Miss Eva .J Colby to Harry
L Moulton, both ol Buck-port.
DUNHAM—FROST—At Amher.-t, May 19, by
Rev A Cullen**, Mi-- Inez Dunham*, of Amherst, to Irving G Frost, of Mariaville.
EAToN (‘ A N DAG E—At stonington, May IS,
by Rev U \V Greene, .Mrs Anga A Eaton to
Elmer Candage, both of Stonington.
G1 LES—CULLENS —At Amher-t, May 19, by
Rev -lames T Berry, assisted by Rev sherman
tiondwin, Mr- Dora E (Hies, of Amherst, to
Rev Archibald Cullens, of Glasgow, -Scotland.
GR AY—CANDAGE -At lilucldll, May is, by
Rev E Bean, Mr- Plnelie \V Gray to Irvin s
Candage, both of Bluehill.
M’EACII A RN
M’KIN No\ —At. Bucksport,
May 23, by Rev P .1 Gerrity, -Miss Mary B
MeUacliarn, <>f Bucksport, to Archibald .J
McKinnon, of Boston.
TOWER-EEL\ND-\t Ellsworth, May is, by
Rev .1 P Sinionton, Mi-- Mary A Tower, of
Ellsworth, to Edward A I.eland, of Trenton.

BAPTIST.
Rev. C.

Howard,

SPOFFORD—At Deer Isle, May 15, to Mr and
Mrs G Herbert Spoflord, a daughter.
STLK.LK —At Rrooksville, May 17, to Mr and
Mrs Edwin E Steele, a daughter.
STANLEY —At Cranberry Isles, May 19, to Mr
and Mrs Arno P Stanley, a son.
; Robert
Elliott J
WOODWORTH At Franklin, May 18, to Mr
ami Mrs W W Woodworth, a daughter.

hall.

ORDERS.

G

LUST— At Long Island, May 19, to Mr ami Mrs
Atwood L Lunt, a son.
M’DON A LD— At Deer Isle, May 19, to Mr and
Mrs Angus McDonald, jr, a daughter.
PERKINS—At Brook.-ville, May 14, to Mr and
Mrs Chester A Perkins, a son.
POWERS—At Deer Isle, May 18, to Mr and Mrs
Wentworth S Powers, a daughter.
ROP.P.INS— At We-t Gnuldshoro, May 23, to Mr
and Mrs Charles W Robbins, a’daughter.

a union memorial service
at Hancock hall Sunday evening at 7
o’clock. Wm. H. II. Rice post will attend
in a body.
The sermon will lie by Rev. C.
E. Woodcock, of the Free Baptist church.

service will
Hancock hall,

AND POST

Tired and

builds up my system by giving me a good
appetite. I have been afflicted with ner-

DUFFY—At Bluehill, May 23, to Air and Air*
Preston K Duffy, a son.
FI FI F.LD—At Stonington, May 23, to Mr and
Mrs Seth W Fllield, a son.
FRIF.ND—At Brooklin, Alav A, to Afr and Airs
Eugene A Friend, a son. [Omar Gleason.]
HOWARD—At Bluehill, May 20, to Mr and Air-

UNION MEMORIAL SERVICE.

sermon.

DEPARTMENT

___

Sleepless,

most

BORN.

There will be

soldiers’

Woodcock

sec-

BRIGGS—At Lire It Harbor, May 21, to Mr and
Mrs Ahial C Briggs, a son.
COLLAR— At Great Bond, May 17, toMrand
Air* N R Collar, a son.
DOW—At Stonington, Alay 21, to Mr and Airs
Amos F Dow, a non.

Adjutant.

usual

E.

sec-

Hdward Bellamy Dead.
Edward Bellamy, the author, died at
Chicopee Falls, Mass., Sunday. His most
famous book was “Looking Backward”,
Mr. Bellamy was in his forty-ninth year.

the

C.

Nervousness

the

to

Hand

Auburn, will deC( > NG R EG ATIO X A L.
day. The exerRev. David L. Yale, pastor.
cises at t lie hall will begin about 2 o’clock.
Friday evening, 7.30, prayer meeting.
Music will be furnished by the Ellsworth
Subject: Matt. 5: 38 12.
chorus of the Maine music festival.
Sunday morning worship at 10.30. Sermon by t he pastor.
memorial su n da y
Subject: “The Past
and the Future.” Sunday sc'h’Onl at 11.15.
Sunday evening union memorial ser- The
service will he omitted, the
evening
vices will be held in Hancock hall at 7
church uniting in the service at Hancock
liver t he address of

aid

pleased with

Augusta,

the

to

and then return to

where L. C.

corps,

The officers and

to go to t he front.
The First regiment

Paper.

held,

Kennebec river.
not

AND

he

Maine battery, which received
report at Governor's
Island, N. Y., has since received orders to
goto Fort Popham, at the mouth of the
The First

orders last week to

OK I KK CUOICK LINKS OF

monument where

Sunday preceding

properly buoyed.
MAINE

march

ful tlowers that God

MEN.

distribution of prize money to
Dewey and his officers and men,
probRhle that the full amount of f200

In

EXERCISES.

DAY

Lewiston, Me., 51 ay 2,1S9S.

CIENFFKUOS.

LOSS AT

It is reported by Cubans, who communicated
with tlie American vessels on

will be distributed among the officers and
men in proportion to their pay.
The ves-

"spring cleaning

will

dismounted.

Admiral

“John Knglis”, of the
Portland-New York line, has been chartThe

bom-

twenty Spaniards were killed
sixty wounded. One of the forts
destroyed and two large guns were

it is
MAINE STEAMER

ships

reports that from

She

line

fifteen to

at

Hawaii for coal.

The

DESTROYERS.

AND

after the American

reached

is

to

The steamer “Arkadia,” which arrived
New York Friday, was at San Juan

barded t he forts.

iago

first

KILLED AT SAN .1 FAN.

Reaches Cuba,

Sant

the

The government has requested bids for
torpedo-boats and destroyers authorized
by the present Congress. Sixteen destroyers and twelve torpedo-boats are to
be built.
Knch destroyer must have a
speed of at least twenty-eight knots, and
each torpedo-boat not less than twentysix knots. The destroyers must be completed in eighteen months and the torpedo-boats in one year.

of

three

is

the “Illinois ’and “Wisconsin”.

SPANIARDS

four cruisers and

field gun in her second-

one

ary battery.
The “Alabama”

19.

MAY

The

Spanish

battery, aud sixteen 6-pounder,
forty-one 1-pounder rapid fire guns, four
her main

gatlings and

Saturday afterwreaths and bouquets.

Police.
Monaghan’s Land.
Uniform Rank, K. of I*.
Wm. II. II. Rice Post, G. A. R.
Senator Hale Hose Co.
Dirlgo Hose Team.
City Hose Co.
(Iconic Engine (,'o.
Eagle Ilook & Ladder Co.
City Government.
School Children.
Citizens.

four
13-inch
and
carry
6-inch breech-loading rifles in

will

fourteen

com-

young

The public exercises of Memorial Day
will begin at 1 o’clock, when the parade
will form in the square.
The order of
march will be as follows:

The

Santiago.

of

ut the hall

noon, to make up
MEMORIAL

battleship “Alabama” was launched
Cramp’s ship-yard Wednesday.

tug “Wam-

aid

the

devoted

third, $25.

Waltham—A W Googins, <: i> Wilbur.
Eastb.ook- I.cwis P.unkcr, E I. ( lough.
•His—Chas (>ti*. Chas Fogg, W It Remick.
Surry —Geo I' Clark, F W Morgan, Samuel
Kltflcld, John S lunde.s. Simon Flood.
West Ellsworth—G l» Floyd, Sharrlngton
Stack pole.
Trenton —II Marks, J H Smith.
Marlavillc—Geo W (thick, E N Primmer.
The commander of each detachment will report at once to the adjutant the number of
graves decorated.
IV. At 1 o’clock p m, all the comrades will
assemble at Grand Army hall, where they will
form In column and march to the soldiers’ monument, where a service troni the service book
will be held.
V.
At the conclusion of the service at the
monument, the comrades will again form in column and escort the orator of the day to Hancock
hall, where the memorial address will be given
by Hon LC Pateman, of Auburn. Attiie close
of the services the comrades will again form in
line and return to their hall and disband.
VI. The Woman’s relief corps. Sons of Veterans, Knights of Pythias, the mayor and members of the city government, the children of the
pumio wiimoiH nmi citizens generally, are cordially invited to take part in the observances of
the day.
V11.
Comrade John F Whitcomb is hereby
designated as marshal of the day.
Gko F. Haskell,
Horatio N. Joy,
Post Commander.

high school and ladies of the

city generally,

BATTLESHIP LAUNCHED.

ANOTHER

solicits

be

The second day will be devoted to a parade and grand firemen’s muster.
The following prizes are offered :
Steamers—first prize, $100; second, $50;

Hcagan.

the Uraud

Saturday. The

m.

will

—

committee in charge

the

1 p.

also

ladies of the

joined Sampson’s squadron.

that she has

by

hall

mittee

The report that the “Oregon” had arrived at Key West is officially contradicted, but it is authoritatively stated

“St.

and

asks that all Dowers be left at

day

convention and business meeting.

annual

At Ellsworth Falls—John F Whitcomb, C H
A W Ellis.
Catholic cemetery on High street—Jere Harrington, John S Scott, John W Armstrong.
Ileechland and Riverside
Geo F Haskell,
.John Malone.
North Hancock—A W Curtis, Israel Durgun,
Renj Shute.
Lamolne— N It Young, I) Y McFarland, Ira

“Oregon” was reported, or whether she
In the early morning, as usual, the surhad joined Sampson’s fleet.
viving veterans will perform their tender
The “Oregon” left Han Fraucisco about
offices for departed comrades, visiting
Imitation of the dally press, publishing unsatls- six weeks ago, before the war had opened.
their graves and leaving there their floral
In
all
the
more
than
trip covers
13,000 tributes. For this
factory and untrustworthy news bulletins, only
purpose flowers are

days, however,

The first

Haynes,

observed

generally
past.

nual convention and muster of the State

Phillips.

mind the

battleship “Oregon” had successfully
completed her long trip from Han Francisco around the Horn, and was now safe.
bulletin

DE-

ORDERS.

an-

firemen’s association Aug. 3 and 4.

business be closed between the hours of 1
o’clock p m ami 5 o’clock p m.
III. At 8 o’clock a. m detachments from this
post will proceed to the several outlying cemeteries to decorate the graves of soldiers and
sailors as follow*:
At Woodbine and St Joseph's Catholic cemeteries— K lionsey, S Y Kelliher, l> I, Fields,
James Hamilton, James A McGown, H Nelson
Joy and Charles H Grlndai.
At the Congregational church—S I) Wlggln
and Samuel .1 Morrison.
At North Ellsworth—Geo W Fatten and A I’

the

The navy department gave out the olfiinformation lust Wednesday’ that the

cial

The

OB-

FIREMEN AND SCHOOL CHILDREN

WILL PARADE—POST AND

and

corvette

BE

ELLSWORTH.

SERVED IN

acting surgeon, has been ordered to report on hoard the IT. S. H. “Lancaster”.

WILL

DAY

36Sjrrtisnnmta.

Firemen's Muster at Bath.
Bath is preparing for the second

mortal

REPORT.

Dr. H. I). Averill, of Bar Harbor, recently appointed to a position in the navy

The

May 30, will be observed In Ellsworth as Me
l>ay.
II
It is earnestly requested that flags on
buildings and on the shipping be displayed at
half-mast during the day, and that all places of

MEMORIAL DAY.

ELLSWORTH
Fbanklin St.,

Hens!

sorts.

BICYCLE CO.,

Hens!

Ellbworth.

Hens!

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

Eggs for hatching from the best stock
imported into the State.
C. L. MORANG.

ever

GREELV.

The only place to get bargains is at the
that advertises for your trade.

store

post-offices

the 116

in

Hancock county;

all the other papers in the county combined do not reach so many. The Amer-

County Xeirs

Vm additional
A

John

Clark and wife, of Bangor,

town

be, but it is the only paper that

been with

her sister several

Southwest

Harbor, is home for

not

properly be called a County paper; all the
The circularest arc merely local papers.
can

tion of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, t« larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

Mrs. George B. Foster has gone to
Brewer, where her husband has employ-

They

Cranberry

see

other pages.

Capt. Adelbert Spurling
a codtishing trip over f400.

last

stocked

week in
A

arrived at

son

the

home of

Mr.

and

P. Stanley, Thursday—Robert

Mrs. Arno

Dunham, daughter of Mr.
Dunham, and Irving Frost,

Inez

Frost, of Mariaville, were married Thursday evening.
May 19, at the home of the bride’s grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Richardson.
Rev. A. Cullens officiated. The bride and
groom have the congratulations of a large
number of friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Frost
will reside with the bride’s parents.

Elliott.
Rev. C. N. Davie will go
Harbor next Tuesday to be ordained in
the Congregational church there.

Sidney

C.

has

Bunker

returned

Holbrook, Mass., and Mrs. Mary E.
Banker from Dexter, where they have
been spending the winter.
from

The social

of the

event

season was

the

of

TWO

Rev. Archibald Cullens, of Glasgow, Scotland, at the church Thursday, May 19, at
S o’clock. The church was prettily dec-

who

spent the last six
Scotia, has returned

has

mouths iu Ncpvh
home and gone
Mrs.

Flora

health.

It is

housekeeping.
is

Coulter

cashmere trimmed

ribbon,

white

and

carried

Brockton with her, will be able to
turn with her here in a short time.
in

re-

Miss Lovey Wooster, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Wooster, formerly of
this place, is to be married at Dyea,
Alaska, May 23, to Dr. Thomas Linton
Price.

of

little

Giles,

was prettily attired in white muslin,
trimmed witji lace and ribbon, and carried a bouquet of white roses. The ushers
were Mrs. C. A. Richardson and Mrs. H.
F. Jewett, Miss Barbara Harris, of Ban-

She

Garter, of
Mrs. Everett Silsby, of Bangor,
the wedding march.
gor, and

The
left

Mias Alice

bride entered

Brewer.

the church

played
on

ceded

Orrington Spurling has gone to
take charge of his place, until Mr. Mayo’s

groom entered on ttie right attended by
the best man. Charles P. Marshall, a class-

return.

mate of the groom.
The party met at

there.

Capt. Gilman Ham or

has

returned from

the south and has gone in the “Bay of
He reports he
Chaleur” for mackerel.
did nut see any mackerel in the water
lie is
during his trip south.
greatly
troubled with inflammation of his eyes.

island last
formerly the British schooner

Tiie vessel wrecked

week

was

on

this

‘•Edmund”.

A short time ago she was
up derelict by Capt. E. J. Stanley,
in schooner “Tamson”, of this place, and

picked

into

towed

Mil bridge, where she was
Messrs. Sawyer, the ship-

bougtit by
builders, and
‘Albion”.

converted into the schooner

The repairs cost f1,000.

insurance and she is

was no

a

There
loss.

total

The cargo of granite was insured and has
been sold by the underwriters. Charles
E. Howard and Fred Steele purchased the
hull of the vessel for

May

?L
R.

21.

by

Mrs.

Martha

Jennie

and

maid of honor

are

Marshall

visiting

ana

daughter

maid

at Bar Harbor.

ployed.
Carter, of Ellsworth, has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. George
Marshall.

the altar where the

presented

the bride with

arch of evergreen decorated with white

away by her father.
The church was

well

from

were:

out

of

town

filled.

brother of the best
The bride and
amid

shower

a

was

left

the church

They

have

the

large number of

a

reception
bride, for
The bride

received many handsome presents.
Mr. Cullens recently graduated from the

theological seminary
laboring here

been
two

summers

and

attended with

occasionally

came over

His labors have been

success

and all

He delivers

lose

him.

mon

next Sunday.

Monday

Bangor. He has
pastor for the paBt

at

as

through the winter.

his

Mr. and Mrs.

regret to

farewell

ser-

Cullens leave for

Steuben, where he has been engaged for
Their many friends
the coming year.

Milli-

labor.

them

May

they have been employed.
M.

Emery

man.

groom
of rice.

After the ceremony a
held at the home of the

where

23.

Guests

Mrs.

success

in

their

field of

BELLE.

23.

South

new

IhI«.

of Capt. Charles Babbidge,
Stonington, on Sunday, was attended
by quite a number from here. The remains were brought here and interred in
A. A. Murphy, Walter Blake and Burton
the family lot. He was born and brought
Brown are working at Seal Harbor.
up in this place, and after his marriage
Israel Norwood and family are moving
He sailed a
settled at Green’s Landing.
to Indian Point, to the Fenlon Higgins
packet from there to Rockland for a numThe funeral

Sound.

Julia Ellis is stopping with Mrs. Charles
Tracey and going to school.

house.

of

years, and afterwards went into
His genial disposition commanded
trade.
friends wherever he went, and he will be
much missed. He had been out of health
He leaves a widow and
for a long time.
ber of

May 23.

B.

Zttmmisrmcnta.

{

___

therefore.
Resolved,

improvements.

That

members of Rainbow
grange do fully recognize the loss to our
grange, and to the families of which lie was a
loved and cherished member as an adopted sou
and as a loved son and brother.
Resolved, That as a token of respect to the
memory of our brother, our altar and our char
ter be draped In mourning for thirty days.
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt sympathy to the families bereaved, trusting that,
though they may not have wisdom to understand tills providence of God, they may have
grace given them to hear it.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions he
sent to the sorrowing families; that a copy he
placed on record; and that a copy he sent to
The Ellsworth American for publication.
Laura Hatch Jones,
Samuel Wasson Talley,
Irving W. Cousins,
Committee on resolutions.
May 23.
we as

The friends here, and they are many,
of Rev. A. D. Moore, who has just left
West Tremont, regret that the Methodist
conference assigned him a pastorate in a
locality.

distant

ITTLE

PILLS

SSOK HEADACHE
Positively cured by these
Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price._
;_
W

CURE ALL YOUR PAINS WITH

&

1 Pain-Killer. I
A Medicine Chest in Itself.

>;
v

^>'t

Simple,

Safe and

Quick

Cure for

gj

CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS, &
COLDS, RHEUMATISM,
£
NEURALGIA.

H 25 and 50 cent Bottles.
& BEWARE OF IMITATIONSBUY ONLY THE

^
|
fe

GENUINE.§

PERRY DAVIS'

amount will scarcely keep the roads passable, and no marked improvement can be
made without larger appropriations
I do
not favor a State highway commissioner.
I would favor legislation to the end that
towns should not raise less than a stated
sum per mile of roads, which sum should
be sufficient to keep the roads in repair
and make improvements from year to
With such legislation I think a
year.
State highway commission would be a
needless expense.
The tirst move looking
to improvements should be widening ana
straightening, which also means the removal of all bushes and rocks from the
sides of the road. The road bed should lx*
crowning enough to shed the water to the
ditches, but with such a gradual crown as
would allow carriages to drive out to the
ditch without danger of upsetting.
The
best season to work machine on roads is
May and June, and possibly September, if
the ground is not too
Best time to
cut bushes and hedges is in August, as
they will not sprout up again as quickly
as at other seasons.
Culverts have been
sadly neglected on our country roads
are
either
They
clogged up, or are too high
above the r<md bed, or too low or too
short.
Good roads must come, and if
towns will not bring it about voluntarily,
then legislation must.
Robert W. Condon, Commissioner.
West Lden As it is *o expensive that
|
it would not be
to build many
macadam roads in the country, how would
! this plan do for a poor substitute?
With
i a stone crusher that could be moved from

Mr. Moore

preached

in

by side there lies today
Many a gallant company ;
Bide by aide as, when in Ufa,
They were camped through
bide

Asa

Colby has

gone to

Eden to work.

Miss Rena Jordan is at home for a
week’s stay.
The sociable was well patronized and

enjoyed by all.
Wellington Haslem
Sunday in town.

wife spent

sister, of Ellsworth Falls, spent Sunday with their
grandparents.
Erastus Wall, the young student who
is teaching school here and conducting
services in the church Sundays, has been
engaged to preach through the summer
Bernard

Jellison

and

and

months.

May 23.

H,

L. Hadley and wife, of Bar Harbor,
visited relatives in town Saturday and
B.

Sunday.
The

“Lillian Woodruff”
arrival in New
York. It was feared that she might fall
into the hands of the Spaniards.
are

owners

glad

of the

to hear of her safe

Rev. L. M. Bosworth, the recent pastor
this church, has accepted a call to the
|
Baptist church at West Harpswell. Mr.
and Mrs. Bosworth are now visiting relatives in Penobscot, whence they will pro- I
ceed to their new home. A lurge circle of
friends sincerely regret their departure
from this place, and best wishes follow
them to their new field of labor.
H.
May 23.
of

the road

or

stay

year* of

strife.
And in distant glen* and field.
Where the graves lie unrevealed,
Nature, with a tender grace,
Deck* the unknown renting plaoe.
btlll the real, with tireless feet.
Carry garland* gay and sweet.
And the crowds upon the grass
Cheer the veterans as they paaa.
—Chicago later Ocean.
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WASHES &. DYES

A

IMAYPOLEl
II SOAP-1
WASHES

I

DYES

and

AT ONI OPERATION

f

.‘ANY COLOR.

|

I

I

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for 2:
•5 Soiled or Faded Shirt Waists.5
5 Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Under- S
etc., whether Silk, Satin, £
5 Cotton or Wool.
£
>

jglinen,

3 Sold in All Colors by Grocers
3
Druggists, or mailed free
for 15 cents;
3

and <

Sj

£

Address, THE MA YPOLE SOAP DEPO T,
127 Duane Street, New York.

J

f*

5;

be

in

the

withheld

she has only to go before
cadi and turn her slipper upside
down. If the
complaint be not then redressed it is a sufficient ground for divorce.
the

aWjrrtisrmmta.

of the quality of flour is in j
the eating of bread made of
'it.
A taste of bread made
F of Rob Roy Flour will
■
prove the c.airn—“The )
f finest winter wheat patent
! flour in the United States."
*

ROY
\ ROB
FLOUR
i9 not only better, but more eeonoruical than other brands.
Sold everywhere.
L
ITS. 1. COOMBS, Cold water, Mick,
j

MADE ME A MAN
AJAX TABLETS

POSITIVELY CUBE

LL JVerrouj />ueu«M—Failing Mumory, Impotency, MewpleaaneM, etc., cau»ed
by Abuse or other Kn-e»»M and Indiscretion*.
T'-nj ,fuirkly ami surety
restore Lo*t \ Utility in old or young and
fit a man (or study, bt -mess or mtirnag*.
__Prevent Insanity ar.
Con*umt»tion if
m in Urns.
Their n«e ohowa immediate improve,
meat and effects a
IJHF, where all other fail In*
•1st upon having the genome Ajnt Tablets.
They
nave cured thousand* and
wiilcnreyou. Wo give a positive written guarantee to effect a r-r»i CftfiTC
in
euch ciu« or refund ttie money
Price W V I
per
package, or six t-kges (full treatment' for fH&U. By
mail, in plain wrapper, upon receipt of price. Circular

,t~

AJAX REMEDY CO.,
For *ale In Ellsworth,
Gkoruk A. Pakchkk,

Me., l»y
Druggist.

BIG WAGES :

u

Every Town, in the lT. S. amt Canaua. \N are
now
distributing *I00,04M» m ppen ung,
Prizes and Cash. We give Bicycle*.
Cam,-ran,
Hold Watches, (inn*. Pi,mo-.. Organ*. 1'e-ks or
lb'll:,r* fora few hour* work. Permanent «*mployinent if you want it. V.w i* the tune, A
.•

..

lOe

Magazine
-1

p!•

kl'4
money.

eight

m m

mm

m m

1/1111
■

UU

any business
profession, ruled, with
lo

Throughout. Requires the least
possible writing to enter data
I < and r^fer quickly to any
name

6,000 used and

labor-saving records

on

and

time and
All kinds of
made to order.

save

recoeded.
hand

or

WALTER W. (iEOKtiK, Publisher,
Nassau St.. New York.

__150

PATENTS.

Tvorine”

Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained and

a Pabusiness conducted tor Moderate Fees
Our office is opposite U. S. Patent Office.' We
sub-agencies, all business direct, hence
*'u*lne8ft ln less time and at
> CObl tlian those
remote from Wash-

tent

have no

fa®«ca#^eU,a^?nl
ington.

Strong

drying

inor*n''uL'trlin

xvtvi

or

that shall cause the snow to drift
too late in the spring, or keep

mm

Contract and

but recommend something else.... No thanK

nothin? and if you
don’t keep if I'll £o to
some store that does’.’
words but
fair ones
Ask for
what you want and £et
what you ask for!

mm mm

rnn

or

Washing

you I want

and
Km i.

(viiauuil
111 21 11 f*IkAdapted
«

Ivorine
Powder

on

the roads from
properly after a
rain. The brush might be burned and the
stones could be used to good advantage in
the low wet places. The best road that I
ever saw built was made as follows:
We
first made a ditch
feet wide by two
feet deep in the middle, running to one
foot at the sides, then we filled the ditch
with stones, a little the highest in the middle; this was covered with six inches of
clay, which was taken from the ditch. We
topped the clay off with a coat of gravel,
two or*three inches, which was rolled
down as hard as we could get it. This
road was built ten years ago, where there
was a quagmire at least two months in
It has never been muddy
every year.
since, and is in good repair now, and best
of all, the cost of repairs hasn't averaged
over one cent per rod each year.
w. S. Archer.

The
Proof

3

every

^

^

j

Turks bath money forms an
marriage contract, the
husband engaging to allow his wife a
sum
certain
for bathing purposes.
If it

Among

item

this place during the winter.
daughter.
He labored
Farming is going on briskly this week, for the good of souls; his faith was far
I
from being creed. He gained and retained
as the few warm days are making everything start up. The prospect is good for the good will of the younger portion of j
practicable
the community, especially the young men.
a large hay crop, and the same of fruits.
It is known that he did not desire to be
Ego.
May 20.
it
reappointed. May he prosper in future. nlaw. t.,
Brookllu.
There are many who will be glad to hear ! different parts of the town so as to have it
The first fish of the season were taken
then as soon as a mud-hole aphandy;
of his success.
j ]K-ars till it with crushed stone and let it
at the sardine factory Friday.
Mrs. Maud Ober, wife of Howard Ober, | work into the mud.
1 think a few years
“White
Foam”
Schooner
arrived from a
i
of this place, died at her home in of such treatment as this would cure many
formerly
of
the
fishing cruise Saturday, May 11, and re- Brewer
“quagmires” that we have in the
May 2. The remains were brought spring.
Amos C. H. (Iott.
ports a small catch.
here for interment, the burial taking place j
Hancock -The subject of road improveT. R. Alden is building a new stable. May 5. Kev. G. H.
should
be
ment
of
interest
to all farmers
Hellion, of Southwest who have
A cargo of lumber was discharged at
any crops to market, for good
Harbor, conducted services at the ceme- roads mean
an ability to carry larger loads
Haven for that and for the sidewalks.
tery. Mrs. Ober was the daughter of the to market at less expense, with less breakSchooner “Pochasset” is on the passage late Capt. L. Y. Stanley, of Brooklyn, N. age and less wear and tear of harnesses and
from New York to Prosoeot Harbor with
Y., and though a native of the latter place, wagons. I cannot see wherein a State
highway commission would be of any adcoal and supplies for the sardine business much of her girlhood was spent here, her
The first move that I would
vantage.
there.
parents residing for a number of years in suggest, looking to improvements, would
legislature to pass a law comMany be for the
O. P. Carter, of West Brooklin, w hile this, her father’s native place.
the towns to clear the roads to
mourn
her early pelling
at work at West View, had a paralytic friends and relatives
their full limits, of all bushes, stones, etc.,
shock which rendered him unconscious. death. Mr. Ober and his two little moth- and keep them clear; also to keep the
He was taken home and is somewhat im- erless daughters have the heartfelt sympa- drains clear so that the water will not
stand beside the road, as it does in lots of
thy of the entire community.
proved at this writing.
places now; also to give the commissioner
May 19.
D.
G. B. A.
May 23.
authority to remove all trees, fences and
other
obstructions beyond the limits of
Lamoine.
Waltham.
..

IVER

S3
X

Under the old system this town raised
f1.200, and this year under the new system
This
they raised |9(X), one fourth less

dry/

Seal Cove.

one

CARTERS

V

—

!

Richardson, of Ellsworth; Rev. J. E.
Newton ami Rev. G. A. French, classmates
of the groom; Rev. L. V. Farnsworth,
Rev. C. H. Harrison and Rev. \V. A. Richmond. of the theological seminary. Ban- ;
gor, and James Marshall, of Dover, N. H.,

Harbor,

Bar

a

flowers, from which was suspended a bell
of ivy and dowers. The bride was given

wish

from

The

win, classmate of the groom, stood under
an

Sherman MacFarland and H. C.

May

honor.

bouquet of white roses, and where the
officiating clergyman, Rev. James T.
Berry, assisted by Rev. Sherman Good-

Mrs. Mabel

home

of

relatives and intimate friends.

cently.
Mrs. Margaret Sawyer has returned
from Bangor, where she has been em-

are

of her

friends.

Miss Jeanie Mattocks, of West Sullivan, is the guest of Miss Millie V. Young.
John Edwards, of Bangor, has been the
guest of Miss Ida Foren a few days re-

ken

father, preushers, and followed by the

the

arm

congratulations of
Hancock.

West

leaning

bridesmaid

the

place

Bargain.

SOAP <

5

i

COUNTY NEWS.

the

Wm. I. Mayo has taken his family with
him to Southport, to remain the season,
while he is engaged in the weir business

on

Sold

To

maid of honor.

was

BULLS,

j

with lace

bouquet

a

Jennie

Miss

roses.

daughter of the bride,

in

very poor
her sisters, who are

hoped

white

wore

and

COWS

led^e,

are

children,

team wagons not less than two and onetion to one of the guards.
When wo uphalf inches, and wider for larger ones.
braided him. ho weakened and began to
Kven our driving buggies would be better
and more lasting with wider tires, and l>e
cry, saying that he had told on us in tho
a
help to our roads. Our city of I'lls- hope of getting his own release thereby.
from 3 to 8 years old,
worth has a stone crusher (steam power).
There were hundreds of men iu the prison
It has been in operation two years, and
AND
at that time, and wo made the poor felwe have splendid roads so far as we have
low s life miserable for him from that
I made them with crushed stone, and the time on.
We refused to speak to him or
expense does not seem to have l>een very
great for the amount of gi>od done. The allow him to speak to us, snd it was not
crusher is set up some half a mile from long before he began to feel the disgrace
one Jersey and one Holstein and Guernsey,
any street. The stone is blasted from a
deeply.
then broken by hand
3 and 4 years Old.
hard, flinty
“At Camp Sumter, as at most of the
hammers to a suitable size for the crusher,
rebel prisons, there was a dead line—that
then hauled over a private, worn-out, i
a tun
nuuiioii
imuo
uiniuu iuo wmui U1
abandoned lumber road to the place of id,
Would the stockade, beyond which no prisoner
The above stock was the property of the late deposit. Nowhere is a question.
could go without incurring the risk of beW. M. Haines, M. D., and may l>e seen at Lin- it not. be rheaner and f>etter to set the |
'i ho guards hud orders to shoot
crusher in some convenient place, lake the
ing shot,
denhurst Farm.
stone from our fields where there are
every prisoner w ho crossed the dead line,
thousands of tons of old tumbled-down
even though
he put only his band across
walls, heaps, etc and move from place to it, and they usually oarried out the order
as convenience and occasion call?
1
w ith eagerness.
at a
Be
hope to hear from many of our citizens on
“One day L hickanmuga crawled under
this subject of good roads.
the dead line ami begged the guard to
James T Cushman.
The guard was more tender
[Noth-We believe In the use of the stone shoot him.
crusher for our country towns. In many see
hearted than the usual run of them and
For further particulars address
tions It might he noshihle for two or more
refused
He pitied the man and ordered
towns t<> unite In the purchase of a crusher.
MRS. A. C. HAGERTHY,
him back inside tho line.
A day or two
The work ot crushing could be done at such
places and at such times n* are most conven- later Chlckumauga, determined not to
Main Street,
Ellsworth. Maine. ient for the parties Interested. The suguestlon
endure the silent contempt of his fellow
to use th«* rock* scattered about our held- in
prisoners any longer, crawled under the
many place-, and on walls in other*, i* a good
one.— Srcrrtit ry
lino again, and when tho guard again re
South Deer Isle
For road improve- fused to shoot him he began to taunt ami
;
t-br additional County Xeirs see other pages.
ment, tirst, more money should he raised, insult tho fellow until he worked him
up
so that the work will not have to Ik*
spread to such a pitch of exasperation that lie
so thin that it can’t be seen; next, men
West Itrooksville.
raised his rule and tired.
Thut was the
should Ih* elected commissioners who are
Arthur Griudle,
Bangor, has !»*•< n interested to have good roads, and who last of informers in thut prison tor awhile,
know how they should be made. There anyway. ”—Buffalo Kxprcss.
spending a week's vacation lu town.
to be something 1 ik•
a civil service
Barker Blodgett, Sewall Tapley and F. ought
examination f«>r the office.
Men in all
E. Shepardson are at work in t'astine.
A tisotral < arrlcd the Flag.
sorts of trades are expected to learn the
trade
before
at
it;
working
Herbert Wescott and family of Connecwhy should
It is the duty of the enlisted men, s-t
not road building be a trade? Of course
ticut, are visiting Mrs. Andrew Wescott. that is a matter of education for a genera- gcai.ts and corporals to curry tho colors
When in the emergency of action an officer
tion. but why not begin? If the roads in
and
Hotel
Hawes has been
painted
seized the flag, ho passed beyond tin* line
one section of a town are dry enough
to
otherwise improved, and is now ready for
of duty ami oftentimes earned a medal uf
work on in April, why n- ; work on them
summer tourists.
At L'hiekamaugn General
then and not leave them till June or July, honor thereby.
when
are
so
hard that it takes two
Btevdman took one of the regimental llags
they
Mrs. I.ydia Emery, Bangor, who for
to accomplish what eould haw been
days
Jar
to the front w ith
it, exsome time has been
visiting her sister, done before in one? Why allow all the and, rushing
claimed, “Boys, 1 11 carry your flag If
Mrs. William Wasson, returns home to- rubbish that accumulates in the roads
11 defend it!''
New York Press.
you
stones, etc.
to in* thrown out on the sides
day.
of the roads and left
Farmers are often
Miss Elizabeth Ellison, who has spent advised to
The Itemnaut.
keep their roadsides free of
ttie winter in Bangor, has returned home. weeds, etc., but how can
this be done
ISflU
w hen
time
the
road
is
the
every
Who an* th»*se who march ho proud
All are glad to welcome her bnck, for alrepaired,
rubbish is thrown onto the ground by the
the pushing, cheering crowd'/
Past
ways ready for every good work her help
Firm and long trie steps they take.
way and left? Then all sorts of weeds
in the society and church
is greatly and bushes find a root-hold among the
'Tin the Lincoln Wide Awaken,
stones and spread themselves indefinitely.
missed.
boyish figures, straight and tall;
Too much half work i* done. If there are
boyish, too, the faces all.
Steamer "Castine” which has been off two bad
places and only money enough to
Ne'er a doubt, but full ««f hope,
for repairs, left here Saturday with an ex- put one in good condition, do that and
With the future strong to cop*.
leave the other till the next year.
If both
cursion
party, stopping at the various are half
180&
done the same thing will have to
A
landings between here and Belfast.
Who arc these who march today
he done over and over, year after voar.
Past the crowd* who line the way?
large number improved the opportunity The same holds good in winter.
Have
Not *o straight as when of yore
fora trip to Belfast and return for 25 roads w ide enough for teams to pass at
They the starry flag upbore.
least often enough for the cuts to in- in
cents.
Gray the hem is, care lined each faos,
sight of each other. Last winter great inH.
Yet they keep a martial pace.
May 23.
convenience was caused in this town by
While the stirring music rings
roads shoveled just narrow enough for one
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
the people offerings bring.
And
team.
R. S. Warren.
Ah, the years are long sluue they.
Whereas, Death has again entered our grange
South Brooksville—I am in favor of
Young and lusty, marched away!
and removed therefrom suddenly our young and radical improvement in roads. The towns
Now a city a ebb and flow
promising brother, Emery Wasson Tapley, do not raise money enough to enable their
la uboul them as they go.
commissioners to make

TWENTY JERSEY

orated with
evergreen, potted plants
entertained for tbe safety of and cut flowers. The bride’s gowu was
of cream mohair, trimmed with lace and
Capt. S. N. Bulger, in schooner “Jennie
ribbbou. She wore a white rose in her
F. Willey”, who is on the way to New !
hair.
York from South America.
Miss Inez Dunham was bridesmaid. She
two
with
her
Mrs. Grace Haraor,

Fears

In this way
in tne way of the machine.
we can go over the roads and make a good
show at less expense every year. I think
a commission of three or live good men
should be chosen by town, county or State
to see to the building of roads, one man
l>eing removed and another chosen every
I think we should
year or two years.
make general use of wide tires; on light

FOR SALE.

Mrs. Dora E. Giles, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Richardson, and

marriage

enough for teams to pa*s. and have good,
deep ditches. Remow all rocks and stones

JTor .Salr.

GILES-CULLENS.
to Southwest

Mrs.

insomina, nervousness, and,
if not relieved, bilious fever
or blood poisoning.
Hood’s
Tills stimulate the stomach,
rouse the liver, cure headache, dizziness, constipation. etc. 25 cents. Sold bv all druggists.
The only Tills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

the

of Mr. and Mrs. Mark

son

Islet*.

during

will reside there

summer.

Miss

county farmers:
Ki.lmvorth—The subject of good road?
is an interesting one, and ought to call out
a
1 am no road
long list of replies.
builder, but few men have traveled over
our roads more than I
have in the past
thirty years. It seems to me that wc
should adopt the system of making road?
with the machine; make them just wide

Hood’s

time.

ment.

“There were some traitors even in the
Union army, remarked a veteran. “I saw
one of them meet his end, although I was
sorry to see him die in just tho way ho
did.
“It was at tho rebel prison at Camp
Sumter, one of tho worst prisons used during tho war. Tho prisoners, of course,
That was
were always planning escapes.
all wo could do to relieve the monotony of
prison life, and while it was probable that
any attempt wo might have made would
have been unsuccessful, yet wo did not
care to have tho guards know what we
were trying to do, for they were none too
gentle with us at best.
“Somehow or other, though, the prison
officials always learned of every plan wo
made out, and wo wore at a loss to discover who had betrayed us, until one duy wo
caught a Union soldier who hud been
nicknamed Chlckamnuga giving Informa-

agriculture for the season of 189S. is deIt
voted principally to “good roads”.
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Fate of an Informer Who Betrayed the
Plans of His Fellow Prisoners.
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Is caused by torpid liver, which prevents digestion and permits food to ferment and putrify in
the stomach. Then follow dizziness, headache,
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or Pboto, with
descrlptlon. He advise, If
patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till
patent Is secured.
A book, “How to obtain
Patents," with references to actual clients In
your state, county, or
town, sent free. Address
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Opposite Patent Office. Washington, d. O.
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.nd to tbe sound of a mighty oheor,
hnd cucompassod them down Fifth

the table, but his hand still clutched
tho collar. One after another tho mist
curtains rolled away, little by little the
lost years came back
Thanks be to God,
there were no awful guilt spots upon this
risen self of his in this his day of judgment.
He saw a happy, sheltered childhood,
flowing into tho enthusiasm of youth, and
the steady purpose of manhood.
He saw
himself responding gladly to his country’s
call, though Harbara and the baby clung
about him. Then the long list of battles
burned their way through his memory,
ending with Atlanta.
Some one opened tho door quietly and
on

which

j

them nndrr flowers, with wrenths at the
feet and head
of the dead nil honors, for they are
these
flb
the nation's dead.
Who sleep with the swords long mated aside
of the palsied hands
la a world where no word is spoken that man
of us under Simula.
Though now and thou there’s a rustle seems
moving among the leaves,
A gust of wind in the tree tops or a forest of
branches heaves,
And, standing here in the shade of shafts of
marble and of stone,
tVs start, for our heart is beating, and we
know we are not alone—
Alone where our dead are lying, alone with a
thousand dead,
Alone, and these graves around us, each with
it pillowed head!
There are no dead forever where-faith in tho
dead remains;
The blood that has sealed the nation is blood
of our living veins.
Ho keep the tryst unbroken that comes as the
year rolls round
And bring your springtime tribute for God's
prisoners underground
Who peer from the graves to beckon and pluck
ut our garment's hem.
They need 4 but. ah. inoro sorely the nation
is needing them!
How often have 1 fancied, an idle whim, may

avenue.

Behind them cmno the guests of tho day,
the New Haven Invlncibles, a military
organization almost ns old ns tho dnys of
John Davenport.
The blue and buff of
colonial times, the bearskin shakos, tho
pure white facings of the elaborate uniforms, ail mnde them the mark for the
eye* of the multitude.
Their alignment
was

perfect.

“There's father,” said the lad, “at the
head of that company. See? The tall man
with tho plain face.
Oh, I tell you he's a

dandy!”

in
“Jim.

cam©

He had sunk hack in his chnir, his fair
face all aglow, and ho looked up at the
older man with a friendly confidence
charming to pee. “I’m sure of it,” said

you sick?” called Gwinnett
face that was raised to his
was so distorted by anguish that it was almost tho face of a madman.
Mr. {Smith heartily. “Suppose you tell mo
“Walton, Walton, 1 know who I ami It
now?
name
Mine
is
James Smith.” has all come bark! Iam Francis Trurnyour
bull
of New Haven. For God's sake bring
“Francis
said
tho
!
Trumbull,”
boy
proudly. “I’m the third of that name. | my wife, quick!”
Ho rose to his feet, took one reeling
Have you got a little boy?"
There was a perceptible pause, which
step, then fell his full length upon the
made tho boy curious, before tho man said floor
•

slowly:
“No.”
“That's

are

anxiously.

Tho

••••••

“I don t like the looks of things at all,"
Francis compas- | paid tho hotel doctor a few hours lati^C
sionately. “It’s a great tiling for a man “We ll get a nurse here in tho morning,
to have a little boy.
I don’t know what
and I'd like ru consult with a specialist
Hut tho image is often pictured, and 1 close my
His lover’s high, and his heart’s not right
they’d do without me.”
eves aiul see
He was so sure of his own importance, It’s an unusual case, you see.”
Battalions grave and spectral in march and so serene in
“You don't suppose there’s any truth in
it, that it touched tho lonely
countermarch.
man beside him.
Had he ever been of so what ho says,’’ faltered Gwinnett.
And m ver a woid Is spoken under tho sky’s
much
account?
black arch.
“Hardly," said the doctor dryly
“Have you got a little girl?” went on “Things don’t como about in life so draBut, with the old maneuvers, with the old
tho boy.
precision, too,
matically. It's easily accounted for. You
Marc it till th** dawning shimmers the souls
“I have no one in tho whole world besay your friend has been morbid and deof the white r* view ;
longing to me. That gentleman, Mr. pressed for a time. Tho excitement of the
A common camp in the moonlight, with never
Gwinnett. Is my friend, and we old bache- parade, with all the subconscious mema thought to slay
lors live together in Atlanta.”
ories it induced, has been too much for
In tho hearts of tho loyal legion or in those of
There was a pause of a full minute behim.
He has caught this child’s name—
tho rebel gray.
fore tho next shot foil.
the last stranger ho met—and dressed it
The fiery souls of tho southland who drew the
“Were you in the war?”
up in a personality.
Depend upon it,,
that day's Ulysses end those who j
The men «
For answer Mr. Smith pushed back his
that's all. If ho persists in the morning—
t*d to the sea.
tun:
hair
hia
we'll
from
have
forehead and showed a well,
to prove to him he’s misgray
From * !.«*ir unsealed graves In the moonlight
long, ugly scar that ran up into tho scalp. taken. He'll sleep for some hours now
lr. tL trappings of war oonie forth.
I'll
in
Tho
but
bo
a low whistle.
before
ho wakes.”
gave
boy
“Graokyl
>»
f the cotton country and theme of
The 1
That must have hurt I
liio city woko, but the man slept on.
You were ou tin
.<* loyal north,
southern side?"
Gwinnett was standing by tho window
And S'.'iu' who are weak and wounded, who
laint in the toilsome way,
“I don’t know.” said tho man. And hn
with the doctor, listening to the directions,
Bet in happy to lean on the helping arm of ei j smiled, though his eyes were grave.
when there came a stir from the bed. How
t*-i
tho blue or gray,
“Don't know?" said tho boy; “don’t the glad light rushed to his eyes as lie
Ami •’.*• angol of peace is Bmiling, all passion
know which sido you wore on? Oh, come heard his name called, for he had feared
I'-as and white,
that waking
now, you’ro fooling!’’
(Pn tl souls of our heroes comping under the
“Here's tho doctor, Jim.
You’ve had
“No,’’ said tho man, “I don’t know,
ra tonightl
one of your bad turns, but you’ve slept
I
vo
and
boon
30
to
find
out
years trying
Joseph liana Miller In New York Sun.
I've been to tho best doctors in Europe und aro better.''
Jim Smith turned glad, sane eyes upon
and this country, but they cannot help mo
them.
Then he said:
Do you think you can?’’
The i>oy bitched his chair nearer, forget“Yes, I’m better, Walt; but huvo you
seen
tho
and
laid
his
hand—it wn9
my wife yet?’’
ting
parade,
Walton hesitated and looked helplessly
a long, shapely little hand—on tho man’s
knee, while he gazed at him with his clear at the doctor
blue eyos, full of anmeemunt.
“There, there, my dear sir, it’s all right.
“I was wounded at the battloof Atlanta She’ll come by and by."
*'
A little smile came round tho corners of
in
tho
ohest
and on tho head.
Mr. Gwin*Tls the star spangled bannerl
He must take the
nett, who was on tho southern sido, found tho sick man's mouth.
Oh, lung may it wa avel"
reins himself.
Sapg the shorter of the two uien to the me unconscious aud nearly dead on the
“You think I nin delirious, doctor.
jmSsio in tho distance, and he threw his field, where the cavalry had been charging
hack and forth.
It Is supposed a horse
Well, I am not. This Is n matter in which
slgsr end Into the grate.
In through tire open windows of tho stepped on me. At any rate, when I came you cannot meddle. Walton, what time is
it? They must have linished breakfast.
1
hotel, along with tho sunehino and tho to in tho negro cabin where Mr. Gwinnett
bad left mo 1 could remember nothing 1 want you to go down stairs and find ‘hat
sweet, warm sir, came tho undertone of a
Tell him I am his father,
had no past In a few weeks, as soon as 1 boy's father.
multitude, while the overtone was struck
hy the military baud at tho head of the was able, 1 was moved to Mr. Gwinnett’s Francis Trumbull, who was born in the
old
houso
opposite tho Green in 1838; that
procession which was coming down Fifth mother's borne in Atlanta. I was along
I am a graduate of Yalo, class of ’58; that
time getting well, but I never wore out
•venue.
My memory never came I married Barbara Sherman in 1859, and
“Well,” said the Georgian, “If anyone their goodness.
had told mo in 1801 that I should be ever buck, and I had to begin ull over again— that 1 went to the war in 1881 us a captain
in the Invincibles.
sitting here In New York listening to that learn my A B C’s even.”
His voice was low and steady and car“But,’’ said tho boy, “there was your
tune and content, mind you, I’d have
conviction to one of his hearers. “sPo
ried
uniform?’'
knocked him down.” And he gave a jolly
him alone and let him break it to—his
“Some one had stripped mo of that,
laugh and stretched himself as ho began
Ot.ly'' here tho excitement
thinking mo dead Well, 1 took tho name mother
to look for his bat through the disorder of
which lie had bravely kept in chuck broke
of James Smith and started life over
tho room. “All things come round to him
out
in
a
I
measure—“only, for the suku of
again. 1 don t know what 1 have lost
who will but wait.
heaven, be quick!"
know 1 gained tho best friend Cod ever
“1 don’t know nl»out that, Walt," said
Walton Gwinnett went down the stairs
gave u man.
the taller and handsomer man in a grave,
in a maze.
While ho was listening it had
There was something in his face ns be
"Time hasn’t given iwe
musing tone
all seemed true, but now he doubled.
As
looked at his friend, who was watching
back my post yet.
readied
he
ihelloor
below ho met the New
His friend laid his hand on his shoulder the soldiers, that mudu tho boy swallow
Haven
out
of
the
eleva
party
just
coming
quickly
with a caressing touch and looked re
tor
The boy ru.-hed to him as he stood con
“I say,” said the boy, and thero was n
proaehfully into tho upturned face.
fused
before
them
At the sight of them
little
around
his
sensitive
tild
for
mouth,
heaven's sake,
quiver
"Don’t,
man;
his tale seemed absurd. Yet there was too
don’t!
You’ll bo having one of your bad “that was roughen you.” And ho slipped
blaek
dross
of
the
oldest
woman, und he
times again.
What do you want with any his hand into tho man’s and gn\o it a
must speak
hard squeeze.
more past then you’ve got?
Thero isn’t a
“Can 1 see you a moment alone, M.*
The boy's face was very grave os he
man in Georgia more honored than you,
Trumbull:-'
.and as to family—why. I've shared mine said, “Goodby, and he ran back to throw
The young man turned and faced him
with you
You’re Undo Jim to Nelly's himself on Mr. Smith and whisper, “It'll
and in one glance every doubt was stilled.
come back some day, see if it don't.
children just as much as I’m Uncle Wal
Out
of all ti.e world this was Jim Smith’s
“Good little chap, "said Mr. Smith as
ton.
I—I’ve tried to make it up to you,
ho stood listening to the sound of his feet sun.
old fellow ; you know 1 have.”
And the
The ladies walked on, followed relucas he ran noisily down the stairs.
strong voice broke a little.
“Yes, he's a regular boy; no cherub tantly by the hoy
Tho older man sprang to his feet and
1 he men sat down in the sent by thu
But, Jim, you look
caught his friend by the shoulders. “Gwin- business about him.
elevator, and Gwinnett begun his story
tired
Made it up to
nett, I’m a sellish beast!
In a hall hour lie was l aok in thu sickmo?
Indeed you have, if any one could.
“My head feels thick,” said the other.
The doctor sat beside his patient.
"It's this confounded procession. 1 wish room.
Only it comes over me at times with a
“She's coming, Jim." ho said hoarsely
I reckon it’s tho music, the we hadn't waited over I don't know why
Ttreat wave.
it s true.
drums and tho llags that have dune it toyou insisted." And his friend kicked his “Doctor,
Tho doctor went into the other room.
day. It's hard, knowing a fellow was a heels petulantly against tho table on which
"Do 1 look very old? Oh, Gwinnett, do
he was sitting.
soldier and yet not knowing which side ho
you think she can love mu still?’’
"Walt, I wanted to try another experi
fought on!"
For answer Gwinnett l rushed the gray
“Jim Smith, stop that rot!
You know merit to see if it would suggest anything
what thnt Paris specialist told you. Put I thought perhaps if I had been a northern hair back from his forehead, und tho hut
fell on his face.
tears
man and I
saw tho old Hags and all that
your hat on and come out on the balcony
“God bless you, old fellow! Now go out
it might bring something back, but it lias
They’re almost here.
and let her in!’’—Independent.
not.
Tho two men picked up their hats and
“Of course it hasn’t, for you’re southwere about to step upon the littlo balcony
ern fast enough.
See here, Jim, suppose
“It i> almost ft miracle. Burdock Blood Bitters
before their windows when tho door was
burst open and u panting, rosy boy in a
you got your past back—and it might be cured me of a terrible breaking out all over the
a past you would not choose now—have
white serge sailor suit raced in.
body. I am very grateful.” Miss Julia Fil"Hello 1” cried the intruder. “What are you ever thought that the chances are bridge, West Cornwell, Conn.—Advt.
lose
the
interim?
That
the
Just
30
you'd
you doing here?"
“Wo thought wo were in our own
years would go—all your manhood—and
iLcgal Notices.
rooms," said Mr. Gwinnett, with mock —and I along with lt?“
Ho spoko with an angry vehemence. He To all persons interested in either of the eshumility, “but perhaps we re mistaken."
tates hereinafter named.
was afraid and jealous of those unknown
Tho boy—he was about 10 years old
At a court of insolvency held at Bueksj ort,
had been looking about him in bewilder
yea rs.
in and for the county of Hancock, on the
“1 don’t want my past without you.
Then he burst Into a merry laugh
ment.
third day of May, a. d. 1898.
muu ms irionu
following matters having been premm,
“I beg your pardon. I must have come up
bimpiy.
^pilK
sented for the action thereupon herein1
•
••••••
one flight too many.
I raced ahead of
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that noAunt Grace, who waited for tho elevator.
It was evening. Mr. Gwinnett had gone tice thereof he given to all persons interested,
Oh, donri There’s the procession, and 1 to the theater, leaving his friend to recover by causing a copy of this order to lie published three weeks successively in the Ellsfather
after
miss
all!"
may
from his headache.
He sat In the dusk, worth American, a newspaper published at
‘♦Come out on our balcony.
I’ll send a
in said county, that they may apthough his room was full of reflected light Ellsworth,
of insolvency to be held m
bellboy to your mother and tell her where from the street below. All day long he pear at a court
on the seventh day of June, a. d.
Ellsworth,
you arc," said Mr. Gwinnett cordially.
had been in a singular state of anticipa- 1898, at eleven of the clock in the forenoon,
Before ho bad finished speaking the boy
tion, behind which there was lurking ap- ami be heard thereon if they see cause.
In the case of
I.inwood H. Cushman, of
was outside waving his wliito cup and
prehension. His head throbbed, he had Ellsworth, in said county, insolvent debtor.
shouting to soino one below.
had turns of dizziness and a dashing of fed Petition for discharge from all debts provable
“There they are. the floor below, two
before his ey«a
His idea trains were bro- against his estate under the insolvency laws
of Maine, presented by said debtor.
balconies along.
Then, “I’m all right,
ken and inooherent.
In the case of Benjamin T. Sowle, of Ellsgrandma," he called out to one of the
“I’d better pack," he thought, glad of worth, in said county,
insolvent debtor. Peof
three
ladies
who were gazing up any physical effort, and he went into tition for discharge from all debts provable
group
estate
under
the insolvency law’s
his
against
at him in astonishment.
Tho gentlemen
Gwinnott’s room—the connecting door
of Maine, presented bv said debtor.
lifted thoir hats, the ladles seemed to ac- ■tood open—to collect his things.
lie
rraiiK111 me casein ivasimaii nuicuiiis, hi
cept the situation, and they all settled turned on the light and began sorting the liu, in said countv, insolvent debtor. First
account of Albert !•'. Burnham, assignee, filed
down to reviewing tho parade.
numerous parcels thrown on the
table.
for settlement.
“1 say," said tho boy, “I’m glad I made There was a pasteboard box, with
In the case of Everett L. Salisbury, of
Tiffany’s
the mistake, feu: you can see bettor up name upon it. Ho opened it and took out Mount Desert, in said countv, insolvent
debtor.
First account of Albert l-'. Burnham,
here—that is," v. 1th a polite afterthought,
a large silver dog collar.
Gwinnett had
assignee, tiled for settlement.
“if I do not trouble you."
not bought it, and it was not his. Why, it
<>. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
“Just you wait till the Now Haven Inmust belong to that boy.
He held it idly A true copy of original order of court.
then you’ll see a moment, and then his eyecaught a
Attest:—Chas. P. Dokk, Register.
vincible* come along
spray
beat
bet
the
I'll
Seventh!
they
of mistletoe beaten in the silver. “The
inarching.
NOTICE OF FOKECI.OM ItE.
Father’s tho captain of Company A. That’s name, ‘Baldur,'is on the other side, ho 'IIT’HKRKAS
Harvey II. Heath, of Verona,
the lirst company. I'm going to join when
thought. Ho turned it around. Yes, there
Hancock county, State of Maine, by
>>
There’s been a Trumbull in
I grow up.
it was. God in heaven, how did he know? his mortgage deed dated the fifth day of June
1891, and recorded in the Hancock counthe Invincibles for over 100 years.
My Ho trembles! so ho fell into the neare>t a. d.Registry
of Deeds, vol. 254, page 182, conty
grandfather was a captain, too, and he got chair. His heart beat against his ribs, the veyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or
killed in the war. Ah, there’s a battle
cold sweat stood upon his brow as he asked parcel of land with the buildings standing
situate in said Verona aud bounded
himself the question.
Then from under- thereon,
flag. Hurrah, hurrah 1
and desc?ibed as follows:
Situate at the
neath camo the answer as the dead self
‘•1 love to see the old, tattered flags, only
southeasterly end of said Verona and conYou see, it rerose from its grave and God said, “Loose
tains thirty-three and one-quarter
acres
H makes grandma cry.
more or h s-.
Being the same premises conhim and let him go."
minds her of grandpa. That's my grand
veyed to Uriah Heath, of said Verona, now
Aunt
Baldur
the
and
that's
in
black
was
his
mother
dress,
dog, and this was Bal- deceased, by William H. Cary by his deed of
dur’s collar. lie had had it made in Swo- September It, 1850, and recorded in Hancock
Grace in the bonnet with tho poppies
den, in Lund. The quaint old pcaken roof Registrv of Deeds, vol. 89, page 180. Reference
We’ve just been down to Tiffany ’s to get
is hereby given to said deed and record
my dog collar. It wouldn’t lock. And shop, the silversmith and the some one thereof for a more particular description;
{Some one who was and whereas the conuitiou of said mortgage
that’s mother with the blue flowers In her who was with him.
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
young and heautiful and who loved him.
bejfc They’re for Yale, you know."
the breach of condition thereof/ 1 claim a
His brldo, Barbara! A rending gro»,n foreclosure of said
The sploudid Seventh had just swung
mortgage.
burst from him, and his head fell forward
Chas. F. Heath.
Into Madison square past tho reviewing
Bucksport, Mav 12, '98.
By O. P. Cunningham, his attorney.
a

pity,

'paid
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PROBATE

COURT.

dian and restoration of
properly
Americus Clark, of Penobscot.

Proceedings at April and May Terms
—Insolvency Matters.
APRIL

admitted

Wills

j

TERM—ELLSWORTH.
to

Lincoln

probate:

Flagg Brigham, Salem, Mass.
Wills presented for probate:
George
F. Jordan, Ellsworth; Walter Lawrence,
Ann M. Skinner, Bucksport.
Administration granted on estates of
Solomon B. Greenlaw, George H. Howard, Deer Isle; Sarah F. Nason, Abby R.
Dawes, Ellsworth; Charles D. Small, Sullivan; Horace E. Snow, Brooksville;
Frank II. Orindle, Calista M. Stover,
Bucksport; Jennie Blaisdell, Dedham.
Special administration granted on estate of Isaac Mace, Aurora.
Petition for administration tiled in estates of Phebe A. Cass Peyser,Providema
K. I.; Colin N. Dix, Tremont; Samuel L.
Trew orgy.
Inventories returned in estates of James

Bridges, Sedgwick; Fannie E. Vose,
(iouldsboro; Arnold B. Foster, Castine;
Frank Moody, Biuehill;
William
I..
Wentworth, Franklin; Bradley S. Harriman. Bucksport ; Ezra 1). Peed, Tremont
'Affidavits of notice of appointment
tiled in estates of Sabre J. Tracy, Sullivan ;
Ella N. Curtis, Enoch B. Hill, Bradley S.
Harrimnn, Bucksport; William S. Haney,
Penobscot ; Mary Delano, Verona; Ger-

trude C. Dunham, Amherst.
Accounts settled in estates of Andover
Carter. Brooklin;
Augustus C. Peters,
Biuehill; Harriet S. Spurting, John C.
Peed, James G. Bowden, insane person,
Samuel Robinson, (iouldsEllsworth;
boro; Ambrose Pet tee, Sullivan; Samuel
Merrill, Surry; William A. Milliken,
Eden; Samuel Wasson, Surry ; Joseph G.
Stover, Bucksport; Caro Smith, Olive Y.

Coolidge, minor, Lamoine; Enoch R.
Blaisdell, Franklin, minor; Chrissie E.
Perry, insane person; Tina E. Perry,
Winter Harbor (formerly part of Gouldsboro), minor.

Accounts
for settlement in
estates of William S. Haney, Penobscot;
John W. Lowell, Bucksport.
License granted to sell real estate of
Flora B. and Lena E. Curtis, minors,

presented

Bucksport.
Reports accepted
pointed to receive

against
Eden.

of commissioners apand examine claims
the estate of William A. Milliken,

xctiLiuii

iur

ineu

uisinuuuon

ana

granted in estate of Harriet S. Spurling,
Ellsworth.
Order of distribution issued.
Petition for distribution liled and
granted in estate of Silas N. Mitchell, Penobscot; order of distribution issued.
Leave of

adoption

and

change

of

name

Janies A. Widens, granted to Edward
W. Cousins and Evelena A. Cousins,
Surry.
Affidavits of sale of real estate tiled in
estates of JaneS. Keyes, Cranston, R. 1.;
James H., Elmer L. and Frederick B. Haskell, minors, of Hyde Park, Mass.
of

COURT OF

In

the

case

INSOLVENCY.

of Eben N.
debtor.

insolvent

worth,

Stover,
Charles

EllsVV.

Mason, of Ellsworth, appointed assignee.
In

the

case

of

Henry M.,

Barlow and

Othniel G. Hall and Lorenzo J). Foster,
all of Ellsworth, as partners, doing business at said Ellsworth under the partner-

ship name of 11. M. A%i. Hall, and also as
individuals, insolvent debtors. Charles
H. Emery,
of
Ellsworth, appointed
assignee.

In the case of William W. Stanley, Ellsinsolvent
debtor. Assignment
worth,
made by debtor to register.
In the case of Janies F. Kimball, Mariaville, insolvent debtor. William B. Peirce,
of Bangor, chosen assignee.
In the cast* of Frank W. Giles, Amherst,
insolvent debtor.
Assignment made by
debtor to register.
In the case of Henry C. Sproul, Eden,
insolvent debtor. Hearing on petition for
allowance continued to May term.
Appointment of second meeting tiled and

approved.
In tlie

case

of

Alvin

B.

Nickerson, Mt.
Assignment

Desert, insolvent debtor.
made by debtor to register.

In the case of Charles A. Allen, Ellsworth, insolvent debtor. Oath of debtor
filed.
in the case of Byron P. Gatchell, jr.,
Ellswort h, insolvent debtor. Petition tor
discharge tiled by debtor.
In t lie case of Greeley F. Small, of Deer
Isle, in business in his individual name
and formerly as G. F. Small A Son and as
G F. Small A Co., and as member of the
firm of Haskell A Small, insolvent debtor.
Certificate of debtor's discharge issued.
In t be case of Zemro F. Callahan, Mount
Desert, insolvent debtor. Oath of debtor
filed.
In the case of Alfred M. Hastings, EllsPetition for
worth, insolvent debtor.
discharge filed by debtor.
In tlie case of
Edward L. Warren,
Buck-port, insolvent debtor. Petition for
discharge tiled by debtor.
In the case of Wilmot B. Thurlow, of
Sionington, lately in business at said
stonington as Thurlow A Knowlton, in
his ow ii name and as Thurlow A Knowldebtor.
Certificate of
ton, insolvent
debtor’s discharge issued.
In t he case of (). A. Soper, Tremont, insolvent debtor. Authority granted to assignee to sell real estate.
In the case of George O. Anderson, Amherst, insolvent debtor. Petition for discharge tiled by debtor.
MAY TERM—BUCKSPORT.

Wills admitted to probate: George F.
Jordan, Ellsworth; Walter Lawrence,
Ann M. Skinner, Bucksport.
Wills presented for probate:
Oliver

Higgins, Edeu; Isaac Mace, Aurora;
Carpenter, Eden.

Ori-

ent H.

Administration granted on estates of
Colin N. Dix, Tremont; Phebe A. Cass
Peyser, Providence, R. L; James S. Hardy,
Bucksport; Melinda B. Candage, Blue-

In the

COURT OF
case of

of

THE

tinued to June term.
In the case of Charles A.

worth, insolvent debtor.
tion for discharge filed.
In the

Allen, of EllsDebtor’s peti-

—

subscriber

she has been
THE
tratrix of the

of Lin wood H. Cushman, of
Ellsworth, in said county, insolvent debtor.
Debtor’s petition for discharge filed.
In case of B. T. Houle, of
Ellsworth, insolvent debtor.
Debtor’s petition
for
discharge filed.
In case of Eastman Hutchins, of Franklin, insolvent debtor.
First account of
assignee filed.
In the case of Everett L. .Salisbury, of
case

Mount Desert, insolvent debtor.

Tuv
A HP.

A\fKI<irA
M
JA
M-UltJUA-N

if

mediately.
May 3, a. d.

0® a year;$150;
paid fn advance.

Hardy,

Florence II. Parker.

1898.

subscriber hereby gives notim that
X she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Charles I). Small, late
of Sullivan., in the
county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as'tho law dir
s.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imMatilda M. Syai.l.
mediately.
April 5, a. d. 1898.

rpHE

rjMIK

.....

tice thereof be

given to all persons interested,
copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, on the seventh day of June, a. d. 1H98,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and be
heard thereon if they see cause.
Oliver Higgins, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. A certain instrument purporting
to be the last will and testament of said deceased. together with petition for probate
thereof, presented by Alonzo Higgins, the
executor therein named.
Isaac .Mace, late of Aurora, in said county,
deceased. A certain instrument purporting
to be the last will and testament of said deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, presented
by Albert E. Mace, the
executor therein named.
Orient H. Carpenter, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Eben M. Hamor,
tlie executor therein named.
Thomas 0. Jones, late of Greenpoint, Long
Island, New York, deceased. Petition that
Levi li. Wyman, of Ellsworth, in said county
of Hancock, may be appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased, presented by
Eben li. Clark, administrator with the will
annexed of the estate of Lewis Freeman, deceased, a creditor of said Thomas D. Jones,
deceased.
Prentiss W. Saunders, who last dwelt in
Bucksport. in said county, and who left his
home more than seven years ago for a temporary purpose and has not been heard from
during said time. Petition that Guy W. McAlister may be appointed administrator of
the estate of said Prentiss W. Saunders, presented by Nettie M. Houston, a daughter of
said Prentiss W. Saunders.
Alfred Veazie, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. Fourth and linal account of Albert
W. Paine and Charles V. Lord, trustees under
the will of said deceased, tiled for settlement.
Frank Moody, late of Bluehill, in said county. deceased. First account of Ida Moody,
administratrix, tiled for settlement.
Susie W.. Annah D., Martha H., Sarah and
Rose G. Stinson, minor heirs of Rose E. Stinson. late of Surry, in said county, deceased.
First accounts of Philip P. Stinson, guardian,
tiled for settlement.
Bradley S. Harriman, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
Petition tiled by
ArchieS. Harriman, administrator of the estate of said deceased, for license to sell at
public or private sale so much of certain real
estate of said
deceased situated in said
Bucksport, as will be necessary to pay debts
of said deceased, expenses of sale anti of administration.
Robert M. Redman, late of Bucksport. in
said county, deceased. Petition tiled by buy
W. McAlister, administrator of the estate of
said deceased, for 1 icense to sell at public or
private sale, certain real estate of said deceased. situated in said Bucksport, for the
payment of the debts of said deceased, expense-- of -ale and of administration.
Benjamin Smith, late of Lamoine. in .-aid
county, deceased. Petition filed by Charles
11. Drumniey, administrator of the estate of
said deceased, for license to sell, at public or
private sale, the whole of certain real estate
of -aid deceased, situated in said Lamoine,
for the payment of debts of said deceased, expen.-: s of -ale and of administration.
Mary H. Treworgy and Abide i
Treworgy.
minor heirs of Naomi Treworgy. late of
Bucksport, in said countv, deceased. Petition tiled b\ William T. Treworgy, guardian
of said minors, for license to sell at private
sale certain real estate of said minors situated
in Ellsworth, in said county, to pay the expenses of said minors.
Sabru J. Tracy, late of Sullivan, in sail I
county, deceased. Petition tiled by George H.
Tracy, husband of said deceased, for an allowance out
of the personal estate of said deceased.
O. p. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of original order of court.
AttestChas. P. Dorr, Register.
a

THE subscriber hereby gives not;
that
he has been duly appointed adminisX

trator of

Ol
lOKKILOSI KK.
FRF AS Frank J. Candage and Fannie
F. Candage, both of Bluehill, in the
county of Hancock, and State of Maine, by
their mortgage deed, dated the eighth day of
October, a. d. 1895, and recorded in Hancock
county Registry of Deeds, in vol. 290, page
54H, conveyed to Richard Grindle, the undersigned. a certain lot or parcel of land situated
in said Bluehill, and bounded and described
as follows, to u it:
Beginning ou the old road
(so-called), leading from Ease Bluehill to
Bluehill, at a point about nine rods northeasterly from the point at which the northwesterly side of the said old road intersects
the easterly side of the new road (so-called
and marked by stake and stone, running
north 15 deg. 50 min. west 27 rods to stake and
corner bound; thence north 52 deg. east 12
rods to stake and corner bound; thence south
15 deg. 50 min. east 27 rods to said old road, at
stake and corner bound; thence on said old
road south 52 deg. west 12 rods to place of beginning, containing two acres, more or less.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Bluehill, May 16, a. d. 1898.
Richard Grindm;.
By E. E. Chase, his attorney.

estate

of Melinda B. Canda.re,

the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pavment imEben w. Mayo.
mediately.
May 3, a. d. 1898.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Phebe A. Cass Pi yser,

rpiIE
X he
1

nnmcm,c,

ill

ini-

ou'.r

tJl

IVUUMC

island, deceased,

and given bonds as the
directs. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are iK.-sirid
to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
George M. Ware.
May 3, a. d. 1898.
law

STATE OF MAINE.
Treasurer’s Office,
Augusta, April 13,1898. \
the following townships or tracts of
land not liable to be taxed in any town,
the following assessments for the State tax
of 1898 were made by the legislature on the
26th day of March. 1897:

UPON

HANCOCK COUNTY.

No. 3, North division,
No. 4, North division,
Strip N. of No. 3, N. division,
Strip N. «f No. 4. N. division,
No. 7, South division, N. u_>,
No. 7, South division, S. **_>,
No. 8, South division,
No. 9, South division,
No. 10. adjoining Steuben,
No. 16, Middle divison,
No. 21, Middle division,
No. 22, Middle division,
No. 28, Middle division,
No. 32, Middle division,
No. 33, Middle division,
No. 34, Middle division,
No. 35, Middle division,
No. 39. Middle division,
No. 40, Middle division,
No. 41, Middle division,
Butter Island,
Eagle Islam!,
Spruce Head and Bear Island,
Beach Island,
Hog Island,

Bradbury’s Island,

Pond near Little Deer
Western Island,
Little Spruce Island,
Marshall’s Island,
Pickering’s Island,
Old Harbor Island,
TIMBER

1
|

!

|

j

NOTICE

11

y

the

late of Bluehill, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present

__

T

.s.

rilHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X she has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate
o!
Colin .N
Dix,
late of Tremont, in the count
«.f Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct*.
All persons having demand:-, against the estate of said deceased are desired to j
at
the same for settlement, and all indeblv’d
thereto are requested to make payment imBessie Gertrude Oix.
mediately.
May 3, a. d. 1898.

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bucksport,in and
for the county of Hancock, on the third
day of May, a. d. 1898.
following matters having been preX sented for the action thereupon herein-

\1

Janies

estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

ILrrpl Notices.

by causing

of

Bucksport, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the

Fust

after indieat.cd. it iu IipppI.v nr.11.•>t

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminis-

estate

late of

account of assignee filed.
In the case of George R.
Robinson, of
Bucksport, insolvent debtor.
Assignment made by debtor to register.

NOTICE or FOKECLOSCKE.
Petitions presented for administration
estates of Thomas D. Jones, Green- TITHEREAS Annie F. Weston anil Harrie
A. Weston, her husband, both of Bos▼V
N.
Prentiss
W.
point, Long Island,
Y.;
ton, Suffolk county, Massachusetts, by their
Saunders, Bueksport.
mortgage deed dated the lfith day of April,
Petitions tiled for appointment
of a. d. 1897. and recorded in the Registry of
guardian of Elizabeth Grindle, Martha Deeds for Hancock county. Maine, May 19,
1897, in book 313, page 215, conveyed to me, the
Ileath, Castiue.
Inventories returned in estates of Abby undersigned, certain real estate situated at
Lamoine, in said Hancock couuty, being the
R. Dawes, Ellsworth ; Frank H. Grindle,
lot with buildings thereon known as the
Bueksport; Ann E. Lash, Tremont; Sabra Shore Acres hotel property, which said real
J. Tracy, Sullivan.
estate is more particularly described in said
Affidavits of notice of appointment re- mortgage deed which is recorded as aforesaid,
turned in estates of Mary Ann Bartlett, to the record whereof express reference is
hereby made for more particular description
Tremont; Walter M. llaines, Ellsworth; of
the lot mentioned; and whereas the conE. Snow, Brooksville; James
Horace
ditions of said mortgage have been broken
Bridges, Sedgwick.
and remain unperformed, now therefore, by
Accounts settled in estates of William reason thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
S. Haney, John W. Lowell, Bueksport; mortgage and give this notice for that purpose.
Lamoine, Maine, May ifi, 1898.
Kirty S.. Fred G., and Helen L. Eddy,
Wii.liam F. Desisle.
minors, Bay City, Mich.
J. A. Peters, jr., attorney.
Accounts filed for settlement in estates
1
of Alfred Veazie, Eden; Frank Moody,
NOTICE OF FOKECLOSCKE.
Bluehill; Susie W., Annah 1)., Martha H., !
Sarah and Rose G. Stinson, minors, Surry. | TirilKREAS Harvey H. Heath, of Verona.
Hancock county, State of Maine, by
??
Petition granted for license to sell real his
mortgage deed dated the twenty-eighth
estate of Elizabeth Bridges, Sedgwick.
day of January, a. d. 1893, and recorded in the
Petitions presented for license to sell Hancock county Registry of Deeds, vo!.2fi7,
real estate of Bradley S. Harriman, Bucks- page 409, conveyed to me,' the undersigned, a
port; Robert M. Redman, Bueksport; certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings standing thereon, situate in said Verona,
Mary IL and Abbie S. Treworgy, minors, and
bounded and described as follows: sitBueksport; Benjamin Smith, Lamoine.
uate at the southeasterly end of said Verona
Petition filed and granted to sell per- and contains
thirty-three and one-quarter
sonal e.-tate of Benjamin Smith, Lamoine. acres more or less. Being the same premises
Petition filed in estate of Sabra J. conveyed to Lriuh Heath, of said Verona,
Tracy, Sullivan, for allowance out of now deceased, by William H. Cary, by his
of September 14, 1850, and recorded in
personal estate to the husband of said deed
said Hancock county Registry of Deeds, vol.
deceased.
r
180.
Reference is hereby given to
89,
Resignation of Bedford E. Tracy, saidpage
deed and record thereof, for a more parguardian of Chrissie E. Perry, an insane ticular description; and whereas the condiperson, of Winter Harbor (formerly of tion of said mortgage has been broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of condiGouldsboro), tiled and accepted.
Affidavit of sale of real estate of Flora tion thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
B. and Lena E. Curtis, minors, BueksBucksport, May 12, 1898.
port, filed by guardian.
Charles F. Heath.
Petition granted for dismissal of guarBy O. 1*. Cunningham, his attorney.
on

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of George F.
Jordan, late of Ellsworth, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Frank H. Jordan.
May 3, a. d. 1898.

INSOLVENCY.

George R. Campbell and
William H. True, both of Ellsworth, partners doing business in said
Ellsworth,
under the partnership name of Campbell
& True, and also as individuals, insolvent
debtors. First meeting of creditors con-

1

|

j
1

J

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

AND

$121

22
121 22
13 14
43 14
45 46

22 73
33 jo
11 S8
63 07
45 46

90 92
90 92

121 22
106
75
121
82
106
121
106
7

76
22
56
06
22

07
70

13 75
2 75
1 65
4 10

3 30
55

Isle,

GRASS ON

07

.-»5
'.9
13 75
9 07
U 35
RESERVED LAND".
$2 64
3 96

3, North division,
4, North division,
7, South division,
32
8. South division.
1 *8
1 32
10, adjoining Steuben,
1 32
16, Middle division,
>96
22, Middle division,
.96
28, Middle division.
3 96
32, M iddle division,
3 96
31, Middle division,
>1
35, M iddle division.
3 96
39. Middle division,
528
40, Middle division,
3 96
41, Middle division,
F. M. Simpson,
state Treasurer.

STATE OF MAINE.
Treasurer’s Office,
Augusta, April 20, 1898
T ▼'PON the billowing townships or true;.* of
land not liable to be taxed in am o-un,
the following assessments for county tux of
1898, were made by the county commissioners of Hancock county, on the 24th day
of March, 1698:
No. 3, No. division,
16
No. 4. No. division,
53 16
is 92
Strip N. of No. 3, No. division,
*2
Strip N. of No. i. No. division,
No. 7, So. division, No. half,
1.9 93
9 96
No. 7, So. division, So. half,
No. 8, So. division,
1147
21
No. 9, So. division,
56
No. 10, adjoining Steuben,
No. 16, Middle division,
19 93
39 87
No. 21, Middle division,
No. 22, Middle division,
59 37
5; 16
No. 2s, M iddle division
16 51
No. 32, Middle division
33 22
No. 33, Middle division,
53 l6
No. 31, Mobile division,
56 25
No. 35, M iddle division.
10 51
No. 39. M iddle division,
53 16
No. 40, M iddle division,
No. 41. Middle division,
46 51
3 38
HutU
Island,
6 03
Eagle Island.
1 20
Spruce Head and Bear Island,
72
Beach Island,
1 93
Hog Island,
1 45
Bradbury’s Island,
25
Pond near Little Deer Isle,
25
Western Island,
30
Little Spruce Island,
6 03
Marshall’s Island,
3 98
Pickering’s Island,
4 10
OKI Harbor Island,
TIMBER

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

AND GRASS ON

3. No. division,
4, No. division,
7. So. division,
8, So. division,
10, adjoining Steuben.
16, Middle division,
22, Middle division,
28, Middle division,
32, Middle division,
34, Middle division,
35, M iddle division,
39, Middle division.
40. Middle division,
41, Middle division,

H ESERVEDLAND8.

$1

16
1 74
58

87
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

58
58
74

74
74
74
16
74
32

74

F. M. Simpson,
State Treasurer.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSEICE.
AlfHERKAS Catherine G. Roberts, \bbie
\\ E. Reynolds and Daisy F. Hod: kies,
all of Mount Desert, in the county ot Hancock and State of Maine, and Mary T. Ke
v,
or Hrockton,
nymouui niumy, commonwealth of Massachusetts, by their mortgage
deed dated the secoml day of December, a. i.
of
1895, and recorded in the Registry of D
said Hancock county, December 16, 1S95, in
book 295, page 106, conveyed to the underisigned, John W. .Somes and Robert L. «
al
dle, both of said Mount Desert, certa
it
estate, with buildings thereon, site*,
Nortiu-ast Harbor, near the head of the h
bor, in the said town of Mount Desert, s \1
real estate consisting of a lot of fifty acres,
race
more or less, formerly the property of
beD. Roberts, and the Dower lots, so*ea!h
't
ing a lot of four acres, more or less, and
o
b<>11i st
of eight acres, more or U
Deborah Roberts, widow <>f William K-> "i s.
late of said Mount Desert, deceased,
al
dower, with certain except! .us from'd
estate particularly mentioned in said miuttien
gage deed, for further particular d- se
:tof w hich said mortgaged real estate ret* :<
is hereby expressly made to the said mortgage deed ami its aforesaid record in Hancock countv Registry of Deeds; and whir-as
the conditions of said mortgage havt 'ven
broken and remain unperformed; now tin efore. bv reason of the breach of the '.ondiid
tions thereof, we claim a foreclosure'!
mortgage and give this public notice Hu that
W. Somes
.Ton
purpose.
ROHERT L. l.iRINL J E.
Mount Desert. May 10, 189S.
J. A. Deters, jr., attorney.
»
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